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This dissertation investigates the applications of the Merton KMV model with the

conditional volatility (GARCH) to measure credit risk in Thailand. The thesis consists
of three essays. First essays calculate the distance to defaults during Mar 2010 to Apr
2018 with various methods and check the validity of the data to provide warning
indicator of the default in the 461 listed companies. Result show that Both Merton KMV
and conditional volatility GARCH distance to default move with the same direction
while conditional volatility GARCH distance to default indicate more conservative
credit risk level compare to Merton KMV distance to default model. Second essay
applied the distance to default to predict the change in credit rating of the 77 listed
companies which has 95 credit rating change during 2010 to 2018. Result found that
some of the modelling signal being create from various type of distance to default model
could predict the change in credit rating with statistically significant while most of the
modelling signal was not. However, the successive modelling signal show about 50-62
percentage of predictive power. The third essay provided the application of the
aggregate distance to default to the macroeconomic and financial risk indicator. Result
found that the aggregate distance to default from both conditional volatility model
(GARCH) and Merton KMV can intuitively represent how much credit risk of the
system which It can be used as credit risk indicator. Moreover, It can formulate sectoral
credit risk indicator which show consistent sign with the event. The testing shows
significant value of predicting the movement of bond spread. Finally, result from this
study show sign of implication in using adaptive conditional volatility structural model
to capture credit risk. However, it may need further development to improve robustness
of result before implementing in the real practice.
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CHAPTER 1

INTORDUCTION

1.1. Overview
Since financial crisis in 2008, central bank in most advanced countries; Fed,
BOE, BOJ has run stimulus to recover its economy. The popular stimulus central
banks use is low policy rate, asset purchase. These tools focus mainly on bond yield
to keep bond yield curve move downward. The policy rate effect on short term
interest rate that while asset purchase effect on mid-long-term interest in yield curve
by increasing demand for long term bond. The low bond yield curve in developed
countries has affected to emerging countries through relative yield curve may induce
fund flow. For instance, money will flow to market that gives higher return relative to
risk. That cause the yield curve in emerging country has drop for long-term.
Moreover, in a corporate or bond issuer view, lower yield curve is benefit to them in
term of reducing their cost of debt relative to borrowing from bank. So, the number of
bond issuer in the market is increasing.
At the end of 2017, Thai bond market outstanding is 11.56 Trillion Baht in
2017. 4.43 Trillion Baht (38%) is government bond, 3.04 Trillion Baht (26%) is Bank
of Thailand bond, 3.12 Trillion Baht is corporate bond. The bond market size
increases 4.9% from 2016 particularly in government and corporate bond.
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Figure 1.1 Value of bond outstanding of Thai bond market (Trillion)
The growth of Thai bond market has back drop in lower yield curve. The
government bond yield curve in 2017 has shift down ward, particularly short term
which its yield lower than interest policy at 1.5% from special issue that Bank of
Thailand has decrease number of short term bond issue to limit fund inflow for
protecting currency from appreciation in value. 10 years government yield lower from
2.6% at the end 2016 to 2.5% at the end 2017.

Figure 1.2 Thailand government bond yield curve
Data from: Thai Bond Market Association 2018
Corporate bond market also get benefit from the lower yield curve. The
market has expanded sharply especially in recent year. The total bond outstanding is
increasing from 3.08 Trillion Baht in 2015 to 3.83 Trillion Baht (include government
bond which has rating) in 2017 the cumulative annual growth rate (CAGR) is 26%.
Most portion of bond outstanding in the market is investment grade bond 93.3% while
the rest number are non-investment grade and unrated bond. Trading value of
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corporate bond is also increase from 4.33 Billion average trading volume per day in
2016 to 5.09 Billion average trading volume per day in 2017. However, the growth
rate in 2017 seem to be obstacle, the total bond outstanding increase only 1.4%.
The cause of lower growth in 2017 is the drop of unrated bond. In late 2016
until 2017, there was 4 unrated bonds (Bill of payment, B/E) has been default
resulting in the market has change perspective of its rate and its prospect of their
feature. The number of unrated bond outstanding has dramatical drop from 285
Billion Baht in 2016 to 207 Billion Baht in 2017 particularly the bill of exchange
drops from 47% in 2016 to 37% in 2017. Yield of lower grade bond (BBB) increase
from 214 bps at the end of 2016 to 246 at the end of 2017 while upper grade bond
(A+) decrease in yield from 93 bps at the end of 2016 to 69 bps at the end of 2017.

Figure.1.3 Short-term debt issuance classifies by type of debt
Data from: Thai Bond Market Association 2018
The reason behind that unrated bond outstanding drop and lower grade bond
yield increase is due to that. First investor lost thrust from the default issuer. Unrated
product used to be one of the high growth product because it promises good return
with very short horizon, Investor can get higher yield than other asset class and they
have an option to roll it over the next period. However, this product is hard to see its
credit risk. Once an issuer default, investor realized that the credit risk that their face
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is higher than they thought and other issuer could be default in the same ways. In
2017, unrated bond market dried up quickly.

Figure 1.4 long-term debt issuance classifies by rating
Therefore, credit risk assessment is the main issuer of bond market, it could
determine price as well as its yield and risk of bond holder to face off. The case of
unrated product in 2017, show that credit assessment is one of the key important issue
not only for investor itself to concern of their loss, but also affect to the market and all
related participant. This study focus on the improvement of credit risk measurement
using improvement structural Merton Model which is systematically easy and quickly
updated.
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Figure 1.5 Credit spread classify by rating in 2017 during default event
1.1.1 Risk nature probability of Default
To boost confidence of creditor, credit valuation is the critical process. Risk
nature probability of default process can carry out either subjective or objective
methods without relying on individuals or committees’ decisions, but noticeable
quantity. It considers market value of stock as a crucial factor which can be observed.
Regarding credit risks, qualitative rating is not more important than the calculation of
default probability from mathematical expectation. It is necessary to use the
theoretical descriptions to perceive causality between characteristics of the borrowing
business and potential bankruptcy. The result does not indicate by statistical
correlations in the other word, it has no the power of prediction. This is because
empirical evidence show that default probability is explained with various factors
rather than the amount of cash on hand. The expected default probability concordance
between the tradition theory of finance and the theory of options pricing is important
for evaluating this risk nature probability credit model. The theory of option pricing
provides methods for how much probability that asset value could be claimed, on the
other hand, it provides the chance asset value under the debt value of the company.
The credit risk can be indicated through risk nature default probability with
stock price. Many studies Bharath and Shumway (2008); Shumway (2001) show
strong relationships between default probability and stock price which already include
an agreement of investor and. The model helps the business to warn its credit
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conditions of counterparty earlier through the possibility of credit deterioration. It is
evident that Bohn, Arora, and Korablev (2005) this model quantifies credit risk in
present time not rather than credit risk in the past. Moreover, literatures indicated that
the market value of stock price in can represent credit risk better than the accounting
value. This method for valuing the credit can be regarded as the ways used to analyze
the credit traditionally.
Concerning, the cash flow projection of business analysis cannot give an
important sign of credit since it does not capture potential of business outlook, but the
evaluation bases much more on the present time management. However, the pricing
of stock has been done by the all investor in which analyzes both present and
expected. The price is determined by market mechanism at a value of equilibrium
through matching demand-supply approach. However, the evaluation might not be
precise; therefore, the implication of prediction of business through stock price will be
considered factors. Therefore, it is assumed that either individuals or institutions
might not reach the better valuation. The claim is primarily involved with the fairness
of the business properties. In case the business incomes tend to be either better or
worse, the first which will be reflected is the stock price on its changing. Hence the
suitable interpretation of the changing stock prices is challenged. Moreover, firm does
not have to determine the payment of cash flow for its debts or interests in order to
estimate if the business can afford. The market value is considered as the main point;
it depends on the market value of the firm's assets. In case the market value of the
firms is enough, then the firm will be able to provide its desired cash, or firm could
sale their assets to meet obligation. If the transfer is hard to be managed through the
assets, then they have to be sold in another way, which is, either added equity or debt
has to be issued. The market value has more interesting the competency of the firms
than the potential cash position.
One of the most useful model to quantify the probability of default for a
company which based on stock price is from Merton model Merton (1974); Vasicek
(1984) Since the foundation of risk nature model’ credit risk being considered from
the stock price can be compared as a call option for the firm’s properties. The default
probability calculated from models are risk nature which based on market
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instrumental: equity. Black and Scholes (1973); Merton (1974) incorporate the view
of credit risk in to firm’s structure. Their model assumes the firm asset value follows a
lognormal process of diffusion with a constant volatility. The model assume that firm
has issued debt that matures at time T. Market prices of stocks are considered as the
critical factor used for health measurement toward firms. The Structural Defaulting
Model founded by Merton in 1974 categorized the value of stock as a call option
premium on the firm asset value. However, Merton model has the limitation on the
properties in the real time due to the movement of stock. So, the model has been
revised by Crosbie and Bohn (2003); Vasicek (1984) in terms of using stock price to
measure the financial Campbell, Hilscher, and Szilagyi (2011) health of firm and
predict statistical distance of how far asset value is away from its debt level called
Distance to Default. The uncertainty of the firms’ properties is also taken into account
through volatilely. Such estimation helps indicate that how many standard deviations
far away from its default point. In the work of Campbell et al. (2011) claimed that
although Merton’s Model seems to be useful, it is obvious that the Model has reduced
form models so far. The stock prices and structural models which provide accounting
facts and estimation as well as Distance to Default Model. It is necessary to use the
Model application to try out, estimate, and validate the data. The fair market prices
are stated that they enhance the effectiveness statement through the financial health of
the enterprises and credit risk assessment. In addition, both market prices of stock and
debt level data are used to evaluation the financial health in the context of timeliness
rather than credit scoring. These processes normally require equity data and strictly
assumption that asset value follow lognormal diffusion process. However, study about
an option pricing have observed implied volatility smile in option pricing which does
not consistent with the assumption of constant volatility model in the Merton model.
This study will investigate further in asset value volatility process which act as the
main contribution of the model and relax the assumption of KMV-Merton to achieve
the closer realistic character of asset value volatility.
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1.1.2. The asset value Volatility
In empirical study, it is accepted fact that the observed volatility implied from
option pricing is volatility smile. It does not consistent with Black and Scholes (1973)
as well as Merton (1974) that their assumption is constant volatility return. Observed
out of the money call or put option prices are normally more expensive than the prices
from Black-Scholes formula. The explanation of this is the smile skewness and smirk,
showing that out of the money put price are enormously higher than the basic BlackSholes. The densities of risk neutral indicate that the price of equity are not normal,
but it has character of left-skewed and leptokurtic. The great possibility is that the
stock price could allow to follow time varying volatility, which generates the fatter
tails in the distribution of return in many periods. Moreover, the allowing of volatility
process to be correlated negatively with the returns creates the negatively skewness.
Therefore, many studies of an option pricing successfully provides evident of
asymmetric stochastic volatility model. Among study, The NGARCH Duan (1995)
model is accepted as the best model in discrete time literature, while the Heston
(1993) model is the popular model continuous-time option model. The interesting
point is that both models contain stochastic volatility with leverage. The literature of
Heston and Nandi (2000) brings leverage concept of volatility to the model.
Again, The first model to adapt framework of option pricing to evaluate value
of corporate securities is the Black and Scholes (1973); Merton (1974). Since then, it
has been called structured model, which have been widely used by profession in
practice and cited in many literatures on the context of finding riskiness of debt
position. This model try to assess firm’s creditworthiness through the evolution of
firm’s asset values as stochastic proves with the strong assumption that instantaneous
asset volatility is constant. However, similarly, equity returns, the underlying asset
value normally has actual distribution like fat-tail, right skew than lognormal
distribution which being assumed in Merton model. Asset value and asset return
volatility of firm usually cannot be observed, but it can be referred from the series of
equity. So, the volatility returns testing of asset is found to be significantly time
varying. This suggests that asset return volatility is stochastic process. Gray and
Malone (2012) propose a structural credit risk model with asset volatility
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followingHeston and Nandi (2000) GARCH model. The model use simulation data
and test with structural model. They found that their model has superior result than
Duan (1995); Merton (1974). This section argues that the asset value volatility in
Merton model is not constant, therefore, this study will apply the stochastic volatility
with leverage following GARCH family model as an assumption in applying
volatility distance to default for this study.
1.1.3. Merton Model
According to the advantage of using stock price to predict risk neutral default
probability. However, there some technical limitation on the assumption of expected
default frequencies, Merton 1974, in the part of assessing asset value volatility that
Merton model assume that asset value varies followed normal distribution process
that cause result of model may not consistent with many researches. Therefore, this
study will improve an unobserved asset volatilities assumption to using stochastic
volatility GARCH family model and verify the result follow Duan (1995); Heston and
Nandi (2000). Moreover, this study will try to use an advantage of risk neutral default
probability which will be sign quicker to predict future of credit rating score. Lastly,
this study proposes aggregate level of credit risk measure using Thailand listed
companies as an example.
This study will empirically investigate many approaches to measure credit risk
based on all Thai firm that are listed in Thai securities and exchange (SET). Results of
default probability or distance to default will be compared across various asset
volatility improvement with GARCH family in Merton-KMV model with different
structural model approach to evaluate their performance in correctly and timely
manner basis. This study not only provide result of default probability improvement
but also provide implication on using result to merge with real world probability of
default. In second section, result will be used to test with the real-world credit rating
to find relationship between the risk-nature probability of default and probability of
default in credit rating table. Third section, result will be aggregate in order to
measure the level of credit risk in economy by proxy credit risk an index from listed
companies.
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Three different methods are used. Firstly, causality tests are used to find the
leading risk indicator. Secondly, a price discovery metric is constructed (based on
Gonzalo and Granger (1995)) to decompose the time series of PD’s into permanent
and transitory components, where the price discovery metric actually measures the
contribution to the permanent component. Thirdly, a financial crisis event data set
(2007-2009) is constructed and subsequently analyzed. It allows us to evaluate the
relationship between the model predictions of PD measures and the influential events.
The first evaluation method is more appropriate for testing the ‘timeliness’ of the
models as indicators of the evolution of credit risk, while the latter two put more
emphasis on testing the contribution of the models to identifying a ‘fundamental’
component of credit risk. Surprisingly, we find that the GARCH structural credit risk
model, despite its more sophisticated modeling approach, typically underperforms
more basic models. Importantly for macro-prudential policy, the combined
Merton/GARCH-MIDAS model performs best and reflects important market events
earlier than the other approaches.

1.2. Objectives of Study
The risk nature probability of default model incorporates a lot of assumption
to hold. Merton model required number of assumptions: well informed investor, no
non-financial term obligation, asset value of firm come only from investor view,
constant volatility of asset value. One of assumption that could be unreasonable in
practice is the constant volatility of asset value which implied from stock return.
Number of literatures show evident that stock return volatility followed time
series processEngle (1982); Heston and Nandi (2000); Jacquier, Polson, and Rossi
(1994); Nicolato and Venardos (2003) support that asset volatility in data is not be
constant at all time. Therefore, some literature proposes the task of option pricing as
well as risk nature class probability of default on an underlying which follow timevarying process. These times varying underlying option pricing study provide close
form solution. Heston and Nandi (2000)provide closed-form option pricing model
which asset volatility following GARCH process by applying Black and Scholes
(1973).
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In practical, result data of the Merton model probability of default (PD) and
distance to default (DD) could be evaluated that PD and DD depend a lot of volatility
of the in to the DD result which may be too much volatility incorporate in the model.
Moreover, the assumption of the Merton model view volatility as internal factors of
the company which well-informed investor priced in. However, in practical, it is
found that stock volatility are from internal and external factors. Internal factors is
from the company itself which transmit those shock to the investor to create internal
factor volatility. While, external factors volatility could from market wide event or
market wide sentiment.
There might be some argument that both internal and external factor volatility
could affect company risk profile but in real cases external factor volatility crowd out
volatility of the stock. Therefore, the risk nature PD or DD which are calculated from
the constant volatility may take too much effect on external factor volatility especially
when the market is highly correlated (market shock event) and external factor
volatility would lead to unrealistic result of PD or DD.
In order to solve the problem of external factor volatility, the volatility should
be evaluating in other way rather than using standard deviation which is a
comprehensive measure of volatility. The standard deviation is one of the classic
measures of how data pattern deviated from mean of data. All pattern that deviated
from mean is considered as deviation. Therefore, this method cannot not be classified
the internal and external factor volatility and lead to overestimate the result of PD and
DD.
1.2.1. Problem statement
The study problem statement focusses on the process of volatility
measurement which is an input of the risk nature class Merton model, 1974 PD and
DD. Result data on Merton model illustrate that the company DD has been
unreasonable during time of market stress from external factor. The study will show
the evaluation of PD and DD from the original assumption of Merton model, and PD
and DD from applied volatility process of Merton model to compare result and
differences in their implications. However, it is difficult to evaluate what is the true
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value of company PD and DD. So the large data set, difference implication will be
used as tools to evaluate the performance of applied volatility process PD and DD is
applied in this study to measure the characteristic of PD and DD in different volatility
process assumption.

1.3. Paper 1: The Asset value volatility improvement of Merton KMV
credit model: The case study of Thailand listed companies.

This paper applies different risk nature probability of default in Merton KMV
model by using applied conditional volatility volatility GARCH EGARCH IGARCH
(ACVG) for asset value volatility be input of Merton KMV model to gauge credit risk
of the company and the company default event that happened in the pass. The study
based on Thai company That listed in the stock exchange of Thailand (SET). Result
show that ACVG model imply more conservative result than Merton KMV model and
significantly improve the value of distance to default to be more reasonable. The
external volatility factor problem could be eliminated. However, the effect of mean
reverting properties from GARCH family model may cause highly fluctuation of the
DD series. The smoothing technique may required to adjust the value.
Merton KMV, one of the popular risk natural credit risk model. It required
stock price, level of debt, risk free rate as an input. Since the model get daily basis
input (stock price), the model can generate daily output for firm credit risk
assessment. The concept of model is to measures the statistical distance (Z-score)
between actual asset value which imply from stock price and the level of deb called
distance to default. On the other hand, distance to default could can be implied to
probability of default. This statistical distance measures by comparing the different
between firm asset and firm debt based on their asset value distribution. This paper
applies volatility regime to eliminate the problem of external factor volatility using
condition volatility model; GARCH, EGARCH, IGARCH to forecast asset volatility
which imply from stock price to be input of Merton model. The conditional volatility
model has strong assumption that the data series has their volatility follow process.
This paper analyze that the volatility process of asset value could reduce the effect of
external factor volatility which is not relate to the level of credit risk of firm.
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Thai daily 461 stock data from Mar 2008 to Apr 2018. The period of estimate
conditional volatility model is Mar 2008 to Feb 2010. The period of testing is Mar
2010 to Apr 2018. Estimated model; GARCH, EGARCH, IGARCH will be used to
forecast using information from current date of testing period. The testing period is
calculated on first day of week due to limitation of computer resources. Merton KMV,
the testing period use 120 days stock price rolling period prior to test date and total
debt value from latest available quarter. ACVG model, use 200 days stock price
rolling period prior to test date. The total debt value is the same as Merton KMV
mode.
Result from the study, Merton KMV and ACVG model give different result of
distance to default. On average ACVG GARCH model have slightly lower distance to
default, similar standard deviation, far lower on skewness, and much higher kurtosis.
Among ACVG model, ACVG-EGARCH have highest on average, sd, skewness, and
kurtosis of

distance to default. The ACVG result is also higher than Merton KMV

model. ACVG-IGARCH is highest correlate with Merton KMV model, while the rest
have moderate correlation, but they have high correlation among ACVG model. The
ACVG model have high proportion of stock that statistic significant cointegration
both from Merton KMV to individual ACVG model and from individual ACVG
model to Merton model. For causality test, it is found that ACVG-GARCH model
Granger cause Merton KMV model with high proportion of stock. Lastly There is no
different from using ACVG model in different stock size.
In conclusion, this study support that using conditional volatility model
(ACVG model) could illustrate credit risk more conservative compare with Merton
KMV model. It gives the same direction with Merton KMV model. There is no limit
on the use from stock size, sector. Moreover, there are many types of condition
volatility model that can apply for a different purpose or different assumption to fit
with user appetite. As can see from result of the different value of distance to default
of ACVG-GARCH, ACVG-EGARCH, ACVG-IGARCH.
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1.4. Paper 2: Risk nature distance to default with the prediction of
credit rating: The case study of Thailand
Company credit risk which was directed measured by credit rating agency.
The credit rating agency is a timely process to grade the level of credit risk of firm
from all available information of the company. Grading should consistency with the
guideline that represent long-term propose. The companies rating are normally
reliable and investor may know how much risk of changing their credit or default by
looking at transition matrix. Even through, the transition matrix is considered as
historical data, it could represent the same credit risk level with if the company was
assessed with the same process. However, the robust process itself is limitation for
rating agency to provide updated service on their up to dated rating. So, there could be
the problem that the status of company credit change, but the given rating has not
been changed. Investor may confront the loss, mis-lead if their focus on the rating.
The Merton model is an alternative measurement for credit risk. Its implied
credit risk from traded instruments which has more frequency available data than
credit rating agency. However, the drawback is that result from risk nature model is
hard to interpret because it was implied from another traded instrument, and it is
nearly impossible to calibrate the probability of default or distance to default.
This paper brings advantages of two method together in both historical
probability of default and risk nature probability of default or distance to default of
default by using distance to default value from risk nature to predict sign of changing
rating with historical approach. This paper also applies different risk nature
probability of default in Merton KMV model by using applied conditional volatility
GARCH EGARCH IGARCH (ACVG) for asset value volatility be input of Merton
KMV model. The study based on Thai company which has listed in the stock
exchange of Thailand (SET) and credit rating and have change their credit rating. This
paper applies verifies illustrate that if distance to default could anticipate any rating
change action in 77 listed company which has 95 change their credit rating during Jan
2010 to Jan 2018.
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The study use logistic regression model to capture the anticipation of signal
from distance to default to the credit rating change. It is found that some of distance to
default signal show sign of rating change before company rating changed. The study
brings robust model for having further test. The test predicts the probability of
changing rating by putting signal in the robust model. Result found that model can
predict 50-62 percentage prior to credit rating change. However, this section may
need further study to emphasize on the mechanism of rating change and put it as
control variable because the credit rating of firm could change by various reasons.

1.5. Paper 3: Credit risk indicator: The Case study of Thailand
The paper develops credit risk indicator from Merton KMV and ACVG model
with asset value weighted and unweighted default of listed company in stock
exchange of Thailand to evaluate credit risk in an aggregate level. Merton KMV
require stock price, level of debt, risk free rate as an input. Since the model get daily
basis input (stock price), the model can generate daily distance to default or credit risk
assessment as daily basis. distance to default could be understood as the reverse of
probability of default. Therefore, the average distance of company group could
represent credit risk of their group.
This paper applies volatility regime using condition volatility model; GARCH,
EGARCH, IGARCH to forecast asset volatility to be input of Merton model. Thai
daily 461 stock data from Mar 2008 to Apr 2018. The period of estimate conditional
volatility model is Mar 2008 to Feb 2010. The period of testing is Mar 2010 to Apr
2018. Estimated model; GARCH, EGARCH, IGARCH will be used to forecast using
information from current date of testing period. The testing period is calculated on
first day of week due to limitation of computer resources. Merton KMV, the testing
period use 120 days stock price rolling period prior to test date and total debt value
from latest available quarter. ACVG model, use 200 days stock price rolling period
prior to test date. The total debt value is the same as Merton KMV mode.
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This paper develops credit risk indicator in an aggregate level using all firm in
the stock exchange of Thailand on both Merton KMV and ACVG model. Result show
that, credit risk indicator unweighted type using Merton KMV model and ACVG
model have quite the same average number. ACVG-GARCH have lower SD with
little positive skewness and higher kurtosis. On the other size credit risk indicator
asset weighted type, ACVG-GARCH has negative skewness lower mean, lower SD,
than Merton KMV but higher kurtosis. ACVG model have nearly the same mean SD
among them because indicator from ACVG move nearly the same trend.
Overall, both Merton KMV and ACVG model move the same direction.
Merton KMV indicate longer credit cycle than ACVG model, but ACVG model have
shorter cycle and quicker respond to negative shock. Among ACVG model, ACVGEGARCH have highest negative impact from shock. Causality indicate that both
Merton KMV and ACVG Granger cause each other.
Lastly, to validate result, Merton KMV and ACVG model are compared with
other indicator that use to proxy credit risk, Thailand CDS spread and PD (from the
credit research initiative-nus risk management institute), result found that overall both
Merton KMV and ACVG model move along these indicators with the same trend.
Moreover, ACVG model respond to credit risk indicator: Case study of Thailand the
shock quicker. However, it may be noise in some period due to the character of
conditional volatility model that has mean reverting feature which effect ACVG series
to fluctuate. It seems to be bigger problem for some sectoral indicator. This problem
shall leave for further study to make robustness test. This problem author would drop
as limitation of this study.
In conclusion, this study support that using applied conditional volatility
GARCH family model (ACVG model) credit risk indicator. The weighted average
ACVG distance to default is more conservative compare with Merton KMV model
and unweighted series. It gives result the same direction with testing indicator.
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1.6. Summary
Result from three papers show number of contributions on the applied
conditional volatility GARCH (ACVG model). The external factor volatility effect on
asset value which is an uncontrol condition in Merton model has been eliminated by
adding on assumption that asset value volatility follows GARCH, IGARCH,
EGARCH process. The ACVG model distance to default overall illustrate better result
than conventional Merton model distance to default. The ACVG distance to default
evaluates reasonable value and not take overreact on volatility when stock price has
external shock. On the other hand, the other hand ACVG distance to default illustrate
more consistency value and not underreact on too low volatility when stock market is
at claim period. As they are proved by papers, the first paper support that the DD from
ACVG model is more consistent in term of statistical value than Merton model DD.
Among GARCH, IGARCH, and EGARCH process of asset volatility, ACVGEGARCH have highest on average, sd, skewness, and kurtosis of distance to default.
This study support that using conditional volatility model (ACVG model) could
illustrate credit risk more conservative compare with Merton KMV model. It gives the
same direction with Merton KMV model. There is no limit on the use from stock size,
sector. Other properties of ACVG model distance to default, it could help to predict
credit rating change correctly. Even through, the ACVG DD or Merton model DD
itself could not predict the credit rating change correctly, it can help another model
such as financial statement class credit risk modeling e.g. financial ratio, Altman
model to evaluate better result to evaluate the timing of credit rating to change or the
time to default. Lastly ACVG model can be applied to create credit risk indicator.
Since the ACVG and Merton model DD are created in company level. The result can
be aggregated in to one indicator to represent how much credit risk of relevant sector,
group, or macro level. Result show that the credit risk indicator of Thailand which is
created from aggregate level of Distance to default is consistent with another qualify
credit risk indicator such as CDS. Moreover, it can classify in to a different group
which being unlike country CDS which cannot brake down in to sub-sector. This can
help investor or regulator to monitor credit risk of some section correctly and take
appropriate decision on them.

CHAPTER 2

PAPER 1: THE ASSET VALUE VOLATILITY IMPROVEMENT
OF MERTON KMV CREDIT MODEL: THE CASE STUDY OF
THAI LISTED COMPNIES

2.1 Abstract
This paper study the different and its implication between risk nature
probability of default (Merton KMV model) and applied conditional volatility to
forecast asset volatility which will be input of Merton model. (Applied Conditional
Volatility GARCH family model ACVG; GARCH, EGARCH, IGARCH) Study
based on Thai company that listed in the stock exchange of Thailand (SET) 461 stock
data from Mar 2008 to Apr 2018. The period of estimate conditional volatility model
is Mar 2008 to Feb 2010. The period of testing is Mar 2010 to Apr 2018. Estimated
model; GARCH, EGARCH, IGARCH will be used to forecast using information from
current date of testing period. The testing period is calculated on weekly due to
limitation of computer resources. Merton KMV, the testing period use 120 days stock
price rolling period prior to test date and total debt value from latest available quarter.
ACVG model, use 200 days stock price rolling period prior to test date. The total debt
value is the same as Merton KMV mode. Result show that in some dimension ACVG
model post greater result and more conservative to use as credit risk measure.
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2.2. Introduction

2.2.1 Credit risk Credit risk measure
Credit risk is the risk that counterparty fail to meet financial obligations in the
future. It could affect in many ways. First counterparty that has tighten financial
condition reflecting in their financial statement may result in the downgrading its
credit score. Second, counterparty that has loss of control it financial condition mostly
result in miss commitment on contract resulting on default. The causes of credit risk
can be from external factors or internal factors which effect to company operation and
leads to financial position. The external factors can be economic cycle, regulation
change, market condition, business relation, e.g. The internal factors can be
operational error, fraud, loss of control over process e.g. Moreover, Credit risk can be
caused from other kind of risk. For example, financial institution has financial loss on
investment assets until there is no cash left to pay its obligation.
Monitoring or Assessing credit risk is totally challenge. The most reliable
source is from financial statements. They are normally reported in certain schedule,
the most frequent report of financial statement is on quarterly for listed company
which has to comply by stock exchange regulation, other type of company normally
report financial statement annual or may not report financial statement for nonregistered firm. Even credit risk has been assessed, if company has some significant
transaction during the period of financial statement report. It may post credit risk to
counterparty without any warning sign.
One implication of assessing credit risk is the estimation of obligor’s default
probability. There are different methods to quantify probability depending on the use
of analysis. The major different in each method is the way to forecast probability of
default from historical real-world data or risk natural valuation theory. The risk
natural valuation theory has one strictly assumption that every investor is risk natural
investor which is in the case that they do not required higher expected return trading
off with any additional risk meaning that investor only need risk free rate as
compensation for their investment. The best example is the case of implied volatility
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from an option pricing of asset. On the other hand, the default probability estimated
from historical real-world data do not require such that assumption. Even through,
they do require higher return or risk premium for trading off with risk. In this case,
this could be observed in the real world, investors always pricing yield on corporate
bond higher than government bond in the same maturity. If there were no expected
risk premium, real world default probability and risk neutral probability would be the
same. One of the most important assumption, however, is that historical default
probability expected long-term expectation of default probability. The credit rating
will not be changed through business cycle because all of an possible event are
already included in an assessment. The risk nature default probability are normally
based on traded instruments, asset swaps, credit default swap, and bond which they
are based on daily basis. Understanding that default probability being quantify from
these instruments reflect the default risk from market price. They could change
frequently because that they are based on trading data that incorporates all temporary
risk and short-term volatility, in the other word, they include systematic risk which
cannot diversified. The interesting is that risk natural default are already include
default and default correlation will gain in bad economic conditions. Risk neutral
default probability assume that traders includes extreme scenarios than that historical
data.
There are many ways of assessing default probability using boat historical and
risk natural default probability which they both are not conflict, but they have
different approach of accessing credit risk especially default probability. Real world
default probabilities are the assessment of actual counterparty defaulting which, risk
neutral default probability imply market price relevant for hedgE. Altman (1968);
Ohlson (1980); Zmijewski (1984)ing purposes.
The most three common use in practice for credit risk analysis for predicting
default probability are financial statement analysis, credit scoring model, and
structural model. Firstly, financial statement analysis, this method uses direct measure
of firm position on financial status. The measurement use ratio, trend to show it
currently status and future expectation based on fact. However, the quality and period
of having financial is the most restrict factor to use. Secondly, credit scoring, it is tool
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for company or investor to evaluate its credit risk in single score. The score has been
given by credit rating agency who specialize in analyzing company. Rating agency
may have an interview with board, management or talk with debtor, investor to know
company outlook and finally evaluate these factors to be future profit or cashflow.
The credit score is required by capital market regulations in most country for longterm bond to have its credit score on its first date of issue. The last, structural model,
Merton distance to default is the model that use external information like stock price
to evaluate credit risk. This model assume that investor buy stock mean that investor
own company assets in the portion apart from debt. Therefore, this model can predict
the company health from debt. This method become popular in recent day due to data
availability especially listed company which has data in the system. Drawback of this
model are in the assumption of the model which volatility is the main input factor of
the model.
2.2.2. Credit risk model using financial statement
According to the typical models of E. Altman (1968); Ohlson (1980);
Zmijewski (1984) which have been used for financial fitness assessment through a
business, the data are used to carry out in an accounting report to discriminate
between good and bad business financial fitness. The identified financial statement
ratio relates to the good or bad business conditions. The Multivariate Discriminant
Investigation and Multinomial Decision Models are generally utilized for probability
calculation through these models for finding out the prediction of default tendency of
a business occurred for not less than a period of a year. Regarding E. I. a. K. Altman,
S. (1976); Blume, Lim, and Mackinlay (1998); R. S. Kaplan and G. Urwitz (1979)
despite having been used, the models still lack of accurate and precise prediction
towards the data of financial statement. Many defects on the models consist as
follows: The basis of hypothetical model cannot be observed in the models. The data
of financial statement are only indicated as a past result of operation such as quarterly
or yearly recurrence. It causes all changes indicated in the budgetary states obtained
by the business cannot be observed, thus its data timeliness is considered as
ineffective.
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The prediction methodology of these models is carried out by Single-Period
Models. As claimed by Chava and Jarrow (2004); Shumway (2001) the samples are
proposed as predisposition, namely, the coefficients are calculated by one-sided
estimation and the results given are contrastingly.
Concerning a Hazard Model provided by Shumway (2001) later developed by
Bharath and Shumway (2008); Campbell, Hilscher, and Szilagyi (2008) the Model is
used to estimate the data of financial statement and marketing factors. It is found that,
in general, the Distance to Default has a minimum level of explanatory power toward
the alternative factors. Moreover, profitability, volatility of return, price-to-book ratio,
and level of prices, etc., considered as an elective SET of marketing measures, will be
able to help improve the power of the model until it becomes remarkably prescient
and useful for Default Probability (PD) Campbell et al. (2011). Furthermore, the data
timeliness becomes extremely more effective and consistent when using the models to
evaluate the credit risk of the company comparing to the recovery of other companies
done with their data of financial statement. In addition, the progressing data is focused
through company strength assessment. Another essential emphasis is about market
price and volatility for equity value and bonds security necessary to be recorded and
traded in the open markets.
For this research, the structural model applied by volatility process in KMVMerton model was used for the Distance to Default prediction, and the model of credit
score and analysis of financial statement were used for comparison and improvement.
The lists of companies appeared in Thai Stock Exchange were selected. The Credit
Default Swap (Thai-CDS) of the country was taken to compare with the results of
selected collective companies so that the present credit risk of the country would be
differently evaluated. Ultimately, the evaluation of this research results would be
carried out for finding out the perspectives of the changes toward the scores
prediction of each business.
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2.2.3. Expected default frequency (EDF)
One efficient way to produce firm’s probability of default based on equity
price was introduced by Merton. The main contribution of this model is the quickest
credit risk measure. It can be calculated daily according to changing in stock price. To
start with, The study of Merton propose firm capital structure could imply credit risk.
The main contribution is that credit risk of firm can be measured by the statistical
distance (standard deviation) between asset value and liability value. The asset value
is viewed as proxy of firm value. Either, firm’s asset value or firm value cannot be
directly observed. It need some model assumption that firm value is implied from
investor in business prospect. Another assumption of this model focus at the structure
of firm which assume only one liability issued of zero coupon bond maturity at time
T. Nevertheless, in real world business context liability is not only one and does not
be zero coupon feature, it is more variety kind of liability. So this session discuss on
value of firms, loan default, debt structure, and pricing of liability.
2.2.3.1 Value of Firms
Firms value refers to the business value which has emphasized consistently in
the context of owner wealth. The factors affecting values consist of the potential
tendency and profitability of the firm, risk-taking, and the standing points toward the
existed opportunity in economy. The operations of firms are regarded as a kind of
assets while the current evaluation for the potential returns of the firm’s operations are
considered as the present values of the firm’s assets. The values of the firm properties
are not the same as the profits or loss shown through the balance sheet of the
enterprises. Book value of properties refers to the statement which is just and arbitrary
towards the initial cost of the physical properties towards the depreciation and
properties of firms. Despite being sold or bought, the bought and sold value of such
enterprises is still running their business consistently. The money paid through the
values is not the same as a number of book assets and it is accounted as goodwill in
general.
To calculate the assets value of firms, it can be done by measuring a number
of prices which firm is able to sell or buy all their debts. The difference between the
firms debts and the total amounts of market values on the debts is that the former one
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is about the property claims towards the firms properties, while the latter is about the
amount of money which can be possessed through all of the firms properties, or it can
be distributed solely. This will be considered as such a real value of the business.
Determining the asset value can be done by implying market values from firms
properties . However, the factors affecting the asset values are not about debts
structure or debts composition. The properties of firms will not be altered in case such
firms require to either raise the equity for retiring some liabilities or buying back
some great stocks. The alteration is considered as properties ownership dividing. It is
not different when comparing to the proceedings of bankruptcy since it refers to the
ownership transfer done from a stockholder to another holder of those liabilities. In
case the liquidation value is less than the firms values, then the debt holder will
continue the business. However, in case the firm is not required by the debt holder for
running its business, then it can be sold asset to anyone. The loan default is concerned
as the most important factor when the values of firms are considered.
2.2.3.2 Loan Default
In case of the note (receivable note, or commercial paper), the claim of the
firm properties is purchased by the lender; hence the lender will belong to one of the
firm's owners. The value of the company's properties will be increased according to a
number of the notes received which means that the liability assurance does not affect
the alteration of stock prices. For the value of stocks and debts, it is considered as
equal to the new total value of the firm properties. The market value of the firm
properties changes according to the time progression. It is probably not a book value,
also the book value is not involved with it. When the market is changeably perceived
about its power for the firms to make better money in the future, then the property
values will be changed accordingly. Clearly, this condition of change relates to
uncertainty substantially. It can be regarded as the randomly stochastic process
relating to the rule of probability. The market value of the firm properties makes the
lenders uncertain about it. There are two possible situations when it comes to the note
mature. At least, the values of properties depend on the debts values, on the other
hand, the debts are more than the values of properties.
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According to the first situation, the debts will be paid by the stockholder since
there is enough money for the firm to manage with. In case the money is not enough
to be paid by the firm, then the stockholder will solve the problem by selling some
properties at the market value. In addition, the stockholder has to pay the loan to
prevent from the lenders' force which leads to the firm bankruptcy and the firm will
be lost its control from the stockholder despite having no money which is apart from
the cost of bankruptcy. As long as the borrower be willing to repay the loan, it can be
regarded as no loss. In case the market value of the firm properties is less than the
determined amount of money agreed for making the loan, the firm will not be able to
pay back to the lender. The cash cannot be added its amount because lenders cannot
refinance the loan which causes an over taking of the former lender's loss.
Furthermore, the equity cannot be added because of the stock workless, therefore the
company has to become bankrupted, and the stockholders cannot get anything when
the lenders can take those properties. Hence, it can be realized that the loss which will
happen to the lenders is equal to the difference between the debt face value and
property value market. The lenders may take risks when they have decided to make
the loan. Therefore, it is possible to get the 2nd situation. For this case, the loan
balance will have more value than the properties at the loan maturity. The calculation
of probability will be done obviously in case the process can be described which
covers the change of property values. The credit risk measurement is provided by the
calculation which helps get crucial information and a good decision for the lenders.
To indicate the property value behaviors appropriately, it means that the
market value will be changed through a period of time, and it is free from the change
happened in the last time. Moreover, the anticipated and random components are
included. The property value proportions are magnitude by such anticipated and
random components. With this approach, it is similar to all property dollars. In
addition, this approach is concerned as the Logarithmic Wiener Approach, Brownian
Motion Proportion, or Geometric Random Walks. Hypothetically, the default
probability calculation is relied on 1) initial property values, 2) property values
variability, 3) anticipated property rate of return, 4) debt face values, and 5) loan
terms. The initial property values related to a number of loans is higher than the loan
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default probability. The loan will be rather safe in case the money borrowed is rather
little comparing to the equity market values. In contrast, the higher the firm levers
rather much on itself through the market values, the higher loan risks the firm will
face.
Moreover, the probability of default relies on the property value variability.
Either high or low of the properties according to the anticipation of the firm, it will
take risk less for the loan despite a high leverage. However, the more the property
values are high, the more the loan default can occur. Normally, the default probability
will highly occur depends on the period of time for the loan. The longer the time
consumes; the higher risk the firm will face through the changed things. Nonetheless,
it can be possible that the default probability will be decreased. This is because the
growth of property in the long run can happen which affects the fluctuations. The
probability of loss is not provided the measurement by the default probability. The
occurred loss is characterized more than an amount of money which can be calculated
by the anticipated loss. Normally, the default probability and loss size are concerned.
The quantity value anticipation means a possible value of that quantity. All of
the values are measured by the occurred probability. Hence, the anticipation of loss
can be defined as the money probability through the difference between the loan face
value and the lender’s actual receipts. The default probability formula causes an
equation through the loss anticipation. For example, according to commercial
borrowers whose their equity debt and a debt type, the anticipated loss formula
depends on similar quantity as default property. Regarding current market, it is the
value of total property, the anticipated property returns, varied property values, debt
face value, etc. Anticipated loss can be divided into 2 types. The loan face value
multiplied by default probability. It should be the anticipated loss if the default means
the entire loan loss. Furthermore, there is a recovery equal to the bankrupt firm
property, and anticipated loss formula which has a second term subtracted from the
first, which represents the anticipated amount recovered.
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2.2.3.3 Structure of Debt
Comparing to any other financial structure found from most firms, this is
considered as the most complicated such as the present debts, i.e. payable account, tax
provision, debt types , and equity. The structure of debt has to be considered to value
the credit of firms the lenders’ opinions. The first question is to determine the claim
order toward the properties of firms. The primary and secondary claims on each
separated situation of each firm have to be concerned. Regarding the lender’s opinion,
the relating separation is about the primary claims of lenders called at par, and the
secondary claims to the lenders. Equity of firm is included in the last type. Clearly, it
is necessary for the valuation of borrowers' credit towards the certain lenders (not
general lender). To claim for the hierarchy of liability, it depends on the lenders who
can request for. The firms might be either good or bad on credit risks. In spite of
similar probability on bankruptcy, in fact the same situations can develop the credit of
the firms for lenders, and it makes worse through another lenders. For example, to
issue the additional liabilities is considered as to reduce the potential loss for the
claim's holders by the higher right while it will increase the anticipated loss for the
holder of the inferior claims towards the new liabilities.
Normally, the standing points of commercial borrowers according to the
specific lenders’ opinion will be better or developed when the lower priority debts are
increased, or the higher priority debts are expired. It will cause the deterioration by
reducing the total number of junior debts increasingly. For increasing the sum of
senior debt, the lower priority debt, for example, equity will be protected the lenders
i.e. corresponding assets, this helps find out the cushion between total property and
face value of the claim. Not only debts separation of the firms, but also debts
classification. Firm bankruptcy will happen whenever the properties are less than the
debt face values which have been due at that time. However, in case the property
values are less than debts quantity which has not been due, then the firms have the
right to further their business. Concerning the lenders, they have to determine that
what kind of debts mature of the firms is included on claim issue. However, the
situations may be confused in case the debts structure takes normal forms the most
through priority debts and term debts. When considering the simple event, if each
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debt is overdue simultaneously, then the claim holders who are not involved with the
secondary claims, cash will be lost and may come in case the properties of firms reach
the debts maturity which is less than the total loans and debts with the higher priority.
In addition, it is necessary for the lenders to consider the possible properties values of
the firms according to the due date of the loan.
In case the claims and date are due differently, then the claims which will be
due first tend to be bankrupted without considering which one is junior towards the
claims of lenders. When the properties of the firms during that time are exceeding the
total senior debts, the payment of loan has to be done in full amount. Nevertheless, to
consider only the more senior claims are not enough for the lenders to focus on the
properties firms values on the due date of claims. The situation tends to be simple
according to the providers’ opinions toward the short-term credit to commercial
borrowers. Appropriately, the more senior claims are assumed to be the short term,
wage and benefits of employees, tax provision, etc., the debts at par is short such as
bank revolving credit, etc.,, and with the bond and note which are due after the debts
period of time. The default will occur when it reaches the due date of loan, which is,
the market value of the properties for borrowers is less than the number of due date,
which means, the responsible short term. The identical formula determines the default
probability to the one which has the single debts types, excluding the debts face value
in that formula replaced by the short term debt value. On the other hands, the debt
term is carried out the same as equity. According to the money which has been lost, it
is necessary to be measured by different formulae more than other simpler debts case.
In case the loan is due, the market values of the properties are excessing the due date
of the debts; then it is considered as no loss case. However, in case the properties are
lower than the due date of debts but higher than the priority debts, the loss will be
equal to the due date of debts which are lower than the property values. Lastly, in case
the higher priority debts are more than the properties, it means to complete the loss
and nothing is recovered. The loss function is more confused than the one type of
debts. However, it tends to get the formula for the anticipated loss, which is, more
confused equation.
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It can be seen that in case the properties values of the firms are lower than the
total due date debts, then the money received by a short period of time of the lenders
will be decreased continuously through the holders’ payment for the long term debts.
Actually, in case the firms are ended as being bankrupted, the long term debt will be
able to be paid, and the short term lenders will be able to get some parts of the
properties remained. Nevertheless, this case can be avoid. Some parts of credits
toward the firms should be renewed by the lender, which is equal to the real
difference on the amount due and firms properties values. This can prevent the firms
from bankruptcy, and prevent the long term lenders from claim collection. Therefore,
the short term lenders will be limited to the similar amount in case the long term debts
are considered as secondary claims. According to the opinions, the long term debts
and the capital are both greatly equal.
2.2.3.4 Flows of Capital
It is clearly that the values flow from the firms to the owners shall be paid,
which refers to the stockholders, and debts holder. In contrast, the payment of cash
flows to owners will not be reflected in the firms present market. This is because the
wealth of owners will be changed. For instance, in case the dividend is decided to be
either doubled or by the firm or accelerate repayment of the great debts, the firms
present values will not be changed. Contradictorily, in case of the tax double, the firms
values will be decreased. At the moment, even though the policy of concerned
payment toward the owners which will be changed cannot influence the firms total
values. The value distribution is affected between the different claims types. Hence,
some values from lenders to stockholders are distributed to the special dividend. The
results are that the owner payments like debt interests, dividend, etc., have to be
included in the credit valuation of lenders.
Actually, it is appropriately conservative for the lending in the short term, to
estimate the hypothesis for total dividends which will be paid as anticipated at a
period of time of the loan is considered as a payment on the date started. It can be said
that the market value properties of the firms are decreased by total anticipated
dividend payout. It is the same as interest which is on the existing debt anticipated to
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be paid during the period of loan time which is taken to reduce the initial properties.
Because of the payments which reduce the initial property value, the defaults
probability and the anticipated loss is increased. Such a payment is considered as the
capitals withdrawal from firms as a change which is related values of different claims.
Whenever the stockholders vote themselves for the additional dividends which have
never expected before, the transfer will be done by the stockholders from the holders
of the debt to themselves. It is really crucial for creditors who should not
underestimate the dividend paid.
2.2.3.5 Loan Pricing
Loan pricing is aimed at valuating the credits. Loan pricing can be defined as
the present values of the loans as a risk function. For the meaning of loan, it is a
property sold and purchased the same as any other properties. When the price comes
to appropriate time, a lender will have to accept the reason through economic term not
to refuse the loan making. However, when the loan reaches the risks without the
appropriateness for the lenders to be preferred, the loan can be sold to anyone who
prefers and feels its appropriateness. When the rate of interests is determined for the
loan charge, defined as loan pricing, it comes to the similarity when current values are
determined toward the payment of the loan. It is viewed as more convenient when
using properties pricing theory which is such a common way for acquiring the loan
values at the first stage before receiving the rate interests. On the other hand, a loan
should be priced at the current value of the return anticipated, namely, a face amount
is less than the anticipated loss, in order to use the independent rate, or discount rate.
Actually, to subtract the anticipated loss from the face amount, the provided default
possibility is necessary, also money discount for the rate of free risks, rather than
simple accounts for money value time. Nevertheless, it cannot be absolutely correct.
This is because when the anticipated rate of return through the loan becomes free
from the risk rate, the common risk properties will be able to earn higher than the free
risk rate. Especially, the loan made by the firms properties may earn a rate of return
which its anticipated values are higher than the risk free rate. Moreover, when the loan
becomes a claim towards the properties, the shared risks relating to the properties
should be shared the higher anticipated returns.
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The optional pricing theory can provide the real answers for the loan pricing,
namely, this theory is regarded as a particular issue toward the pricing derivative
assets theory, which is, the properties values will rely on another values only, called
underlying asset. For example, the loan values are considered as a value function for
firm properties while a loan considered as a claim. Theoretically, only the knowledge
of anticipated loss cannot determine the loan values. Actually, despite perceiving all
of the loss probability distributions, still, the loan values cannot be determined.
Hence, what is important is about the probability distribution has to be combined
through the loss, together with the values of firms underlying assets. With the
ambiguous form, the derivative properties pricing theory provides the loan values
equation form. The loan value is the same as the present value of anticipated payoff,
discounted by the risk free rate. The anticipated payoff is calculated which can
compare to the firms properties when they earn the risk free rate rather than actual
expected rate. On the other hand, the formula is taken by the anticipated loan loss, but
substitutes in the risk free rate for anticipated properties rate of return. For the
hypothetical anticipated loss, it is subtracted by loan face value, and the difference
discounted to present at the risk-free rate. The correct loan price is provided. In
general, in case the risk free rate is lower than the anticipated rate of return through
firms properties, the anticipated loss will be lower than the premium charged on the
loan over the risk free rate.The increment mentioned above of the anticipated loss is a
compensate of the loss variance, which is, a component of the variance relates to the
factors in the economy, systematically. The possible loss deviation by the anticipated
values is in part. This is because the factors are certain for firms, and in part because
of more common factors such as markets, etc. It can be considered as the secondary
variance source which carries compensates for the lenders beyond the number of
anticipated loss.
In mathematical intuition, start with, Merton propose firm capital structure
could imply credit risk. The main assumption is that firm’s asset value has constant
volatility follows lognormal diffusion process. The structure only has one issued zero
coupon bond maturity at time T. Following the model, at time T, firm is default when
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asset value is lower than amount of bond’s par value. However, firm will not be
default when asset value is higher than amount of debt and shareholder receive the
rest of asset value after deducting its debt.
2.2.4. The Time Varying Option Pricing Model (Heston and Nandi, 2000)
Since, Merton (1974) model propose with constant asset volatility assumption.
It has been argued in many literature Engle (1982); Heston and Nandi (2000);
Jacquier et al. (1994); Nicolato and Venardos (2003) that asset volatility in real world
may not be constant at all time. Therefore, some literature proposes the task of option
pricing on an underlying which follow time-varying process. These times varying
underlying option pricing study provide close form solution. Heston and Nandi (2000)
provide closed-form option pricing model which asset volatility following GARCH
process by applying Black and Scholes (1973). The model of Haston and Nandi is
applied by Gray and Malone (2012) to develop a structural credit risk model to test
and compare result with credit default swap data during the 2007-2008 crisis. Result
found that credit risk model which has asset follow GARCH process outperforms
Merton model.
Let recall the main assumption of The Heston and Nandi to start with
underlying at time t 𝑆𝑡 log return can be defined as 𝑟𝑡 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑠

𝑠𝑡

𝑡−∆

interval is ∆. The joint dynamics of return volatility are given as
𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟 + 𝜆𝜎𝑡2 + 𝜎𝑡 𝑧𝑡
𝑝

𝜎𝑡2

= 𝜔+

2
∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝜎𝑡−𝑖∆
𝑖=1

𝑞

+ ∑ 𝛼𝑖 (𝑧𝑡−𝑖∆ − 𝛾𝑖 𝜎𝑡−𝑖∆ )2
𝑖=1

Where
𝑟 is the risk free interest rate.
𝜎𝑡 is conditional variance at time t
𝑧𝑡 is standard deviation of asset
𝜔, 𝛽𝑖 , 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛾𝑖 , 𝜆 are the Heston and Nandi parameters.

), whare the return
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It is noted that the conditional variance ℎ(𝑡) is the return premium mean, with
coefficient 𝜆. The 𝜆 allow the risk level affect the average spot return.
Let assume, there is only one period, the first order case with p and q = 1.
Heston and Nandi (2000) note the first order model that. First, the stationary process
with finite mean and variance with 𝛽 + 𝛼𝛾 2 < 1. Therefore, variance of the process
2
𝜎𝑡+∆
of the next period, can be determined as following function:

2
2
𝜎𝑡+∆
= 𝜔 + 𝛽𝑖 𝜎𝑡−1∆
+𝛼

(𝑟𝑡 − 𝑟 − (𝜆 + 𝛾)𝜎𝑡2 )2
𝜎𝑡2

Third, the kurtosis of the distribution determines by parameter 𝛼, if 𝛼 = 0 implies a
deterministic time varying variance. Forth, the parameter 𝛾 allows shocks to effect the
return process which have asymmetric influence variance process. 𝛾 determines the
effect of shock 𝑧𝑡 in the negative and positive 𝑧𝑡 . The parameter that determine the
skewness of the distribution of log returns is 𝛾. If 𝛾 and 𝜆 are zero, the log return
distribution will be symmetric. Lastly, the volatility and log returns correlation show
as following
2
𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑡−∆ [𝜎𝑡+∆
, 𝑟𝑡 ] = −2𝛼𝛾𝑧𝑡∗

If values 𝛾 and 𝛼 positive, it implies negative correlation of spot returns and volatility.
This is consistent with Christie (1982) which show leverage effect.
This paragraph illustrates the pricing contingent claim on the underlying 𝑆𝑡 by
deriving the risk neutral distribution of spot price. Heston and Nandi shows this by
transforming equation of return and time varying. The log returns derives from
expected spot price, risk-free rate, and the assumption of a Black-Scholes-Rubenstein
formula call option. The second assumption is that the transformed shocks distribution
𝑧𝑡∗ is a standard normal risk natural probability. The model given:
𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟 + 𝜆∗ 𝜎𝑡2 + 𝜎𝑡 𝑧𝑡∗
2
∗
𝜎𝑡2 = 𝜔 + 𝛽𝑖 𝜎𝑡−∆
+ 𝛼𝑖 (𝑧𝑡−∆
− 𝛾 ∗ 𝜎𝑡−∆ )2
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Transformation parameters are
𝜆∗ = −

1
1
1
, 𝛾∗ = 𝛾 + 𝜆 +
, 𝑧𝑡∗ = 𝑧𝑡 + ( 𝜆 + )𝜎𝑡
2
2
2

European call option formula has been shown by Heston and Nandi (2000) with
maturity 𝑇 and strike price 𝐾 . The price can computed with discounted expected
value of risk neural measure of the call option payoff function max[𝑆𝑡 − 𝑘, 0]. Formula
has been derived for the characteristic function given that
𝐶𝑡 = 𝑆𝑡 Ρ1 − 𝐾𝑒 −𝑟(𝑇−𝑡) Ρ2

Where
Ρ1 =

1 𝑒 −𝑟(𝑇−𝑡) ∞ 𝐾 −𝑖∅ 𝑓 ∗ (𝑖∅ + 1)
+
∫ 𝑅[
]𝑑∅
2
𝜋𝑆𝑡
𝑖∅
0
Ρ2 =

1 1 ∞ 𝐾 −𝑖∅ 𝑓 ∗ (𝑖∅)
+ ∫ 𝑅[
]𝑑∅
2 𝜋 0
𝑖∅

Ρ1 and Ρ2 are the call value delta, and the change of circumstantial that asset price

being greater than strike price 𝐾at maturity date. The return process of generating
function in the model is given by
2
𝑓(∅) = 𝑆𝑡∅ exp(𝐴𝑡 + 𝐵𝑡 𝜎𝑡+∆
)

With coefficient functions that
1
𝐴𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡+∆ + ∅𝑟 + 𝐵𝑡+∆ 𝜛 − ln(1 − 2𝛼𝐵𝑡+∆ )
2
𝐵𝑡 = ∅(𝛾 + 𝜆) −

1 2
0.5(∅ − 𝛾)2
𝛾 + 𝛽𝐵𝑡+∆ +
2
1 − 2𝛼𝐵𝑡+∆

The risk neutral measure generating function, 𝑓 ∗ (∅) is calculated by 𝜆∗and
𝛾 ∗ in the function. The function of coefficient 𝐴𝑡 and 𝐵𝑡 will be recursively solved

under given 𝐴𝑡 = 0 and 𝐵𝑡 = 0. Feller (1971) has shown the probabilities risk neutral
calculating using inverting the characteristic function. However, in practice the
GARCH model is estimated by equation return and volatility function with data of
asset return as an underlying. The coefficient of 𝜆∗ and 𝛾 ∗ is computed to get an option
under risk neutral measure.
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Under the Heston and Nandi (2000) approach, the price series of European
call option {𝐶𝑡 }𝑛𝑡=1given the return series of underlying asset {𝑆𝑡 }𝑛𝑡=1 according with
the series of strike price {𝐾𝑡 }𝑛𝑡=1and the risk free rate {𝑟𝑡 }𝑛𝑡=1. The process of
calculating this is, first, using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) of Bollerslev
(1986) to estimate the valuation formula parameter. Second is to form the pricing
formula by inserting the estimated parameters and others relevant values such as risk
free rates and strike prices at point in time. The next session will explain the structural
GARCH credit risk model and estimated procedure to retrieve the time series of
return volatility and asset levels.
2.2.5. Distance to Default (DD)
The distance to default estimated by study of Campbell et al. (2008) which
applied Merton (1974) model are used to give an information in business by the case
that counterparty has of missing its financial obligation (credit risk). The methods are
also carried out to evaluate the detailed specifications used by Chava and Jarrow
(2004); Shumway (2001). Stock prices and financial statements are included in these
models. Stock price is used to indicate excessive threshold of stock return occurred in
the business. However, that numbers shown are only from the past months, not from
daily stock returns or recent months, including the market capitalization of the stock.
While financial statements, net income estimation of asset ratio, and aggregates, are
used as a power for properties ratio. Hence, the researcher has examined all factors
considered as rational adaptations and estimated the net incomes of the market as well
as leverages of properties more than the Book Value (BV).
For the better result, firstly, the lagged of stock returns and net income will be
able to use more qualitatively for the reasons to gain explanatory power of regression
benchmarking. Secondly, the additional factors can be examined, and the cash flow
money to book ratio as well as the price per stock of the business help make logical
influence. According to adaptive version of Merton model, KMV Model, Crosbie and
Bohn et al. (2005) help to classify default estimation which input factors can be
change by the time change. Moreover, the explanatory power to reduced-form
variables is added to the model. Thirdly, the market capitalization is considered as a
factor relating to the expectation of the variables estimation considered as
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increasingly crucial at long-horizon related to the net income, recent equity returns,
and leverage. Furthermore, time variation is found through the study towards the
number of failures. The differences shown include the continuation of failure and
continuation of expectation. Market capitalization is the factor relating to the
prediction regarded as the most continuous forecasted variables since it is increasingly
important for the future use. Likewise, volatility (Vol) and Market / Book Ratio, when
considered as the long forecast horizons, they have more significant tendency, relating
to the leverage, net income, and recent equity returns. In addition, the time variation is
found out in this research to seek for the failure of numbers between predictable
frequencies and realizable frequencies through the given time which seems suitable,
despite under predictions in the 1980s and over predictions in the 1990s, of its model.
Lastly, financial distress, average return of stock portfolio, and risk calculation are
used for estimation categorized by failure fitting probability for this research. The
research results reveals that, for value and size effect capture, the business which has
financial distress has its market betas, HML Loadings, and SMB Factors at a high
level Fama and French (1993, 1995, 1996) excluding the average returns which have
not been found. This can be indicated that there is no priced distress risk suitably in
equity markets.
Financial distress is included in this research by being categorized into 2
crucial types as follows: 1) A Reduced-Form Econometric Model (according to KMV
methods from Moody) Crosbie and Bohn (2003) and Merton’s Structural Default); it
is for business prediction in terms of failure and bankruptcy, both short and long
horizons. The Distance to Default (DD) is applied from Merton’s Model considered as
a method which helps separate the business difference between asset value and debt
face value. For the asset value, its standard deviation is measured. Theoretically, the
deterministic relationship between default probability and Distance to Default is
applied by the Merton. However, this relationship is applied by the nonparametric
regression to identify the failure and bankruptcy through Distance of Default,
practically. Therefore, it can be noticed that the different levels of Distance to Default
is used to estimate the frequency background of bankruptcy toward the business,
known as probability estimation for potential bankruptcy, and 2) an Extent Reduced -
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Form Model; it is for accurate estimation through the risk of failure, both short and
long horizons. To hold the entrepreneurs’ distress stock, thus the premium has to be
estimated. As comparison, the explanatory power tends to be greater than the existing
State-of-the-Art Model Chava and Jarrow (2004); Shumway (2001). Moreover, when
the additional variables are included, the model is greater for motivating economy in a
rational way. According to E. Altman (1968); Ohlson (1980). they view that the
shortly estimated model has a beneficial aspect for empirical methods toward scores
of bankruptcy risk, whereas Z-score and O-score (Altman’s and Ohlson’s,
respectively), when considered as the seminal contributions at the earlier time,
seemed to be greater on bankruptcy estimation. Moreover, the Distance to Default
measurement of Merton, considered as initiator of a structural model, cannot be
concluded all risks of failure is evidenced in this research. However, to calculate this
Distance to Default, it can be used differently Crosbie and Bohn (2003); Vassalou and
Xing (2002). It is in accordance with the research of Bharath and Shumway (2008)
which claim that the Distance to Default calculation can be done effectively with the
alternative measurement.
Quantifying the risk premium for any distress business is also emphasized in
this research. According to the previous literature reviews, the expectation could not
be responded by the market proof in bothered stocks. Nonetheless, it is appeared that
there has been a change of financial distress calculation. It is suggested that this study
has been continued by several researches like Dichev (2002) which the Altman's Zscore and Ohlson's O-score have been used through budgetary pain measurement, or
the research of Garlappi, Shu, and Yan (2008) applied from Moody's KMV, Vassalou
and Xing (2002)which the Distance to Default has been calculated. The findings
reveal that the returns become higher when the Distance to Default is low through
small distressed stocks. In addition, Maria Vassalou and. Yuhang Xing claimed that
the distressed stock returns are one-sided upwards when comparing to the Price
reversals and Bid-Ask Spread for a month. Furthermore Griffin and Lemmon (2002)
indicated that, according to the distress growth, the distress measurement carried out
by o-score becomes low through its returns. When comparing to all of the quintiles
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through sizes and esteem conveyances, it is found that the financial calculation
encounters the ineffectiveness of distressed stocks, excluding the small stocks.
Financial statement data and market data are considered as both methods
which indicate that the default can be demonstrated by Distance to Default approach
effectively Agarwal and Taffler (2008); Hillegeist, Keating, Cram, and Lundstedt
(2004). Moreover, the financial statement data tends to be useful as a conjunction part
with Distance to Default for measuring its default. According to the hypothesis, both
estimators which have identically basic variables are suitable to be joined. Regarding
Merton’s Model, it is approved the uncertainty of using the robust control for
financial management of the specialist through ambiguity aversion Chen and So
(2014) This helps indicate the unpredictability to arrange the existing and familiar
penalty function with the normal benefits function towards the ambiguity aversion of
the entrepreneurs. It is evidenced that the newer model is more accurate than the
Guileless Model of Bharath and Shumway. Similarly, the study identifies that
Mharath and Shumway’s measurement considered as direct probability is kept in the
Credit Default Swap, which is spread relapse despite having the change of coefficient.
However, the CDS spread regression has hold the sign and factual criticalness of the
model.
It is assumed that any financial authorities have to gain both data maximum
perception on production process and relevant basic laws accurately. However, it is
also necessary for any relevant entrepreneurs to understand the model precision since
they have more ambiguity aversion and are usually anxious to the situations which
can lead them to the tension condition. Therefore, the elective models far from
reference models are selected by the entrepreneurs. This makes the result that the
robust control method shares lower penalty. Nonetheless, in case the revolution is
low, the model similar to the reference model will be selected by the entrepreneurs.
Bystrom, Worasinchai, and Chongsithipol (2005) have applied KMV-Merton
to measure credit risk of Thai firms during the south-east Asian financial crisis in
1997. To start with background of the story, the problems occurred between 19961998 in the emerging market. Thailand are suitable for the case study because the
level of default risk of banks and companies in Thailand are at a high level comparing
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to other Asian countries. The backdrop of Thai economy has been grown sharply a
decade before crisis and led to the maximum adjustment in autumn 1998. Thailand
got disadvantages continuously from export competition since the currency of the
country had had to rely on the evaluation and United States dollar since the mid of
1980s. In July 1997, the Thai currency was floated by the government due to the slow
economy. However, the economy of Thailand was recovered by the International
Monetary Fund Rescue Program in August 1997, including the rescue package of 17
billion dollars which help reform in various terms such as banking sector which got
benefits and supervised more efficiently, supervisory framework, etc. More than 50
finance companies were suspended, and general companies were restructured and
operated with their debts. According to SET (2003), this indicated that the nonperforming loans were reached to 60 billion dollars (around 47% of outstanding
credit, totally). In addition, the Asset Management Corporation was founded by the
state and government in order to restructure the issue of crisis properties. The
remaining International Monetary Fund (IMF) Loan was early repaid in June 2003.
For businesses enhancement and customers support for making confidence through
them, the government managed low interest rates and inflation rates, as well as
satisfied macro economy. Throughout these changes, it caused the private investors to
invest more, and the circulations and profits were increased obviously.
Noticed by the increasingly strengthened economy from recent recovery, the
default probability ought to be investigated for this research. It is expected that the
marketing investigation on the default rates of different sectors, including banking
sectors were dramatically high between 1997 and 1998. Especially, the research of
Bystrom (2004) reported that the systematic banking crisis of Thailand in 1998 was
increasingly high, and higher than any other 34 studied countries. The study was
carried out by using a model similar to Merton model. Therefore, it is possible to
predict the default probability has reached the similar level comparing to other sectors
of economy in Thailand.
This study found that 1) the evaluation of ways on the default risks which have
been changed towards crucial banks and companies in Thailand for more than seven
or eight years. Various evidences on the recent management in terms of absolute and
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relative level for different industries through the emerging countries of South East
Asia are proposed. This focuses on the change crisis and recovery of default
probability through crucial banks and companies in Thailand between1996-1998, and
2) the relationship between the size of companies and their default risks, stock returns
and book-to market ratio. This focuses on finding the answer that if the default risk is
called idiosyncratic or systematic level.
The distance to default measures was found including the numerous
probabilities of default. In addition, the economic crisis occurred in Asia made the
default probability through average companies reach at a higher level significantly
than both before and after the crisis. There was also the market found its default
probability higher among average companies in Thailand when comparing to the last
2 years. However, the default probability was still quite slow down to recover until it
could reach the level of before the crisis. Obviously, according to the finance and
securities companies, this industrial sector caused deteriorated creditworthiness in
1996 while any other sectors still encountered the discouraged conditions, excluding
the finance and securities sectors as well as energy sector which were considered as
the rapidly most secure sector in 2000. It can be suggested that from all samples
mentioned above through the period of time which had to encounter the least risk
factors from the equity market was energy sector. For the most problems found, it
probably was building and furnishing sectors. Furthermore, there were more than one
from all 6 companies which were found its extreme crisis from these sectors, no more
than 1 year; they were predicted to encounter the default probability. It is clearly that
the bank sector has encountered this crisis for a long term. In 2003, its default
probability was found higher than the early 1996 significantly. It can be said that the
finance and securities sectors in 2003 were considered more efficiently than the year
of 1996.
The relationship between the risk to default and the size of companies,
including the book-to-market ratio were also studied other than the behaviors of intertemporal of default probability. The effect of sized was discovered which was found
that the most distressed companies were average ones smaller than the least
distressed. Moreover, the significant relationship was not found when using whole
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samples. Similarly, the significant book-to-market effect was not found in the market.
Nevertheless, the qualitative evidence through the book to-market ratio was found
which was positively involved with the default risk even though its link was not found
its statistical significance. The systematic being could be found through the distressed
risk, eventually. Moreover, in the model of properties pricing, the well-known size
and the book-to-market effects could be explained. Currently, in case the default risk
is systematic, it is expected the rewards by higher returns toward the default risk.
Nevertheless, it is likely not able to be explained on the level of default risk in the
companies towards the subsequent realized returns at the different horizons. Hence,
the hypothesis towards the systematic being of the default risks is unacceptable.

2.3. Methodology
Let assume E0 and 𝐴0 to be the value of today Equity and Asset, E 𝑇 and 𝐴𝑇 at
time 𝑇. 𝜎𝐴 is the volatility of asset value, and 𝑟 is the risk free rate. In Merton model,
volatility and risk free rate are assumed to be constant.
At time T, shareholder will be paid that:
E 𝑇 = max[𝐴 𝑇 − 𝐷, 0]

The assumption of the model expresses that equity of firm is an European call option
on firm assets with maturity at 𝑇 and the par value of firm zero coupon bond is
considered as the debt obligation at time T. Therefore, holding equity of investor is
analogous as holding a call option on the firm’s asset which embed obligation on its
debt payment at maturity date as option’s strike price.
According to Black and Scholes (1973) the value of equity today provide as:
E0 = 𝐴0 𝑁(𝑑1 ) − 𝐷𝑒 −𝑟𝑇 𝑁(𝑑2 )

Where

d1 =

𝐴 𝑒 𝑟𝑇
ln( 0𝐷 )
𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

+ 0.5𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

d2 = d1 − 𝜎𝐴 √𝑇
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The debt has been shown in present value type as 𝐷 = 𝐷𝑒 −𝑟𝑇 let L stand for leverage
of firms. 𝐿 = 𝐷/𝐴0 . Therefore, the equity value is definded as
𝐸0 = 𝐴0 (𝑑1 ) − 𝐿𝑁(𝑑2 )

Where
𝑑1 =

−𝑙𝑛(𝐿)
𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

+ 0.5𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

𝑑2 = 𝑑1 − 𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

Ito’s lemma could be used to quantify the instantaneous volatility of the equity from
asset volatility.
𝐸0 𝜎𝐸 =

𝜕𝐸
𝐴 𝜎
𝜕𝐴 0 𝐴

Where 𝜎𝐸 is the instantaneous volatility of equity.
𝜎𝐸 =

𝜎𝐴 𝑁(𝑑1 )
𝑁(𝑑1 ) − 𝐿𝑁(𝑑2 )

The Merton model, the underlying asset volatility can not be observed directly like
option pricing model. Thus, solving from volatility and option price to implied back
asset value and volatility of firm. Equation number (1) and (2) let us to 𝐸0 and 𝜎𝐸
which can be observed from firm’s public equity prices to get the unobservable 𝐴0
and 𝜎𝐴 by taking L and T in to account. The probability of default at time T will be
that the probability of shareholders cannot exercise the call option to buy asset for D
at time T
𝜋𝑄 = 𝑁(−𝑑2 )

The probability depends only on L (leverage) and the asset volatility.
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2.3.1. Distance to Default with volatility process improvement
The original Merton distance to default calculates asset value based on stock
value as shown in section 3.1.2 which use stock price to find asset value and imply
asset volatility by using equity volatility. However, the limitation on this is the asset
volatility process. Some literatures support that asset volatility behave different from
stock volatility. Therefore, this section has described the formula to calculate original
KMV-Merton formula and adaptive volatility process that will be proposed in this
study. As well as data use in this study.
2.3.1.1 The KMV-Merton Distance to default
The model calculates from following function
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑡 = 𝑓(𝐴𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 ), 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 , 𝐸𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 ), 𝐷𝑖𝑞(𝑡) (𝑛#𝑡 ), 𝑇, 𝑟𝑖𝑡 )

where 𝐷𝑖𝑡 is the Distance-to-Default T periods ahead in data, subscript i represent
individual stock, and subscript t is day. The definition of the inputs in the model are
𝐴𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 ) asset value is implied from programing iteration technique under

assumption that investor price equity based on firm asset value
𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 is stock 𝑖 volatility which calculate from standard diviation during T period
𝐸𝑖𝑡 is stock price at day 𝑡
𝐷𝑖𝑞(𝑡) (𝑛#𝑖𝑡 ) is total debt per stock for stock 𝑖 at latest quarter near day 𝑡. It has be

devided by number of stock in order to find total debt per stock
𝑛#𝑖𝑡 is number of stock
𝑇 is

period of forecasting distance to default

𝑟𝑖𝑡 is expected growth rate of return for stock 𝑖

To develop KMV-Merton distance to default, author applied Matlab programming
code from professor Haidar Haidar and rearrange rolling term of data by feeding data
through algorithm. The timing of rolling window will be adjust to find the lowest
error rate.
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2.2.3.2 The KMV-Merton Distance to default with applied volatility
process
The model calculates from following function
𝐸
𝐸
𝐸
𝐸
𝐸
𝐸
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑡 = 𝑓(𝐴𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 (𝜎𝑖𝑡−1
, 𝑢𝑖𝑡−1
)), 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 (𝜎𝑖𝑡−1
, 𝑢𝑖𝑡−1
), 𝐸𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 (𝜎𝑖𝑡−1
, 𝑢𝑖𝑡−1
)), 𝐷𝑖𝑞(𝑡) (𝑛#𝑡 ), 𝑇, 𝑟𝑖𝑡 )

where 𝐷𝑖𝑡 is the Distance-to-Default T periods ahead in data, subscript i represent
individual stock, and subscript t is day. The definition of the inputs in the model are
𝐴𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 ) asset value imply from programing iteration technique under assumption
that investor price equity based on firm asset value
𝐸
𝐸
𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 (𝜎𝑖𝑡−1
, 𝑢𝑖𝑡−1
)

asset

volatility

follow

GARCH(1,1),

EGARCH(1,1),

GJR-GARCH(1,1) process
𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 is stock 𝑖 volatility which calculate from standard diviation during T period
𝐸𝑖𝑡 is stock price at day 𝑡
𝐷𝑖𝑞(𝑡) (𝑛#𝑖𝑡 ) is total debt per stock for stock 𝑖 at latest quarter near day 𝑡. It has been
divided by number of stock in order to find total debt per stock
𝑛#𝑖𝑡 is number of stock
𝑇is period of forecasting distance to default
𝑟𝑖𝑡 is expected growth rate of return for stock 𝑖
The calculation technique MATLAB coding is applied from the standard code of
professor Haidar Haidar from University of Sussex in 2011
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Figure 2.1 process flow of data management
2.3.2 Data management
All 40 quarterly financial statement (balance sheet) has been collected from
Q1-2008 to Q4-2017 (in the system show (9Q2017) and stock data sample of 461
companies has been collect from Set SMART system. The data has eliminated 155
companies from 616 companies listed in Stock Exchange of Thailand due to
incomplete dataset: trade suspension, delist, or newly list during the period of study.
2.3.3 validation
The result of this section will be record as daily distance to default for
individual firm in different volatility process; KMV-Merton, KMV-Merton-GARCH,
KMV-Merton-EGARCH, KMV-Merton-GJR-GARCH. Distance to default will be
analyzed along with firm’s financial statement, the date of firm credit scoring change
or outlook change. Distance to default for individual firm in different volatility
process will be calibrated with the date of credit scoring change. Final distance to
default value will further test an error test and regress using logit model.
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2.4. Result
This session show Distance to default of Merton KMV and different volatility
process: KMV-Merton, KMV-Merton-GARCH, KMV-Merton-EGARCH, KMVMerton-GJR-GARCH result of 461 firms in stock exchange of Thailand which were
listed before October 2015. The rest stock has been cut out due to the limitation of
data. The number of stocks used in this study is 461 stock, from 8 sectors: agriculture
and food industry, consumer product, banking and financials, industrials, properties
and construction, resource and energy, services, technology. The name and data
summary show in appendix 1. The assumption of Distance to default calculation is
that (1) rolling 120day period of volatility (2) an approximated 5 percent of business
lending rate to use as risk free rate (3) the total debt of firm is called from latest
available quarter of the stock. The one-year distance to default has calculate weekly
from March 2010 to April 2018. For conditional volatility model, individual stock
data 500-day period during March 2008 to March 2010 (429 period) use to estimate
conditional volatility model; GARCH, EGARCH, GJR-GARCH to use as an input for
estimate conditional volatility. During the testing period (March 2010 to April 2018)
estimated model of individual stock is used as an input to calculate conditional
volatility in the week of estimate. Then the calculated conditional volatility replace
volatility in (1) and calculate distance to default of each conditional volatility model.
2.4.1. Merton KMV and conditional volatility distance to default
Table 2.1 show cross-sectional Thai listed 461 companies statistic distance to default
over March 2010 to April 2018. Result show that on average ACVG-Merton credit
model has lower mean and slightly lower than Merton KMV model. While Merton
model has more positive skewness than ACVG-Merton. However, Merton KMV
much lower level of kurtosis compare with ACVG-Merton.
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Table 2.1 Cross-sectional statistic average of Merton-KMV and ACVG model
Factor

Distance to default (average)
Merton KMV

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

GARCH

EGARCH

IGARCH

Mean

1.5789

1.2770

1.9703

1.2721

SD

3.9581

3.9006

37.6542

4.7166

Skewness

2.6428

0.5502

3.8021

2.7052

Kurtosis

9.8940

31.3490

131.2310

57.7953

Result illustrate that ACVG-Merton model has lower mean value meaning that
on average most of stock probability of default measured by ACVG is higher. It is
conservative measure. The high Kurtosis mean that most the distance to default
distribution of all stock peak around mean. Consistence SD confirm that ACVG in
this study preform the same range of distribution.
cross-sectional statistic among ACVG-GARCH-EGARCH-IGARCH distance
to default data illustrate that ACVG-EGARCH has highest distance to default mean,
sd, kurtosis. The second is ACVG-IGARCH and the third is ACVG model. The
reason behind this is because ACVG-EGARCH exhibit leverage term more freely
than ACVG-IGARCH and ACVG. This feature of EGARCH and IGARCH can gain
more leverage effect in the volatility structure to improve distance to default in term
of credit risk measure. Therefore, using leveraged estimator of GARCH model effect
the value of distance to default.
Table 2.2 Cross-sectional correlation average of Merton KMV and ACVG model
Correlation

Merton-

Merton KMV

Merton-GARCH

P20

P50

P80

0.2970

0.5044

0.7217

0.2970

0.4818

0.2856

0.8168

Merton-EGARCH

P20

P50

P80

0.7217

0.7196

0.8168

0.9679

0.7173

0.8008

0.8837

0.9934

P20

P50

P80

0.6870

0.8111

0.9717

GARCH
MertonEGARCH
MertonIGARCH
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Cross-section correlation in table 2.2 show that Merton-KMV and ACVG
GARCH-EGARCH-IGARCH has highly correlate with IGARCH the first at mean
0.8168 and moderate correlation with GARCH, the second, at mean 0.5044, and
EGARCH the third at mean 0.4818. However, quantile 1 and quantile 4 show quite
large band of correlation distribute from 0.2970 to 0.7217. while they have highly
correlate among ACVG class model. The highest mean is correlation between ACVGGARCH and ACVG-IGARCH at 0.8837, while the band of distribution from quantile
1 and 4 is between 0.6870 to 0.9717.
Table 2.3 proportion of correlation statistically significant stock Cross-sectional
statistic average of Merton KMV and ACVG model
Correlation

Merton

Merton-

Merton-

Significant

KMV

GARCH

EGARCH

99%

99%

99%

Merton-

0.943231

GARCH
Merton-

0.897379

0.971677

0.915032

0.986928

EGARCH
Merton-

0.986921

IGARCH

Cross-sectional correlation statistically significant in table 2.3 show proportion
of stock which correlation is at significant. Result found that most of paired
correlation has highly proportion of stock correlate at 99 percent confidence level.
Table 2.4 shows that between Merton KMV and ACVG family model have low
distance to default change correlation
Change

Merton KMV

Merton-GARCH

Correlation

P20

P50

P80

Merton-

0.1617

0.2695

0.3758

0.1617

0.2405

0.1360

0.2661

Merton-EGARCH

P20

P50

P80

0.3758

0.5103

0.7067

0.9158

0.3940

0.6573

0.7976

0.9789

P20

P50

P80

0.4897

0.7106

0.9271

GARCH
MertonEGARCH
MertonIGARCH
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the highest is 0.2695 between Merton KMV and ACVG GARCH, the lowest is
0.2405 between Merton KMV and Merton-EGARCH. The band of change correlation
is between 0.1360 to 0.3940. On the other side, the change correlation among ACVG
are at high level, the highest is between ACVG-GARCH and ACVG-IGARCH with
high band from 0.4897 to 0.9271. This positive change correlation illustrates that the
signal from Merton KMV and ACVG change in the same way, but it might be
different magnitude. Reason behind is because volatility is main contribution to the
signal.
Table 2.5 Cross-sectional correlation statistic average of the distance to default
change Merton KMV and ACVG model at 99th percent confident level
Change

Merton

Merton-

Merton-

Correlation

KMV

GARCH

EGARCH

Significant
Merton-

0.83406

GARCH
Merton-

0.64847

0.82969

0.764192

0.92794

EGARCH
Merton-

0.823144

IGARCH

Mostly stock distance to default change correlation is significant at 99% confidence
level confirm the picture that all measure in this study move in the same direction.
Table 2.6 Cross-sectional distance to default cointegration test result proportion
between DD Merton KMV and various model at 99th percent confident level
Cointegration
Merton

KMV

and

Merton-

0.59945

KMV

and

Merton-

0.52588

KMV

and

Merton-

0.54495

GARCH
Merton
EGARCH
Merton
IGARCH
Merton

KMV

and

GARCH-

0.43051

KMV

and

GARCH-

0.39237

EGARCH
Merton
IGARCH
Merton KMV and G-E-IGARCH

0.34059

Merton KMV and IGARCH

0.92370
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First order cointegration test table show that mostly stock distance to default
Merton KMV have significant level at 99% cointegration with IGARCH and has
moderate cointegration to ACVG-EGARCH, ACVG-GARCH, ACVG-GARCH and
ACVG-EGARCH, ACVG-GARCH and ACVG-IGARCH consecutively. On the
other hand, ACVG-GARCH has highly number of stocks cointegration at 99%.
Results from this table show that both Merton KMV and ACVG are cointegrated in
both ways.
Table 2.7 Cross-sectional distance to default causality test result
Causality Test

Confident level
90%

95%

99%

From Merton KMV to Merton-GARCH

0.5994

0.5204

0.3542

From Merton KMV to Merton-EGARCH

0.5525

0.4804

0.2972

From Merton KMV to Merton-IGARCH

0.5778

0.4970

0.3413

From Merton-GARCH to Merton KMV

0.9509

0.9291

0.8719

From Merton-EGARCH to Merton KMV

0.9729

0.9519

0.9069

From Merton-IGARCH to Merton KMV

0.9550

0.9311

0.8832

Granger causality in table 2.7 show statistic cross-sectional first order
causality test result. It shows that half of stock in Thai stock market has parameter that
Merton KMV Granger cause ACVG GARCH, ACVG EGARCH, ACVG IGARCH
and one fourth of stock has parameter that Merton KMV Granger cause ACVG
GARCH, ACVG EGARCH, ACVG IGARCH at 99% confidence level. On the other
size, result show that every ACVG model has Granger cause Merton KMV. 90.6%,
88.5%, 87.1% of number stock in ACVG-EGARCH, ACVG-IGARCH, ACVGGARCH has granger cause significant at 99% confidence level to Merton KMV
consecutively. This show the implication of this study and confirm that using
conditional volatility has lead measure feature to credit risk.
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2.4.2 Merton KMV and conditional volatility distance to default: SET group
Result in this section show the distance to default statistic firm in different size
to determine the characteristic of stock size/ company size to distance to default value.
Table 2.8 Cross sectional statistic of distance to default SET group
Factor

Distance to default

Distance to default

Distance to default

Distance to default

SET group average

SET50 group average

SET100 group average

SET200 group average

Merton

Merton

Merton

Merton

MertonGARCH

Merton-

Merton-

GARCH

Merton-

GARCH

GARCH

Mean

1.5789

1.2770

1.547

1.353

1.357

1.189

1.604

1.361

SD

3.9581

3.9006

3.727

3.292

3.411

3.019

4.018

3.404

Skewness

2.6428

0.5502

2.320

3.196

2.535

2.982

2.548

2.739

Kurtosis

9.8940

31.3490

7.446

37.805

8.713

24.171

8.934

19.054

Table 2.8 show that over distance to default mean both Merton KMV and
ACVG-GARCH in the group is consistence the lowest mean is SET100 while the
highest is SET200 group. The standard deviation show that the highest SD Merton
KMV is group SET200 while the highest ACVG-GARCH is SET group. The Merton
KMV skewness highest at SET group and the lowest at SET50. On the other hand,
ACVG-GARCH is the lowest at SET group. This can be interpret that small stock in
ACVG-GARCH model has low/ negative skewness. And ACVG has higher kurtosis
in every group.
Table 2.9 cross-sectional statistic distance to default ACVG model SET group
Factor

Distance to default

Distance to default

Distance to default

SET group average

SET50 group average

SET100 group average

Distance to default
SET200 group average

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

Merton-

GARC

EGARC

IGARC

GARC

EGARC

IGARC

GARC

EGARC

IGARC

GARC

EGARC

IGARC

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

Mean

1.2770

1.9703

1.2721

1.3526

1.3818

1.3320

1.1891

1.2242

1.1688

1.3610

1.3453

1.3533

SD

3.9006

37.6542

4.7166

3.2920

4.1129

11.1222

3.0190

3.4776

9.4191

3.4043

3.7888

7.6074

0.5502

3.8021

2.7052

3.1958

2.9818

2.9778

2.9820

2.8295

2.8981

2.7393

3.1287

2.6912

19.0538

99.3268

95.2321

Skewnes
s
Kurtosis

31.3490

131.2310

57.7953

163.680
37.8051

101.7066

7

141.536
24.1714

73.9678

0

Table 2.9 show that stock distance to default in various group has different
characteristic in some measure. For example, average distance to default, SD,
skewness, kurtosis of stock in SET group is highest for ACVG-EGARCH, but another
group result may varies.
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Table 2.10 cross-sectional statistic distance to default ACVG model classify SET
group
Correlation

Merton KMV

Merton-GARCH

SET

SET50

SET200

Merton-GARCH

0.5037

0.5641

0.5383

Merton-EGARCH

0.48075

0.5969

Merton-IGARCH

0.4920

0.5380

Merton-EGARCH

SET

SET50

SET200

0.5217

0.8159

0.8109

0.8411

0.5191

0.8837

0.7962

0.8712

SET

SET50

SET200

0.8108

0.8410

0.8238

Table 2.11 cross-sectional statistic proportion of stock distance to default which has
significant level at 99% ACVG model SET group
Correlation at

Merton KMV

Significant 99%

SET

SET50

SET200

Merton-GARCH

Merton-GARCH

0.8926

1

0.9880

Merton-EGARCH

0.8492

0.9512

Merton-IGARCH

0.8678

0.9512

Merton-EGARCH

SET

SET50

SET200

0.9639

0.9215

0.9268

0.9699

0.9518

0.9360

1

0.9940

SET

SET50

SET200

0.9194

0.9024

0.9639

Correlation table show that the larger stock, the correlation is higher for Merton KMV
and ACVG model, as data represent the highest value in SET50 group, with high
proportion stock which has 99% of confidence level.

While correlation among

ACVG model is at high level in every stock group.
Table 2.12 Proportion of stock cointegration parameter significant at 99% confidence
level SET group
Proportion of stock cointegration parameter significant at 99% confidence level
SET

SET50

SET200

Merton KMV and Merton-GARCH

0.5995

0.8333

0.6905

Merton KMV and Merton-EGARCH

0.5259

0.8056

0.6905

Merton KMV and Merton-IGARCH

0.5450

0.8056

0.6667

Merton KMV and GARCH-EGARCH

0.4305

0.7500

0.5476

Merton KMV and GARCH-IGARCH

0.3924

0.6667

0.4762

Merton KMV and G-E-IGARCH

0.3406

0.6944

0.4603

Cointegration result table 2.12 that all group stock ACVG-GARCH is
cointegration at first order condition of Merton KMV. On the other size, Merton
KMV model also significant to cointegrate with ACVG-GARCH, ACVG-IGARCH,
ACVG-EGARCH, ACVG-GARCH-EGARCH, ACVG-GARCH-IGARCH, ACVGGARCH-EGARCH-IGARCH, but the level of cointegration significant is higher
following the size of stock.
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Table 2.13 Proportion of stock cointegration parameter significant at 99% confidence
level classify by SET group
Causality Test proportion at 99th percent

Set group

confident level

SET

SET50

SET200

From Merton KMV to Merton-GARCH

0.3597

0.2500

0.3095

From Merton KMV to Merton-EGARCH

0.5525

0.2857

0.2973

From Merton KMV to Merton-IGARCH

0.3443

0.2222

0.2787

From Merton-GARCH to Merton KMV

0.8965

0.9444

0.8730

From Merton-EGARCH to Merton KMV

0.9249

0.9429

0.9256

From Merton-IGARCH to Merton KMV

0.9042

1.0000

0.9098

Causality test result in table 2.13 show that ACVG granger cause Merton
KMV in ever group stock. The large stock size group Granger cause Merton KMV
with large proportion of stock. The highest Granger cause series is from ACVG
Merton SET50 which is 100% proportion. On the other way, the large stock size
group Granger cause Merton KMV less proportion.
Table 2.14 cross-sectional statistic distance to default Merton KMV and ACVG
model classify by eight sectors.
Sector

Number

Merton KMV (Non-Weight)

Merton-GARCH (Non-Weight)

Merton-EGARCH (Non-Weight)

Merton-IGARCH (Non-Weight)

Of Stock

mean

sd

skew

kur.

mean

sd

skew

kur.

mean

sd

skew

kur.

mean

sd

skew

kur.

Agro Food

46

1.94

4.96

2.7

10.54

1.46

11.48

2.67

69.70

1.43

4.30

4.80

164.7

1.44

4.10

2.85

141

Consumer

35

2.00

4.92

2.84

12.42

1.47

3.65

2.20

66.11

11.18

474.57

4.46

278.54

1.47

3.46

2.31

8.69

Financials

54

1.27

3.19

2.59

9.57

0.93

2.29

2.87

29.68

0.97

3.06

3.41

105.51

0.92

2.29

3.01

36.74

Industrials

77

1.66

4.12

2.58

9.39

1.22

2.98

2.42

31.58

1.25

3.55

4.49

179.54

1.22

2.95

2.83

31.32

Prop. Cons

87

1.34

3.32

2.53

8.82

1.08

2.66

2.50

13.59

1.09

3.18

3.11

102.71

1.06

6.28

2.70

75.91

Resources

32

1.39

3.42

2.53

8.75

1.13

2.89

2.90

60.41

1.11

2.94

2.44

78.58

1.13

7.29

2.50

88.17

Services

92

1.68

4.35

2.81

11.08

1.54

3.87

2.56

15.26

1.45

3.82

4.00

115.85

1.54

6.52

2.72

56.37

Technology

35

1.50

3.64

2.48

8.91

1.44

3.49

2.35

10.01

1.44

3.49

3.43

48.97

1.43

3.49

2.43

31.34
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2.4.3. Example of Default company
The case of Energy Earth Public Company Limited is a good example of using
distance to default (DD) from ACVG model compare to Merton model. The result of
ACVG enhance the predicting power of the distance to default shown in figure 2.2.
The default event occurred in Jun 2017 when the company announce to the bill of
exchange holder to extend their debt. Prior to that event, the distance to default (DD)
from Merton model show excellent sign of its value. One month before the default,
DD rose up to 20 which should be a good signal for company and represent very low
chance to default in one year ahead. However, DD was suddenly drop and the value
was lower than zero which significantly rose chance to default.
On the other hand, ACVG model DD show sign of higher default during a
year before. The ACVG DD was lower for all of year 2016 and sudden drop 2 week
prior to default event as Merton model. Even though, during the period of near
default, the value of ACVG DD model did not low as Merton model DD was, It is
enough to represent the jump up in higher change of default.
Altman z-score is one of an indicators that could add up information for
predicting default, prior to default the z-score was reach the lowest value at 0.6 which
was the lowest since 2015. The z-score 0.6 mean to have the high chance to default.
However, Altman z-score was lower than 1.8 which is the border line of being high
chance of default for 4 years prior to default. Another financial ratio in this case cashratio, debt to equity ratio could interpret in a wrong direction. The cash-ratio was
lower than one shows the bad sign for company to run their business, however, there
was lower than 0.1 for long term. The debt to equity ratio was drop than previous
quarter which show a good sign.
The example of Energy Earth company given overview of how DD from
ACVG model have more consistent credit risk measure than Merton model DD.
However, it could be add up with the sign from Altman z-score and some of financial
ratio data to confirm the likelihood of default. From this example, it can be concluded
that there is no comprehensive credit risk measure even though the ACVG model
perform better than Merton model in the structural model. The signal should be
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combine form more than one measurement to monitoring credit risk since all of the
model could not predict exact default event. So, using many instruments and take
appropriate weight would be the best solution for dealing with credit risk which
would leave this for further study.

Figure 2.2 the distance to default of Energy Earth Public Company Limited which
has default event in the rad marked.

Figure 2.3 the Altman Z-score of Energy Earth Public Company Limited which has
default event in the rad marked.

Figure 2.4 the cash-ratio of Energy Earth Public Company Limited which has default
event in the rad marked.
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Figure 2.5 the debt to equity ratio of Energy Earth Public Company Limited which
has default event in the rad marked

Figure 2.6 the stock price of Energy Earth Public Company Limited which has
default event in the rad marked.
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2.5. Conclusion
This paper study the different and its implication between risk nature
probability of default (Merton KMV model) and applied conditional volatility risk
nature probability of default (Applied Conditional Volatility GARCH family model
ACVG) based on Thai company that listed in the stock exchange of Thailand (SET).
Result show that in some dimension ACVG model post greater result and more
conservative to use as credit risk measure.
First, Merton KMV, one of the popular risk natural model. It required stock
price, level of debt, risk free rate as an input. Since the model get daily basis input
(stock price), the model can generate daily output for firm credit risk assessment. The
concept of model is to measures the statistical distance between asset value which
imply from stock price and the level of deb called distance to default. On the other
hand, distance to default could be understood as the reverse of probability of default.
This statistical distance mesrues by comparing the different between firm asset and
firm debt based on their asset value distribution. Therefore, distribution of asset value
play an important role for the distance to default score.
This paper applies volatility regime using condition volatility model; GARCH,
EGARCH, IGARCH to forecast asset volatility to be input of Merton model. Thai
daily 461 stock data from Mar 2008 to Apr 2018. The period of estimate conditional
volatility model is Mar 2008 to Feb 2010. The period of testing is Mar 2010 to Apr
2018. Estimated model; GARCH, EGARCH, IGARCH will be used to forecast using
information from current date of testing period. The testing period is calculated on
first day of week due to limitation of computer resources. Merton KMV, the testing
period use 120 days stock price rolling period prior to test date and total debt value
from latest available quarter. ACVG model, use 200 days stock price rolling period
prior to test date. The total debt value is the same as Merton KMV mode.
Result from the study, Merton KMV and ACVG model give different result of
distance to default. On average ACVG GARCH model have slightly lower distance to
default, similar sd, far lower on skewness, and much higher kurtosis. Among ACVG
model, ACVG-EGARCH have highest on average, sd, skewness, and kurtosis of
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distance to default. The ACVG result is also higher than Merton KMV model.
ACVG-IGARCH is highest correlate with Merton KMV model, while the rest have
moderate correlation, but they have high correlation among ACVG model. The
ACVG model have high proportion of stock that statistic significant cointegration
both from Merton KMV to individual ACVG model and from individual ACVG
model to Merton model. For causality test, it is found that ACVG-GARCH model
Granger cause Merton KMV model with high proportion of stock. Lastly There is no
different from using ACVG model in different stock size.
In conclusion, this study support that using conditional volatility model
(ACVG model) could illustrate credit risk more conservative compare with Merton
KMV model. It gives the same direction with Merton KMV model. There is no limit
on the use from stock size, sector. Moreover, there are many types of condition
volatility model that can apply for a different purpose or different assumption to fit
with user appetite. As can see from result of the different value of distance to default
of ACVG-GARCH,ACVG-EGARCH,ACVG-IGARCH.

CHAPTER 3

PAPER 2 RISK NATURE DISTANCE TO DEFAULT WITH THE
PREDICTION OF CREDIT RATING: THE CASE STUDY OF
THAILAND

3.1 Abstract
This paper verifies the distance to default signal with the rating change action
using data source of credit rating change in 77 listed company which has 95 change
their credit rating during Jan 2010 to Jan 2018. Result found that level some of
distance to default signal rating can predict rating change. However, most of signal is
not a robust statistically significant which may need further study to incorporate other
factor that could be factor the mechanism of credit rating to change.

3.2. Introduction
3.2.1. Credit risk Credit risk measure
Credit risk is the risk that counterparty fail to meet financial obligations in the
future. It could have affected in many ways. First counterparty that has tighten
financial condition reflecting in their financial statement may result in the
downgrading its credit score. Second, counterparty that has lost of control it financial
condition mostly result in miss commitment on contract resulting on default. The
causes of credit risk can be from external factors or internal factors which effect to
company operation and leads to financial position. The external factors can be
economic cycle, regulation change, market condition, business relation, e.g. The
internal factors can be operational error, fraud, loss of control over process e.g.
Moreover, Credit risk can be caused from other kind of risk. For example, financial
institution has financial loss on investment assets until there is no cash left to pay its
obligation.
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Monitoring or Assessing credit risk is totally challenge. The most reliable
source is from financial statements. They are normally reported in certain schedule,
the most frequent report of financial statement is on quarterly for listed company
which has to comply by stock exchange regulation, other type of company normally
report financial statement annual or may not report financial statement for nonregistered firm. Even credit risk has been assessed, if company has some significant
transaction during the period of financial statement report. It may post credit risk to
counterparty without any warning sign.
One implication of assessing credit risk is the estimation of obligor’s default
probability. There are different methods to quantify probability depending on the use
of analysis. The major different in each method is the way to forecast probability of
default from historical real-world data or risk natural valuation theory. The risk
natural valuation theory has one strictly assumption that every investor is risk natural
investor which is in the case that they do not required higher expected return trading
off with any additional risk meaning that investor only need risk free rate as
compensation for their investment. The best example is the case of implied volatility
from an option pricing of asset. On the other hand, the default probability estimated
from historical real-world data do not require such that assumption. Even through,
they do require higher return or risk premium for trading off with risk. In this case,
this could be observed in the real world, investors always pricing yield on corporate
bond higher than government bond in the same maturity. If there were no expected
risk premium, real world default probability and risk neutral probability would be the
same. One of the most important assumption, however, is that historical default
probability expected long-term expectation of default probability. The credit rating
will not be changed through business cycle because all of an possible event are
already included in an assessment. The risk nature default probability are normally
based on traded instruments, asset swaps, credit default swap, and bond which they
are based on daily basis. Understanding that default probability being quantify from
these instruments reflect the default risk from market price. They could change
frequently because that they are based on trading data that incorporates all temporary
risk and short-term volatility, in the other word, they include systematic risk which
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cannot diversified. The interesting is that risk natural default are already include
default and default correlation will gain in bad economic conditions. Risk neutral
default probability assume that traders includes extreme scenarios than that historical
data.
There are many ways of assessing default probability using boat historical and
risk natural default probability which they both are not conflict, but they have
different approach of accessing credit risk especially default probability. Real world
default probabilities are the assessment of actual counterparty defaulting which, risk
neutral default probability imply market price relevant for hedging purposes.
The most three common use in practice for credit risk analysis for predicting
default probability are financial statement analysis, credit scoring model, and
structural model. Firstly, financial statement analysis, this method uses direct measure
of firm position on financial status. The measurement use ratio, trend to show it
currently status and future expectation based on fact. However, the quality and period
of having financial is the most restrict factor to use. Secondly, credit scoring, it is tool
for company or investor to evaluate its credit risk in single score. The score has been
given by credit rating agency who specialize in analyzing company. Rating agency
may have an interview with board, management or talk with debtor, investor to know
company outlook and finally evaluate these factors to be future profit or cashflow.
The credit score is required by capital market regulations in most country for longterm bond to have its credit score on its first date of issue. The last, structural model,
Merton distance to default is the model that use external information like stock price
to evaluate credit risk. This model assume that investor buy stock mean that investor
own company assets in the portion apart from debt. Therefore, this model can predict
the company health from debt. This method become popular in recent day due to data
availability especially listed company which has data in the system. Drawback of this
model are in the assumption of the model which volatility is the main input factor of
the model.
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3.2.2. Financial Statement Analysis
According to the typical models of E. Altman (1968); Ohlson (1980);
Zmijewski (1984), which have been used for financial fitness assessment through a
business, the data are used to carry out in an accounting report to discriminate
between good and bad business financial fitness. The identified financial statement
ratio relates to the good or bad business conditions. The Multivariate Discriminant
Investigation and Multinomial Decision Models are generally utilized for probability
calculation through these models for finding out the prediction of default tendency of
a business occurred for not less than a period of a year. Regarding E. I. a. K. Altman,
S. (1976); Blume et al. (1998); R. Kaplan and G. Urwitz (1979) despite having been
used, the models still lack of accurate and precise prediction towards the data of
financial statement. A large number of defects on the models consist as follows:
The data of financial statement are only indicated as a past result of operation
such as quarterly or yearly recurrence. It causes all changes indicated in the budgetary
states obtained by the business cannot be observed, thus its data timeliness is
considered as ineffective.
The prediction methodology of these models is carried out by Single-Period
Models. As claimed by Chava and Jarrow (2004); Shumway (2001), the samples are
proposed as predisposition, namely, the coefficients are calculated by one-sided
estimation and the results given are contrastingly.
Concerning a Hazard Model provided by Shumway (2001), later developed by
Campbell et al. (2008) and Bharath and Shumway (2008) the Model is used to
estimate the data of financial statement and marketing factors. It is found that, in
general, the Distance to Default has a minimum level of explanatory power toward the
alternative factors. Moreover, profitability, volatility of return, price-to-book ratio,
and level of prices, etc., considered as an elective SET of marketing measures, will be
able to help improve the power of the model until it becomes remarkably prescient
and useful for Default Probability (PD) (Campbell et al., 2011). Furthermore, the data
timeliness becomes extremely more effective and consistent when using the models to
evaluate the credit risk of the company comparing to the recovery of other companies
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done with their data of financial statement. In addition, the progressing data is focused
through company strength assessment. Another essential emphasis is about market
price and volatility for equity value and bonds security necessary to be recorded and
traded in the open markets.
For this research, the structural model applied by volatility process in KMVMerton model was used for the Distance to Default prediction, and the model of credit
score and analysis of financial statement were used for comparison and improvement.
The lists of companies appeared in Thai Stock Exchange were selected. The Credit
Default Swap (Thai-CDS) of the country was taken to compare with the results of
selected collective companies so that the present credit risk of the country would be
differently evaluated. Ultimately, the evaluation of this research results would be
carried out for finding out the perspectives of the changes toward the scores
prediction of each business.
3.2.3. Credit Scoring
Credit scoring has been known since 1900s and it is used for representing that
how much credit risk of debt instruments. The demand for publicly credit rating
agency was raised due to financial crisis in 1907 when debt instrument was largely
default by thrust company Moen and Tallman (1992). In 1909, John Moody, financial
analyst, who was the first publish rating of the issued bond in public. Bonds at that
time were used for a railroad project in the USA. The publication was subscribed by
investor with fee applied. After that, Poor’s Publishing Company started issuing its
own rating publication in 1916. Followed by Standard Statistics Company in 1922,
and the Fitch Publishing company in 1924. Since 2007 financial crisis, USA and UK
have guidance to regulate

credit rating agencies (CRAs) to ensure more

competitiveness and more transparency. The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act (2010), Title IX, Subtitle C mandated the the Commission
to prescribed rules to improve regulation of CRAs. In 2011 European Securities and
Markets Authority (ESMA) also attempted to hold credit rating agency to be more
accountable for customer protection purpose. Official Journal, and regulatory
standards which include key provision on regulate CRA was published. Three
technical standard are that; the issuer disclosure requirement, originators and sponsors
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on structured financial instruments, CRAs reporting requirements regarding fees
charged CRAs to their clients, and report requirement for CRAs in the European
Rating Platform.
These CRAs play a critical role as a gatekeeper for the market as securities
analyst and they has been accepted as systemic importance unit for financial system.
CRAs is one on the important player in the financial system to create investor
confidence and the efficient resource allocation of the economy by performing
evaluative and analytical services on behalf of clients. Moreover, CRAs activities are
fundamentally commercial and should be under standard of liability and over as those
for auditors, securities analysts and investment bankers.
The 10 credit rating agencies in the USA are A.M. Best Company, Inc; DBRS,
Inc; Egan-Hones Rating Company, Fitch, Inc.; HR Ratings de Mexico, S.A. de C.V.;
Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd.; Kroll Bond Rating Agency, Inc.; Moody’s
Investor’s Services, Inc.; Morningstar Credit Ratings, LLV.; and Standard & Poor’s
Ratings Services. The CRAs industry is concentrated, 97% of total credit rating
outstanding was accounted from S&P (46%), Moody’s (37%) and Fitch (13%).
Credit ratings are provision on relative credit risk. It is obviously subjective. It
gives an opinion on the creditworthiness of an issuer, from strongest (AAA, Aaa) to
weakest, within a universe of credit risk. An easy example is that AAA bond,
normally has relatively stronger creditworthiness than BBB bond. Credit ratings are
from the set of an assessing process. They are different from simple value being
evaluated by financial ratios but they are the assessing by comprehensive analysis of
an individual set of issuer/issue by rating committee of credit analyst. The simple
view of giving rating is that the higher cashflow predictability of issuer, the more
supporting cash of bond payments, the higher the rating will be. Credit ratings
normally have long-term prospect. Analyst assess on the fundamental factors that
drive each issuer’s long-term ability to cover its debt payments. Therefore, credit
ratings will not varies through cycle of an issuer. Analysts committee have examined
various scenarios to issuers for making sure that rating is robust and reliable. Rating
in global level can be compared. Credit condition of most issuers and obligations is
not fixed over a period. It may change due to the condition of an issuer.
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One of the most important assumption, however, is that historical default
probability expected long-term expectation of default probability. The credit rating
will not be changed through business cycle because all of an possible event are
already included in an assessment.
2.2.3.1 The rating processes
Since the high-level meeting of issuer to discuss of the rating process will be
undertaken and sign agreement with a credit rating agency. Then, the rating process
will begin. The rating agency will analyze issuer on debt obligation or loaded
transaction which have a commitment of further cash used. The lead analyst will find
all information from public availability sources and require all relevant information of
financial or non-financial nature. After that, analyst will start processing using the
relevant methodology that mainly take both qualitative parameters and quantitative.
Analyst will propose methodology to credit committee in order to maintain
consistency and integrity of rating process. Then final credit score which analyst
proposed will discuss with the credit committee to get committee’s decision. Then the
credit rating will release to general public via credit rating announcement. In the
credit publication process, credit score will be monitored for credit rating change, on
an ongoing basis, and credit score may be changed if necessary in the case of
changing creditworthiness of the issue or issuer. Credit score may be changed not
only for upgrade and downgrade, but also credit opinion will be provided to give an
information on anticipated credit score. Credit opinion includes; rating outlook
change; rating on review placement/removal; credit rating withdrawal; credit rating
suspension. In the normal case, the rating agencies communicate credit opinion with
announcement through their websites.
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2.2.3.2 The rating scores
Long-term credit rating in CRAs reflect the expected financial loss in the
event of default and likelihood of a default on contractually payments. Some CRAs
may have different credit scoring structure on non-financial and financial corporate.
Credit scores indicate creditworthiness of issuer which represent a group in that the
credit will be broadly the same. The example table show Moody’s global rating
classification from Aaa to Caa with the definition of long-term issues
Table 3.1 Moody’s rating description of long-term rating scale
Aaa

Considered of the highest quality, subject to the lowest level of credit risk.

Aa

Considered of high quality and subject to vary low credit risk.

A

Considered of super-medium grade quality and subject to low credit risk

Baa

Considered medium-grade quality and subject to moderate credit risk so may entail certain
speculative features.

Ba

Consider speculative and subject to substantial credit risk.

B

Considered speculative and subject to high credit risk.

Caa

Consider speculative, of poor standing and subject to vary high credit risk.

Ca

Considered highly speculative and are likely in, or very near default with some prospect of recovery
of principal and interest

C

The lowest rated and are typically in default, with little prospect for recovery of principal or interest

Moody’s short-term rating is cited for obligations with a 13 months or less
original maturity and reflect both expected loss of financial suffered in the default
event and the likelihood of a default on contractually promised payments. The
example table show Moody’s rating classification from Aaa to Caa with the definition
of short-term issues
Table 3.2 Moody’s rating description of short-term rating scale
P-1

Superior ability to repay short-term debt obligation.

P-2

Strong ability to repay short-term debt obligation.

P-3

Acceptable ability to repay short-term obligations.

NP

Do not fall within any of the Prime rating categories.

The credit rating scores can be given to various type of financial instruments
for assessing credit. A short summary of Moody’s rated issuers and obligations on the
long-term and short-term global rating as following; Bank deposit rating, Corporate
family rating, Credit default swap rating, enhanced rating (only for US municipal
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bond), Insurance financial strength rating, insured rating, Issuer rating, Medium-term
note programmed rating, Structured finance counterparty Instrument rating,
Structured finance counterparty rating, Structured finance interest only rating,
underlying rating.
2.2.3.3 The default transition matric
From very long horizon of having credit rating score, CRAs can analyzed and
statistical number of default issuer compared with non-default issuer as a proportion
of total issue. Also, number of issues which has been upgraded or downgraded within
a period of time. The table show statistical fact on that usually called transition
matrix. Table 3.3-3.4 show below is transition matrix of Moody in 2016.
Table 3.3 Average Moody’s One-Year Letter Rating Migration Rates, 2016
From/To

Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Ba

B

Caa

Ca-C

WR

Default

Aaa

100%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Aa

0.00%

91.722%

5.629%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

2.649%

0.00%

A

0.00%

0.697%

89.783%

5.650%

0/077%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

3.793%

0.00%

Baa

0.00%

0.00%

1.338%

87.144%

6.748%

0.756%

0.233%

0.00%

3.781%

0.00%

Ba

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.28%

77.604%

8.594%

1.042%

0.00%

7.422%

0.130%

B

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.19%

4.48%

71.878%

10.010%

0.191%

11.821%

1.430%

Caa

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.522%

70.272%

1.387%

13.615%

6.203%

Ca-C

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

1.136%

1.136%

42.045%

11.364%

43.318%

Table 3.4 Average Moody’s One-Year Letter Rating Migration Rates, 1920-2016
From/To

Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Ba

B

Caa

Ca-C

WR

Default

Aaa

86.746%

7.848%

0.784%

0.193%

0.03%

0.002%

0.00%

0.00%

4.397%

0.00%

Aa

1.059%

84.158%

7.642%

0.729%

0.160%

0.046%

0.012%

0.004%

6.129%

0.060%

A

0.070%

2.740%

84.952%

5.597%

0.646%

0.119%

0.036%

0.008%

5.757%

0.084%

Baa

0.036%

0.239%

4.261%

82.661%

4.632%

0.741%

0.129%

0.017%

7.027%

0.257%

Ba

0.006%

0.072%

0.496%

6.148%

73.923%

6.880%

0.669%

0.089%

10.553%

1.164%

B

0.005%

0.044%

0.162%

0.620%

5.574%

71.711%

6.175%

0.476%

11.940%

3.292%

Caa

0.00%

0.010%

0.028%

0.125%

0.567%

6.897%

67.342%

2.944%

13.675%

8.413%

Ca-C

0.00%

0.016%

0.108%

0.038%

0.616%

2.975%

8.034%

48.426%

18.719%

21.068%

Table 3.3 and 3.4 show historical statistic that the percentage of bond issue
being changed its credit score; stay, downgraded, upgraded, or default within one-year
horizon. Two table above have different number because the time coverage are
different. Table 3.4 present the different statistical number of bonds being issued in
the year 2016 and observed its rating one year later, while table 3.3 shows statistical
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probability number of bond being issued during 1920 to 2016. The table 3.4 shows
probability result in more variated distribution than table 3.4 because the horizon
coverage is much longer that includes period of crisis time which bond credit score
were changed much more than normal time.
Investor uses credit table for evaluate that how much credit risk bond they are
facing with. The more risk is the higher required rate of return for investor. However,
firms credit risk can be changed at all time due to the changing of financial
conditions. The causes could be any of possibility e.g. profitability, liquidity,
leverage, debt structure which investor or even CRAs who assess credit rating for the
firm may not know. Moreover, credit rating change has to take time in the process, so
that cause major drawback.
3.2.4. Expectation of Distance to Default toward Change of Credit Rating
As part of investment process, the credit rating has normally been evaluated
according to the willing decisions of entrepreneurs and the need of budgetary
controllers, while credit rating got the scores at a moderate level in terms of business
data. Hence, for the credit rating, when the probability data is examined by markets, it
really enhances the understanding of potential change. The study reveals that Distance
of Default is timely powerful on prediction of business commitment relevant to its
fitness. To predict the business bankruptcy, the Distance to Default is considered as a
potential calculation based on good measurement Vassalou and Xing (2002)
Contradictorily to the credit scores, the foresighted capacity of Distance to Default
was evaluated by Oderda, Dacorogna, and Jung (2003) The result revealed that the
rating change was measured by Distance to Default approach which has contributed to
the earlier time of changing. Moreover, Distance to Default is refuted its ability and
bond spread which causes the weakness through the Banks in Europe. The study also
revealed the probability of minimizing the bank rate can be expected by Distance to
Default from 6 to 18 months at the earlier time of its minimization. It can be said that
the Distance to Default modification is regarded as forwarding looking reminders for
the business to evaluate its credit rating.
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Regarding the literature reviews which have been studied so far, this
additional improvement causes change from Merton’s Model on its data use.
Concerning the empirical evidences in India through 10 years collection of data set
from various firms, the results were shown to verify the reliability of the evidences. In
addition, for functional consideration, the changes of credit scores are regarded as an
element which the individual responsible for investigation and cash management have
to be used for. Furthermore, for the Reduced-Form Models, they can be developed by
the Structural Models which data becomes remarkably valuable. 500 popular firms in
India are the targeted samples used in this study, between January 2000 and
December 2011. The Distance to Default approach was used for the measurement
every day during the time of this research. Two methods were used to notify the
different results of relationship, which included, the Distance to Default change and
the credit rating change, respectively.
It is necessary to consider which type of model gives a better result on the
quality of credit when the benchmark in calculated. Most of the studies claim that
either firms probability of default or adjust of credit rating evaluation, on the debts of
firms; variables are relied on the credit events. Remarkably, default has various
definitions when comparing to each different country. The more the economic term of
meaning seem to be that debtor has been taken its asset by borrower. Hence, the
alteration of credit estimation appearing considerably beneficial depends on each
credit opportunity which causes harmonious through production process of credit
scores and alteration of credit scores. Only some firm in the world manage their credit
score in a timely manner. Even through, credit rating is considered as a primary and
most traditional method for the publics through the market on announcing credit risk
of firms. It is, however, questioned that if it can respond the needs of firms in time
when the change occurs with their credit tighten. It is shown that there are some
disadvantages with the enforcement framework toward the bankruptcy case. Hence,
this study emphasizes the change occurred through the credit rating as it is considered
as credit events. To emphasize this, it is necessary to analyze the Distance to default
approach whether it is able to predict the occurred change in the credit ratings. 6 firms
in India which were selected as good samples. Especially, the research focuses on
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whether the change occurred in the Distance to default over the periods of given time
can predict the rating change. In case of predictable result, it indicates that the
Distance to Default can be used with the credit risk in the portfolios through huge
financial institutes (insurance firms, bank, and pension funds, for instance). All such
mentioned institutes have a common limitation towards the quality of credits which
they can deal with. In addition, it is beneficial to consider as an alternative through the
improved accounting data such as quarterly or yearly in the countries. Moreover, this
research examines the relationships between the rating change and Distance to
Default Change. According to the rating change, two methods are used by 1)
analyzing the even study; this is considered as event analysis from the downgrade of
credit ratings or from the upgrade of observed variables. This is regarded as the
Distance to Default change before the events occur, and the size of time towards the
various conditions, for example, the observable variables might be considered as the
Distance to Default change towards the 1 month or the last one month before the
credit event occurs, or the Distance to Default change occurs for the last quarter
before the credit event occurs. Nevertheless, the samples sizes of three downgrades
are regarded as too small to enhance the results which are considerably important, 2)
analyzing the probit Model, it is to analyze whether the independent variables are
considered as the binary variables of the downgrade or upgrade in credit ratings.
Concerning the event study, the explanatory variables are considered as the Distance
to default change towards the fixed periods of time before credit events, such as the
change within 30 days, the change within previous quarter, etc. Furthermore, the
calculation relying on the market basis, such as market capitalization or the firms
equity volatility, are used in the study. For the purpose, it aims at examining the
hypothesis if the Distance to Default change through a period of time is able to predict
the downgrade-upgrade of credit ratings. It can be noticed that some approaches are
troubled in case they require the analysis interpretation utilized in the Distance to
Default as estimated variables.
3.2.5. Expected default frequency (EDF)
One efficient way to produce firm’s probability of default based on equity
price was introduced by Merton. The main contribution of this model is the quickest
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credit risk measure. It can be calculated daily according to changing in stock price. To
start with, Black and Scholes (1973); Merton (1974) propose firm capital structure
could imply credit risk. The main contribution is that credit risk of firm can be
measured by the statistical distance (standard deviation) between asset value and
liability value. The asset value is viewed as proxy of firm value. Either, firm’s asset
value or firm value cannot be directly observed. It needs some model assumption that
firm value is implied from investor in business prospect. Another assumption of this
model focus at the structure of firm which assume only one liability issued of zerocoupon bond maturity at time T. Nevertheless, in real world business context liability
is not only one and does not be zero coupon feature, it is more variety kind of
liability. So this session discuss on value of firms, loan default, debt structure, and
pricing of liability.
In mathematical intuition, start with, Black and Scholes (1973); Merton (1974)
propose firm capital structure could imply credit risk. The main assumption is that
firm’s asset value has constant volatility follows lognormal diffusion process. The
structure only has one issued zero coupon bond maturity at time T. Following the
model, at time T, firm is default when asset value is lower than amount of bond’s par
value. However, firm will not be default when asset value is higher than amount of
debt and shareholder receive the rest of asset value after deducting its debt.
3.2.6. The Heston and Nandi (2000) Option pricing model
Since, Merton model propose with constant asset volatility assumption. It has
been argument in many literature Engle (1982); Heston and Nandi (2000); Jacquier et
al. (1994); Nicolato and Venardos (2003) that asset volatility in real world may not be
constant at all time. Therefore, some literature proposes the task of option pricing on
an underlying which follow time-varying process. These times varying underlying
option pricing study provide close form solution. Heston and Nandi (2000) provide
closed-form option pricing model which asset volatility following GARCH process by
applying Black and Scholes (1973). The model of Heston and Nandi (2000) is applied
by Gray and Malone (2012) to develop a structural credit risk model to test and
compare result with credit default swap data during the 2007-2008 crisis. Result
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found that credit risk model which has asset follow GARCH process outperforms
Merton model.
Let recall the main assumption of The Heston and Nandi (2000), to start with
underlying at time t 𝑆𝑡 log return can be defined as 𝑟𝑡 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑠

𝑠𝑡

𝑡−∆

), whare the return

interval is ∆. The joint dynamics of return volatility are given as
𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟 + 𝜆𝜎𝑡2 + 𝜎𝑡 𝑧𝑡
𝑝

𝑞

2
𝜎𝑡2 = 𝜔 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝜎𝑡−𝑖∆
+ ∑ 𝛼𝑖 (𝑧𝑡−𝑖∆ − 𝛾𝑖 𝜎𝑡−𝑖∆ )2
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

Where
𝑟 is the risk free interest rate.
𝜎𝑡 is conditional variance at time t
𝑧𝑡 is standard deviation of asset
𝜔, 𝛽𝑖 , 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛾𝑖 , 𝜆 are the Heston and Nandi parameters.

It is noted that the conditional variance ℎ(𝑡) is the return premium mean, with
coefficient 𝜆. The 𝜆 allow the risk level affect the average spot return.
Let assume, there is only one period, the first order case with p and q = 1.
Heston and Nandi note the first order model that. First, the stationary process with
2
finite mean and variance with 𝛽 + 𝛼𝛾 2 < 1. Therefore, variance of the process 𝜎𝑡+∆
of

the next period,
can be determined as following function:
2
2
𝜎𝑡+∆
= 𝜔 + 𝛽𝑖 𝜎𝑡−1∆
+𝛼

(𝑟𝑡 − 𝑟 − (𝜆 + 𝛾)𝜎𝑡2 )2
𝜎𝑡2

Third, the kurtosis of the distribution determines by parameter 𝛼, if 𝛼 = 0
implies a deterministic time varying variance. Forth, the parameter 𝛾 allows shocks to
effect the return process which have asymmetric influence variance process. 𝛾
determines the effect of shock 𝑧𝑡 in the negative and positive 𝑧𝑡 . The parameter that
determine the skewness of the distribution of log returns is 𝛾. If 𝛾 and 𝜆 are zero, the
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log return distribution will be symmetric. Lastly, the volatility and log returns
correlation show as following
2
𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑡−∆ [𝜎𝑡+∆
, 𝑟𝑡 ] = −2𝛼𝛾𝑧𝑡∗

If values 𝛾 and 𝛼 positive, it implies negative correlation of spot returns and
volatility. This is consistent with Christie (1982) which show leverage effect.
This paragraph illustrates the pricing contingent claim on the underlying 𝑆𝑡 by
deriving the risk neutral distribution of spot price. Heston and Nandi shows this by
transforming equation of return and time varying. The log returns derives from
expected spot price, risk-free rate, and the assumption of a Black-Scholes-Rubenstein
formula call option. The second assumption is that the transformed shocks distribution
𝑧𝑡∗ is a standard normal risk natural probability. The model given:
𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟 + 𝜆∗ 𝜎𝑡2 + 𝜎𝑡 𝑧𝑡∗
2
∗
𝜎𝑡2 = 𝜔 + 𝛽𝑖 𝜎𝑡−∆
+ 𝛼𝑖 (𝑧𝑡−∆
− 𝛾 ∗ 𝜎𝑡−∆ )2

Transformation parameters are
𝜆∗ = −

1
1
1
, 𝛾∗ = 𝛾 + 𝜆 +
, 𝑧𝑡∗ = 𝑧𝑡 + ( 𝜆 + )𝜎𝑡
2
2
2

European call option formula has been shown by Heston and Nandi with maturity 𝑇
and strike price 𝐾 . The price can compute with discounted expected value of risk
neural measure of the call option payoff function max[𝑆𝑡 − 𝑘, 0]. Formula has been
derived for the characteristic function given that
𝐶𝑡 = 𝑆𝑡 Ρ1 − 𝐾𝑒 −𝑟(𝑇−𝑡) Ρ2

Where
Ρ1 =

1 𝑒 −𝑟(𝑇−𝑡) ∞ 𝐾 −𝑖∅ 𝑓 ∗ (𝑖∅ + 1)
+
∫ 𝑅[
]𝑑∅
2
𝜋𝑆𝑡
𝑖∅
0
Ρ2 =

1 1 ∞ 𝐾 −𝑖∅ 𝑓 ∗ (𝑖∅)
+ ∫ 𝑅[
]𝑑∅
2 𝜋 0
𝑖∅
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Ρ1 and Ρ2 are the call value delta, and the change of circumstantial that asset price

being greater than strike price 𝐾 at maturity date. The return process of generating
function in the model is given by
2
𝑓(∅) = 𝑆𝑡∅ exp(𝐴𝑡 + 𝐵𝑡 𝜎𝑡+∆
)

With coefficient functions that
1
𝐴𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡+∆ + ∅𝑟 + 𝐵𝑡+∆ 𝜛 − ln(1 − 2𝛼𝐵𝑡+∆ )
2
𝐵𝑡 = ∅(𝛾 + 𝜆) −

1 2
0.5(∅ − 𝛾)2
𝛾 + 𝛽𝐵𝑡+∆ +
2
1 − 2𝛼𝐵𝑡+∆

The risk neutral measure generating function, 𝑓 ∗ (∅) is calculated by 𝜆∗ and
𝛾 ∗ in the function. The function of coefficient 𝐴𝑡 and 𝐵𝑡 will be recursively solved
under given 𝐴𝑡 = 0 and 𝐵𝑡 = 0. Feller(1971) has shown the probabilities risk neutral
calculating using inverting the characteristic function. However, in practice the
GARCH model is estimated by equation return and volatility function with data of
asset return as an underlying. The coefficient of 𝜆∗ and 𝛾 ∗ is computed to get an option
under risk neutral measure.
Under the Heston and Nandi approach, the price series of European call option
{𝐶𝑡 }𝑛𝑡=1 given the return series of underlying asset {𝑆𝑡 }𝑛𝑡=1according with the series of

strike price {𝐾𝑡 }𝑛𝑡=1 and the risk free rate {𝑟𝑡 }𝑛𝑡=1 . The process of calculating this is,
first, using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) of Bollerslev (1986) to estimate
the valuation formula parameter. Second is to form the pricing formula by inserting
the estimated parameters and others relevant values such as risk free rates and strike
prices at point in time. The next session will explain the structural GARCH credit risk
model and estimated procedure to retrieve the time series of return volatility and asset
levels.
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3.3. Methodology
Let assume E0 and 𝐴0 to be the value of today Equity and Asset, E 𝑇 and 𝐴𝑇 at
time 𝑇. 𝜎𝐴 is the volatility of asset value, and 𝑟 is the risk free rate. In Merton
(1974)model, volatility and risk free rate are assumed to be constant.
At time T, shareholder will be paid that:
E 𝑇 = max[𝐴 𝑇 − 𝐷, 0]

The assumption of the model expresses that equity of firm is an European call
option on firm assets with maturity at 𝑇 and the par value of firm zero coupon bond is
considered as the debt obligation at time T. Therefore, holding equity of investor is
analogous as holding a call option on the firm’s asset which embed obligation on its
debt payment at maturity date as option’s strike price.
According to Black and Scholes (1973) the value of equity today provide as:
E0 = 𝐴0 𝑁(𝑑1 ) − 𝐷𝑒 −𝑟𝑇 𝑁(𝑑2 )

Where
𝐴 𝑒 𝑟𝑇
ln( 0 )
𝐷
d1 =
+ 0.5𝜎𝐴 √𝑇
𝜎𝐴 √𝑇
d2 = d1 − 𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

The debt has been shown in present value type as 𝐷 = 𝐷𝑒 −𝑟𝑇 let L stand for leverage
of firms. 𝐿 = 𝐷/𝐴0 . Therefore, the equity value is definded as
𝐸0 = 𝐴0 (𝑑1 ) − 𝐿𝑁(𝑑2 )

Where
𝑑1 =

−𝑙𝑛(𝐿)
𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

+ 0.5𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

𝑑2 = 𝑑1 − 𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

Ito’s lemma could be used to quantify the instantaneous volatility of the equity from
asset volatility.
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𝐸0 𝜎𝐸 =

𝜕𝐸
𝐴 𝜎
𝜕𝐴 0 𝐴

Where 𝜎𝐸 is the instantaneous volatility of equity.
𝜎𝐸 =

𝜎𝐴 𝑁(𝑑1 )
𝑁(𝑑1 ) − 𝐿𝑁(𝑑2 )

The Merton model, the underlying asset volatility can not be observed directly
like option pricing model. Thus, solving from volatility and option price to implied
back asset value and volatility of firm. Equation number (1) and (2) let us to 𝐸0 and
𝜎𝐸 which can be observed from firm’s public equity prices to get the unobservable 𝐴0

and 𝜎𝐴 by taking L and T in to account. The probability of default at time T will be
that the probability of shareholders cannot exercise the call option to buy asset for D
at time T
𝜋𝑄 = 𝑁(−𝑑2 )

The probability depends only on L (leverage) and the asset volatility.
3.3.1. Distance to Default with volatility process improvement
The original Merton distance to default calculates asset value based on stock
value as shown previous section which use stock price to find asset value and imply
asset volatility by using equity volatility. However, the limitation on this is the asset
volatility process. Some literatures support that asset volatility behave different from
stock volatility. Therefore, this section has described the formula to calculate original
KMV-Merton formula and adaptive volatility process that will be proposed in this
study. As well as data use in this study.
3.3.1.1 The KMV-Merton Distance to default
The model calculates from following function
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑡 = 𝑓(𝐴𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 ), 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 , 𝐸𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 ), 𝐷𝑖𝑞(𝑡) (𝑛#𝑡 ), 𝑇, 𝑟𝑖𝑡 )

where 𝐷𝑖𝑡 is the Distance-to-Default T periods ahead in data, subscript i represent
individual stock, and subscript t is day. The definition of the inputs in the model are
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𝐴𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 ) asset value is implied from programing iteration technique under

assumption that investor price equity based on firm asset value
𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 is stock 𝑖 volatility which calculate from standard diviation during T period
𝐸𝑖𝑡 is stock price at day 𝑡
𝐷𝑖𝑞(𝑡) (𝑛#𝑖𝑡 ) is total debt per stock for stock 𝑖 at latest quarter near day 𝑡. It has be

devided by number of stock in order to find total debt per stock
𝑛#𝑖𝑡 is number of stock
𝑇is

period of forecasting distance to default

𝑟𝑖𝑡 is expected growth rate of return for stock 𝑖
To develop KMV-Merton distance to default, author applied Matlab programming
code from professor Haidar Haidar and rearrange rolling term of data by feeding data
through algorithm. The timing of rolling window will be adjust to find the lowest
error rate.
3.3.1.2 The KMV-Merton Distance to default with applied volatility
process
The model calculates from following function
𝐸
𝐸
𝐸
𝐸
𝐸
𝐸
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑡 = 𝑓(𝐴𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 (𝜎𝑖𝑡−1
, 𝑢𝑖𝑡−1
)), 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 (𝜎𝑖𝑡−1
, 𝑢𝑖𝑡−1
), 𝐸𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 (𝜎𝑖𝑡−1
, 𝑢𝑖𝑡−1
)), 𝐷𝑖𝑞(𝑡) (𝑛#𝑡 ), 𝑇, 𝑟𝑖𝑡 )

where 𝐷𝑖𝑡 is the Distance-to-Default T periods ahead in data, subscript i represent
individual stock, and subscript t is day. The definition of the inputs in the model are
𝐴𝑖𝑡 (𝐸𝑖𝑡 , 𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 ) asset value imply from programing iteration technique under assumption

that investor price equity based on firm asset value
𝐸
𝐸
𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 (𝜎𝑖𝑡−1
, 𝑢𝑖𝑡−1
)

asset

volatility

follow

GARCH(1,1),

EGARCH(1,1),

GARCH(1,1) process
𝜎𝑖𝑡𝐸 is stock 𝑖 volatility which calculate from standard diviation during T period
𝐸𝑖𝑡 is stock price at day 𝑡

GJR-
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𝐷𝑖𝑞(𝑡) (𝑛#𝑖𝑡 ) is total debt per stock for stock 𝑖 at latest quarter near day 𝑡. It has been

divided by number of stock in order to find total debt per stock
𝑛#𝑖𝑡 is number of stock
𝑇is
𝑟𝑖𝑡

period of forecasting distance to default

is expected growth rate of return for stock 𝑖

The calculation technique MATLAB coding is applied from the standard code of
professor Haidar Haidar from University of Sussex in 2011
3.3.2. Testing companies
Sample for this session use historical data from Thai companies that they
listed in stock exchange of Thailand and have credit rating change during 2010 to
2018. The company found to satisfy both condition above has 56 companies which
show in table 3.5 The number of rating change during the period is 95 which found 55
positive change and 40 negative change (including 3 negative outlook). The sample
companies are from six industry: food Industry, financial, property, resource, service
and technology.
Table 3.5 Company rating classify by top 15 sector during 2010-2018
Rating/Change

Positive

Negative

All total

AA+

1

Na

1

AA

6

Na

6

AA-

7

3

10

A+

7

3

10

A

8

3

11

A-

9

3

12

BBB+

8

9

17

BBB

5

6

11

BBB-

3

8

11

BB+

1

2

3

3

3

40

95

Rating Outlook
Total

55
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Table 3.6 Total number of credit rating which has been cited during 2010-2018
Sector

Company

Agro & Food Industry

7

Financials

13

Property & Construction

33

Resources

11

Service

22

Technology

9

The rating in the testing companies has been assess by two rating agencies:
Fitch national and TRIS that have the same methodology and standard as international
credit rating agency. The credits being give to company are the same label. Therefore,
this study treat each credit rating in the same level as shown in table 3.6 without being
graded the differentiation of credit rating agencies.
Table 3.7 credit rating change of Thai listed companies during 2010-2018
CompanyName

RatingType

Agency

CurrRtg

LastRtg

IndustryType

Total Access Communication

11/22/2010

Fitch Nat

AA-(tha)

A+(tha)

Wireless Service Providers

Thai Airways International

12/17/2010

TRIS

A+

A

Mainline Airline Revenue

Bangkok Aviation Fuel Services

01/14/2011

Fitch Nat

A+(tha)

A-(tha)

Air Transportation

CH Karnchang

01/21/2011

TRIS

BBB

BBB+

Infrastructure Construction

MBK

02/01/2011

TRIS

A

A-

Shopping Center Owners

Ratchaburi Electricity Holding

02/09/2011

TRIS

AA

AA-

Power Generation

Italian-Thai Development

05/06/2011

TRIS

BBB

BBB+

Building Construction

CIMB Thai Bank

05/13/2011

Fitch Nat

AA-(tha)

A+(tha)

Banks

Charoen Pokphand Foods

05/19/2011

TRIS

AA-

A+

Meat Products Manufacturing

AP Thailand

06/21/2011

TRIS

A-

BBB+

Homebuilders

Regional Container Lines

06/30/2011

TRIS

BBB

BBB+

Container Shipping

Sri Trang Agro-Industry

08/19/2011

TRIS

A-

BBB+

Mechanical Rubber

Bangkok Dusit Medical Services

11/10/2011

TRIS

A+

A

Hospitals

Home Product Center

11/18/2011

TRIS

A+

A

Hardware Stores

Total Access Communication

12/20/2011

Fitch Nat

A+(tha)

AA-(tha)

Wireless Service Providers

Sino-Thai Engineering

01/05/2012

TRIS

A-

BBB+

Development

Thanachart Capital

01/16/2012

TRIS

A+

A

Banks

Finansa

04/10/2012

Fitch Nat

BBB-

BBB(tha)

Institutional Brokerage

Regional Container Lines

05/08/2012

TRIS

BBB-

BBB

Container Shipping

Italian-Thai Development

06/08/2012

TRIS

BBB-

BBB

Building Construction

Italian-Thai Development

07/02/2012

TRIS

BB+

BBB-

Building Construction
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CompanyName

RatingType

Agency

CurrRtg

LastRtg

IndustryType

Kiatnakin Bank

12/11/2012

Fitch Nat

A-(tha)

BBB+

Corporate Banking

Noble Development

01/04/2013

TRIS

BBB

BBB+

Housing Developers

CH Karnchang

02/26/2013

TRIS

BBB+

BBB

Infrastructure Construction

Ratchaburi Electricity Holding

04/25/2013

TRIS

AA+

AA

Power Generation

BTS Group Holdings

04/26/2013

TRIS

A-

A

Processing Services

Regional Container Lines

05/13/2013

TRIS

BB+

BBB-

Container Shipping

Rojana Industrial Park

08/06/2013

TRIS

BBB+

A-

Developers

Central Plaza Hotel

08/09/2013

TRIS

A

A-

Owned Store

Italian-Thai Development

09/30/2013

TRIS

BBB-

BB+

Advanced Info Service

10/28/2013

Fitch Nat

AA+

AA(tha)

Wireless Service Providers

Total Access Communication

10/28/2013

Fitch Nat

AA(tha)

A+(tha)

Wireless Service Providers

Khon Kaen Sugar Industry

11/13/2013

TRIS

A

A-

Sugarcane Mills

Siamgas & Petrochemicals

11/28/2013

TRIS

BBB

BBB+

Petroleum Marketing

Property Perfect

12/06/2013

TRIS

BB+

BBB-

Developers

Bank of Ayudhya

12/23/2013

TRIS

AAA

AA-

Retail Banking

Bank of Ayudhya

01/28/2014

Fitch Nat

AAA

AA-

Retail Banking

Total Access Communication

04/03/2014

TRIS

AA

AA-

Wireless Service Providers

Minor International

04/28/2014

TRIS

A+

A

Restaurants

Central Pattana

05/12/2014

TRIS

AA-

A+

Regional Malls Owners

True Corp

06/11/2014

TRIS

BBB *+

BBB

Telecommunications

Supalai

07/18/2014

TRIS

A

A-

Developers

Land & Houses

09/03/2014

TRIS

A+

A

Construction

Glow Energy

09/09/2014

TRIS

A+

A

Power Generation

Bangkok Dusit Medical Services

10/27/2014

TRIS

AA-

A+

Hospitals

Banpu

12/26/2014

TRIS

A+

AA-

Mining

Areeya Property

01/13/2015

TRIS

BB+

BBB-

Developers

CH Karnchang

01/30/2015

TRIS

A-

BBB+

Infrastructure Construction

Charoen Pokphand Foods

03/31/2015

TRIS

A+

AA-

Meat Products Manufacturing

Ratchaburi Electricity Holding

04/10/2015

TRIS

AAA

AA+

Power Generation

Total Access Communication

05/06/2015

TRIS

AA+

AA

Wireless Service Providers

WHA Corp

05/19/2015

Fitch Nat

BBB+

A-

Developers

Tipco Asphalt

09/06/2015

Fitch Nat

A-(tha)

BBB+

Asphalt Manufacturing

Bumrungrad Hospital

09/25/2015

TRIS

A+

A

Hospitals

Bangchak Corp

11/04/2015

TRIS

A

A-

Petroleum Marketing

Thai Airways International

01/12/2016

TRIS

A

A+

Airline Revenue - Full Service

MK Real Estate Development

02/10/2016

TRIS

BBB

BBB+ *-

Homebuilders

Ananda Development

02/19/2016

TRIS

BBB

BBB-

Developers

Prinsiri

03/17/2016

TRIS

BB+

BBB-

Construction

TICON Industrial Connection

04/27/2016

TRIS

A-

A

Developers

Advanced Info Service

05/31/2016

S&P

NEG

NA

Wireless Service Providers

Building Construction
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CompanyName

RatingType

Agency

CurrRtg

LastRtg

IndustryType

Union Mosaic Industry /The

07/08/2016

TRIS

BB+

BBB-

Manufacturing

KGI Securities Thailand

07/27/2016

TRIS

A-

BBB+

Institutional Brokerage

Bangkok Bank

08/02/2016

Fitch Nat

AA+

AA(tha)

Retail Banking

CIMB Thai Bank

08/02/2016

Fitch Nat

AA(tha)

AA-(tha)

Banks

Kasikornbank

08/02/2016

Fitch Nat

AA+

AA(tha)

Banks

Siam Commercial Bank

08/02/2016

Fitch Nat

AA+

AA(tha)

Retail Banking

Precious Shipping

08/26/2016

TRIS

NEG

Precious Shipping

08/26/2016

TRIS

BBB-

BBB

Dry Bulk Shipping

Golden Land Property

09/08/2016

TRIS

BBB+

BBB

Real Estate

Univentures

09/08/2016

TRIS

BBB+

BBB

Real Estate

CP ALL

09/23/2016

Fitch Nat

A(tha)

A+(tha)

Convenience Stores

Siam Makro

09/23/2016

Fitch Nat

A(tha)

A+(tha)

Supermarkets

Oishi Group

10/04/2016

TRIS

A+

A-

Casual Restaurants

Nation Multimedia Group

10/06/2016

TRIS

BBB

BBB+

Publishing & Broadcasting

Nation Multimedia Group

10/10/2016

TRIS

BB+ *-

BBB

Publishing & Broadcasting

Nation Multimedia Group

10/12/2016

TRIS

D

BB+ *-

Publishing & Broadcasting

Syntec Construction

10/12/2016

TRIS

BBB

BBB-

Major Cineplex Group

12/08/2016

TRIS

A

A-

Movie Theaters

Nation Multimedia Group

12/23/2016

TRIS

B+

D

Publishing & Broadcasting

Thoresen Thai Agencies

12/29/2016

TRIS

BBB

BBB+

Equipment

PTG Energy

02/14/2017

TRIS

BBB+

BBB

Gasoline - Filling Stations

Total Access Communication

03/29/2017

TRIS

NEG

Pre-Built

04/11/2017

TRIS

BBB

BBB-

Contractors

TICON Industrial Connection

05/25/2017

TRIS

A

A-

Developers

Energy Earth

06/07/2017

TRIS

D

BBB-

Coal Operations

Singer Thailand

08/31/2017

TRIS

BBB-

BBB

Manufacturing

Chonburi Concrete Product

09/14/2017

TRIS

BB+

BBB-

Concrete Products

Glow Energy

09/21/2017

TRIS

AA-

A+

Power Generation

Central Pattana

09/22/2017

TRIS

AA

AA-

Regional Malls Owners

Krungthai Car Rent and Lease

10/02/2017

TRIS

A-

BBB+

Passenger Vehicle Rental

Sri Trang Agro-Industry

10/27/2017

TRIS

BBB+

A-

Mechanical Rubber Product

Capital Nomura Securities

12/07/2017

Fitch Nat

AA(tha)

AA-(tha)

Institutional Brokerage

TTCL

12/29/2017

TRIS

BBB

BBB+

Areeya Property

01/04/2018

TRIS

BB

BB+

Developers

BTS Group Holdings

01/19/2018

Fitch Nat

A-(tha)

A(tha) *-

Services

Dry Bulk Shipping

Building Construction

Wireless Service Providers

Building Construction
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3.3.3. The measure of prediction
This section explains how to measure the fitness of the Merton and Applied
Conditional Volatility GARCH EGARCH IGARCH model. First sample of this
section has to be companies which listed in stock exchange, the distance to default
from Merton model and ACVG model can be calculated, and they have to have rating
change within the period of study. After that, the point of credit rating change has
been pointed out. With the point of credit rating change in each company, the distance
to default change has been calculated.
This section has calculated the various ways of measure to find what type of signal
from Merton and ACVG model using different pattern of change as following table
detail.
Table 3.8 the explanation of the type of signal
Type of signal

Explanation

Differentiation

One point different of distance to default between the credit
rating change date and n day before that date

Mean of differentiation

The mean of different on distance to default between the
credit rating change date and n day before that date. For
example, “90 days mean differentiation” calculate from the
mean of different between the distance to default on 90 day
prior to rating change and the distance to default on the credit
rating change date

Maximum downturn

The maximum negative change on distance to default during n
period before credit rating change date.

The signal has been calculated for all companies which has credit rating
change during the study time to tests the level of significant in signal using logistic
regression model. The data input is 1-year distance to default which calculate weekly
and point the week that credit rating change. The signal has been calculated three
different ways as shown in table 3.8 by four different time prior to the default week:
360 days (1-year) 270 days (three quarter) 180 days (half year) and 90 days (a
quarter) totally twelve type of signals. Then, signal and group of signals have been
tested the interpretation between the signal and the rating change up or down.
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3.4. Result
This section shows the test statistic from logistic model between the credit
rating change and the signal to observe the significant level of the signal. The result
divide by three parts. First, the prediction of single type of signal and single date prior
to credit rating change and single model to the date of credit rating change. Second,
the group prediction of the same type of signal and the same date but various type of
model (Merton, ACVG-GARCH, ACVG-EGARCH, ACVG-IGARCH) credit rating
change. Last, the group prediction of the same type of signal and the same date but
various date before rating change to the date that credit rating change. The signal has
tested over the different of the changing type (up or down). Then the model which has
statistical significant in coefficient will be run back testing to observe how well of the
model.
3.4.1 The test of single signal with single date and single model
The result from this section show in table 3.9-3.11 for credit rating change
upward and in table 3.12-3.14 for credit rating change downward. Result of
coefficient in logistic model data show mostly insignificant value between single
predictor to predict the credit rating change. The highest level of significant in
coefficient is at 95 percent confidence level on the coefficient of the mean
differentiation between the distance to default value on Merton KMV 90 days before
companies’ credit rating up. The highest level of significant in coefficient is at 95
percent confidence level on the coefficient of the maximum downturn during period
the distance to default value on Merton KMV 90 days before companies’ credit rating
down. The second highest level of significant in coefficient is at 90 percent
confidence level on the coefficient of differentiation of ACVG-GARCH and ACVGIGARCH.
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Logistic function is following formula
𝑙 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏

𝑝
= 𝜶 + 𝜷𝑥
1−𝑝

𝑝(𝑥) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −(𝜶+𝜷𝑥)

Table 3.9 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression for
differentiation signal in the case of credit rating upgrade
Alpha (α)
1 Year differentiation Merton KMV signal

1 Year differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

1 Year differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

1 Year differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

270 Days differentiation Merton KMV signal

270 Days differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

270 Days differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

270 Days differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

180 Days differentiation Merton KMV signal

180 Days differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

180 Days differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

180 Days differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

90 Days differentiation Merton KMV signal

90 Days differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

90 Days differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

90 Days differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

Coefficient (β)

4.294

-0.00772

(31.757)

(-0.24738)

2.57E-221

0.80461

4.3076

-0.04322

(31.468)

(-0.98888)

2.40E-217

0.32272

4.2907

-7.21E-08

(31.891)

(-0.03398)

3.55E-223

0.97289

4.3039

-0.03622

(31.543)

(-0.81879)

2.23E-218

0.41291

4.2902

0.006251

(31.875)

(0.18796)

5.94E-223

0.85091

4.2996

-0.0347

(31.673)

(-0.71478)

3.62E-220

0.47475

4.2912

9.59E-07

(31.895)

(0.045661)

3.17E-223

0.96358

4.304

-0.04491

(31.572)

(-0.92439)

8.81E-219

0.35528

4.2911

0.017498

(31.878

(0.50394)

5.45E-223

0.61431

4.2909

0.017591

(31.889)

(0.32735)

3.83E-223

0.7434

4.2912

9.52E-07

(31.895)

(0.045282)

3.16E-223

0.96388

4.2907

0.014069

(31.891)

(0.26054)

3.57E-223

0.79444

4.3027

0.066859

(31.622)

(1.508)

1.85E-219

0.13156

4.2919

-0.00973

(31.866)

(-0.15477)

7.91E-223

0.877

4.2911

2.46E-06

(31.894)

(0.07798)

3.20E-223

0.93784

4.2928

-0.01637

(31.843)

(-0.25837)

1.63E-222

0.79612
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𝑙 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏

𝑝
= 𝜶 + 𝜷𝑥
1−𝑝

𝑝(𝑥) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −(𝜶+𝜷𝑥)

Table 3.10 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression for mean
differentiation signal in the case of credit rating upgrade
Alpha (α)
1 Year mean differentiation Merton KMV signal

1 Year mean differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

1 Year mean differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

1 Year mean differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

270 Days mean differentiation Merton KMV signal

270 Days mean differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

270 Days mean differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

270 Days mean differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

180 Days mean differentiation Merton KMV signal

180 Days mean differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

180 Days mean differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

180 Days mean differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

90 Days mean differentiation Merton KMV signal

90 Days mean differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

90 Days mean differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

90 Days mean differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

Coefficient (β)

4.291

0.028655

(31.871)

(0.59974)

6.73E-223

0.54868

4.2941

-0.02282

(31.795)

(-0.32679)

7.52E-222

0.74383

4.2873

-5.94E-73

(31.865)

(-0.19468)

8.20E-223

0.84565

4.2957

-0.03137

(31.757)

(-0.44554)

2.55E-221

0.65593

4.2945

0.044766

(31.803)

(0.88025)

5.95E-222

0.37872

4.2913

-0.00235

(31.872)

(-0.03135)

6.55E-223

0.97499

4.2883

-4.34E-73

(31.872)

(-0.16856)

6.46E-223

0.86614

4.2922

-0.01244

(31.851)

(-0.16445)

1.27E-222

0.86938

4.306

0.09038

(31.55)

(1.6281)

1.80E-218

0.1035

4.2902

0.023736

(31.886)

(0.29194)

4.15E-223

0.77033

4.2892

-2.85E-73

(31.88)

(-0.1376)

5.08E-223

0.89056

4.2903

0.017797

(31.883)

(0.21786)

4.53E-223

0.82754

4.3147

0.15192***

(31.442)

(2.1578)

5.42E-217

0.030943

4.292

-0.01255

(31.853)

(-0.12865)

1.20E-222

0.89763

4.2902

-1.37E-73

(31.887)

(-0.09727)

4.00E-223

0.92251

4.2936

-0.03031

(31.816)

(-0.30759)

3.93E-222

0.7584
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𝑙 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏

𝑝
= 𝜶 + 𝜷𝑥
1−𝑝

𝑝(𝑥) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −(𝜶+𝜷𝑥)

Table 3.11 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression for maximum
downturn signal in the case of credit rating upgrade
Alpha (α)

Coefficient (β)

1 Year maximum downturn maximum downturn Merton

4.2905

-0.00066

KMV signal

(-4.6232)

(0.010553)

-29.094

0.78244

1 Year maximum downturn Merton-GARCH signal

1 Year maximum downturn Merton-EGARCH signal

1 Year maximum downturn Merton-IGARCH signal

270 Days maximum downturn Merton KMV signal

270 Days maximum downturn Merton-GARCH signal

270 Days maximum downturn Merton-EGARCH signal

270 Days maximum downturn Merton-IGARCH signal

180 Days maximum downturn Merton KMV signal

180 Days maximum downturn Merton-GARCH signal

180 Days maximum downturn Merton-EGARCH signal

180 Days maximum downturn Merton-IGARCH signal

90 Days maximum downturn Merton KMV signal

90 Days maximum downturn Merton-GARCH signal

90 Days maximum downturn Merton-EGARCH signal

90 Days maximum downturn Merton-IGARCH signal

4.2912

0.00013

(31.87)

(0.008506)

6.96E-223

0.99321

4.2902

-2.81E-72

(31.887)

(-0.16065)

4.01E-223

0.87237

4.2911

-0.00029

(31.887)

(-0.03701)

4.06E-223

0.97048

4.2909

0.000352

(31.81)

(0.023767)

4.70E-222

0.98104

4.2914

0.00061

(31.859)

(0.031462)

9.84E-223

0.9749

4.2905

-2.60E-72

(31.889)

(-0.13936)

3.78E-223

0.88917

4.2909

-0.00062

(31.881)

(-0.05717)

4.96E-223

0.95441

4.2934

0.006698

(31.659)

(0.20897)

5.72E-220

0.83447

4.2905

-1.52E-72

(31.889)

(-0.14089)

3.78E-223

0.88796

4.2905

-1.52E-72

(31.889)

(-0.14089)

3.78E-223

0.88796

4.2908

-0.00035

(31.882)

(-0.03381)

4.70E-223

0.97303

4.3169

0.099749

(31.335)

(1.273)

1.58E-215

0.20302

4.2907

0.002197

(31.861)

(0.087275)

9.32E-223

0.93045

4.29

-1.07E-72

(31.885)

(-0.09728)

4.25E-223

0.92251

4.29

-0.00069

(31.876)

(-0.05128)

5.76E-223

0.9591
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Table 3.12 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression for
differentiation signal in the case of credit rating downgrade
Alpha (α)
1 Year differentiation Merton KMV signal

1 Year differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

1 Year differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

1 Year differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

270 Days differentiation Merton KMV signal

270 Days differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

270 Days differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

270 Days differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

180 Days differentiation Merton KMV signal

180 Days differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

180 Days differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

180 Days differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

90 Days differentiation Merton KMV signal

90 Days differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

90 Days differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

90 Days differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

Coefficient (β)

4.294

-0.00772

-4.6258

-0.0094932

-29.104

-0.2607

3.18E-186

0.79432

-4.6322

-0.057264

-28.974

-1.0963

1.40E-184

0.27295

-4.6272

7.58E-08

-29.123

0.025906

1.85E-186

0.97933

-4.6315

-0.056116

-28.987

-1.0755

9.66E-185

0.28214

-4.6373

-0.048985

-28.882

-1.3026

2.00E-183

0.19271

-4.6522

-0.09718*

-28.6

-1.7361

6.78E-180

0.082552

-4.6277

-6.90E-07

-29.126

-0.028257

1.69E-186

0.97746

-4.6487

-0.092415*

-28.664

-1.6463

1.06E-180

0.099708

-4.6463

-0.059196

-28.727

-1.5285

1.77E-181

0.12639

-4.63

-0.040814

-29.063

-0.64612

1.05E-185

0.5182

-4.6277

-6.88E-07

-29.126

-0.028175

1.69E-186

0.97752

-4.6282

-0.030547

-29.1

-0.48007

3.60E-186

0.63118

-4.6332

-0.051407

-28.99

-0.96113

8.84E-185

0.33649

-4.6407

-0.087719

-28.85

-1.2631

5.01E-183

0.20657

-4.6276

-2.28E-06

-29.125

-0.062531

1.71E-186

0.95014

-4.6417

-0.091496

-28.836

-1.3467
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Table 3.12 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression for mean
differentiation signal in the case of credit rating downgrade
Alpha (α)
1 Year mean differentiation Merton KMV signal

1 Year mean differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

1 Year mean differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

1 Year mean differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

270 Days mean differentiation Merton KMV signal

270 Days mean differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

270 Days mean differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

270 Days mean differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

180 Days mean differentiation Merton KMV signal

180 Days mean differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

180 Days mean differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

180 Days mean differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

90 Days mean differentiation Merton KMV signal

90 Days mean differentiation Merton-GARCH signal

90 Days mean differentiation Merton-EGARCH signal

90 Days mean differentiation Merton-IGARCH signal

Coefficient (β)

4.291

0.028655

-4.6341

-0.058394

-28.961

-1.0593

2.06E-184

0.28946

-4.6451

-0.12247

-28.742

-1.5591

1.13E-181

0.11897

-4.6237

6.86E-73

-29.101

0.13641

3.52E-186

0.8915

-4.6446

-0.12136

-28.755

-1.5562

7.79E-182

0.11965

-4.6363

-0.062961

-28.927

-1.0642

5.44E-184

0.28723

-4.6427

-0.11728

-28.804

-1.4079

1.91E-182

0.15917

-4.6247

5.01E-73

-29.107

0.11811

2.93E-186

0.90598

-4.6426

-0.11701

-28.809

-1.4202

1.67E-182

0.15556

-4.6316

-0.055847

-29.024

-0.82685

3.27E-185

0.40832

-4.6402

-0.12666

-28.847

-1.4279

5.60E-183

0.15331

-4.6257

3.30E-73

-29.113

0.096415

2.44E-186

0.92319

-4.6415

-0.13046

-28.83

-1.5072

9.14E-183

0.13175

-4.6305

-0.071025

-29.051

-0.74579

1.50E-185

0.4558

-4.6396

-0.13777

-28.881

-1.3807

2.09E-183

0.16736

-4.6267

1.58E-73

-29.12

0.068163

2.03E-186

0.94566

-4.6381

-0.12949

-28.909

-1.3086
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Table 3.13 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression for maximum
downturn signal in the case of credit rating downgrade
Alpha (α)

Coefficient (β)

1 Year maximum downturn maximum downturn Merton

4.2905

-0.00066

KMV signal

-4.6232

0.010553

-29.094

0.78244

1 Year maximum downturn Merton-GARCH signal

4.22E-186

0.43395

-4.6286

-0.0023288

-29.066

-0.10529

1 Year maximum downturn Merton-EGARCH signal

1 Year maximum downturn Merton-IGARCH signal

270 Days maximum downturn Merton KMV signal

270 Days maximum downturn Merton-GARCH signal

270 Days maximum downturn Merton-EGARCH signal

270 Days maximum downturn Merton-IGARCH signal

180 Days maximum downturn Merton KMV signal

180 Days maximum downturn Merton-GARCH signal

180 Days maximum downturn Merton-EGARCH signal

180 Days maximum downturn Merton-IGARCH signal

90 Days maximum downturn Merton KMV signal

90 Days maximum downturn Merton-GARCH signal

90 Days maximum downturn Merton-EGARCH signal

90 Days maximum downturn Merton-IGARCH signal

9.64E-186

0.91615

-4.6267

1.94E-72

-29.12

0.18651

2.02E-186

0.85205***

-4.6277

-5.94E-05

-29.116

-0.0065521

2.26E-186

0.99477

-4.6232

0.012167

-29.095

0.73342

4.18E-186

0.4633

-4.6285

-0.0024264

-29.075

-0.10185

7.54E-186

0.91888*

-4.6269

3.04E-72

-29.121

0.098022

1.94E-186

0.92191**

-4.6276

0.00026479

-29.112

0.022529

2.52E-186

0.98203

-4.6226

0.019853

-29.084

1.0085

5.71E-186

0.31324*

-4.628

-0.0020748

-29.09

-0.081522

4.82E-186

0.93503

-4.6269

1.81E-72

-29.121

0.10064

1.94E-186

0.91983**

-4.6273

0.00033609

-29.115

0.027468

2.34E-186

0.97809

-4.6273

0.10284

-28.955

2.5632

2.40E-184

0.01037*

-4.6271

-0.0019125

-29.096

-0.063136

4.09E-186

0.94966*

-4.6264

1.24E-72

-29.118

0.068166

2.12E-186

0.94565

-4.6264

0.0010728

-29.109

0.05774
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3.4.2 The test of single signal with single date and multiple model
This section tests the link between single signal (differentiation, mean of
differentiation and maximum downturn) and single date (360 days, 270 days, 180
days and 90 days) with multiple distance to default model (Merton model, ACVGGARCH-EGARCH-IGARCH) to observe the effect of collaborative signal shown
before rating change. Result show that none of the model is insignificant both upgrade
and downgrade.
Multiple logistic function for testing the set of signals for credit upgrade is following
formula
𝑙 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏

𝑝
= 𝛽1 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 𝑥2 + 𝛽3 𝑥3 + 𝛽4 𝑥4
1−𝑝

𝑝(𝑥) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −(𝛽1 𝑥1+𝛽2 𝑥2+𝛽3 𝑥3+𝛽4 𝑥4)

Table 3.14 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression in the case of
credit rating upgrade
Signal

Merton KMV

Merton-GARCH

Merton-EGARCH

Merton-IGARCH

(β1)

(β2)

(β3)

(β4)

1 Year
differentiation
signal

0.0092648
0.25567
0.79821

-0.16308
-0.96592
0.33408

-7.14E-08
-0.034384
0.97257

0.11815
0.68706
0.49205

270 Days
differentiation
signal

0.022721
0.60165
0.54741

0.21782
0.93717
0.34867

1.05E-06
0.048397
0.9614

-0.27354
-1.1881
0.23481

180 Days
differentiation
signal

0.016166
0.40924
0.68236

0.084086
0.32706
0.74363

8.86E-07
0.041656
0.96677

-0.080379
-0.31141
0.75549

90 Days
Differentiation
signal

0.083463*
1.6896
0.091108

0.091486
0.33039
0.74111

2.84E-06
0.085727
0.93168

-0.14703
-0.53024
0.59595
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Table 3.15 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression in the case of
credit rating upgrade
Signal

1 Year
mean
differentiation
signal
270 Days
mean
differentiation
signal
180 Days
mean
differentiation
signal
90 Days
Mean
differentiation
signal

Merton KMV

Merton-GARCH

Merton-EGARCH

Merton-IGARCH

(β1)

(β2)

(β3)

(β4)

0.049373
0.89663
0.36991

0.18674
0.53369
0.59356

-7.59E-73
-0.15178
0.87936

-0.25005
-0.71173
0.47663

0.059864
1.0341
0.30111

0.21829
0.61353
0.53952

-5.49E-73
-0.12947
0.89699

-0.26687
-0.74604
0.45564

0.10502
1.6552
0.097878

0.12728
0.32929
0.74193

-3.58E-73
-0.10491
0.91644

-0.17036
-0.43798
0.6614

0.20837
2.4223
0.015423

0.267
0.67669
0.4986

-1.6E-73
-0.07225
0.9424

-0.38698
-0.97219
0.33096

Table 3.16 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression in the case of credit
rating upgrade
Signal

1 Year
maximum
drawdown
signal
270 Days
maximum
drawdown
signal
180 Days
maximum
drawdown
signal
90 Days
maximum
drawdown
signal

Merton KMV

Merton-GARCH

Merton-EGARCH

Merton-IGARCH

(β1)

(β2)

(β3)

(β4)

-0.000728
-0.049965
0.96015

0.0039412
0.089575
0.92863

-4.16E-72
-0.086613
0.93098

-0.002266
-0.091437
0.92715

0.0002589
0.017287
0.98621

0.0082934
0.12963
0.89686

-4.67E-72
-0.054487
0.95655

-0.004878
-0.11817
0.90594

0.006005
0.18615
0.85233

0.032101
0.14777
0.88252

-2.91E-72
-0.058214
0.95358

-0.011923
-0.15616
0.87591

0.084118
1.0161
0.30957

0.21986
0.57335
0.56641

-3.6E-72
-0.45056
0.65231

-0.06441
-0.56426
0.57258
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Table 3.17 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression in the case of
credit rating downgrade
Signal

Merton KMV

Merton-GARCH

Merton-EGARCH

Merton-IGARCH

(β1)

(β2)

(β3)

(β4)

1 Year
differentiation
signal

0.017685
0.40601
0.68473

-0.068605
-0.2611
0.79402

7.71E-08
0.025289
0.97982

-0.003505
-0.013426
0.98929

270 Days
differentiation
signal

-0.020635
-0.46132
0.64457

-0.17132
-0.57281
0.56678

-6.65E-07
-0.025759
0.97945

0.092745
0.31174
0.75524

180 Days
differentiation
signal

-0.062652
-1.4085
0.159

-0.20904
-0.76281
0.44558

-4.58E-07
-0.017899
0.98572

0.22196
0.80657
0.41992

90 Days
Differentiation
signal

-0.028512
-0.49554
0.62022

0.069418
0.20966
0.83393

-2.44E-06
-0.064662
0.94844

-0.1435
-0.44007
0.65988

Table 3.18 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression in the case of
credit rating downgrade
Signal

1 Year
mean
differentiation
signal
270 Days
mean
differentiation
signal
180 Days
mean
differentiation
signal
90 Days
Mean
differentiation
signal

Merton KMV

Merton-GARCH

Merton-EGARCH

Merton-IGARCH

(β1)

(β2)

(β3)

(β4)

-0.0182
-0.27811
0.78093

-0.079851
-0.18265
0.85508

6.05E-73
0.12067
0.90395

-0.027582
-0.063655
0.94925

-0.028752
-0.42132
0.67352

-0.046784
-0.10609
0.91551

4.54E-73
0.10742
0.91445

-0.048803
-0.11166
0.91109

-0.016148
-0.2188
0.8268

0.063221
0.13736
0.89075

2.99E-73
0.087495
0.93028

-0.18064
-0.39932
0.68966

-0.016148
-0.2188
0.8268

-0.22413
-0.4609
0.64487

1.51E-73
0.064865
0.94828

0.097834
0.20352
0.83873
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Table 3.19 coefficient standard error and p-value of logistic regression in the case of
credit rating downgrade
Signal
1 Year
maximum
drawdown
signal
270 Days
maximum
drawdown
signal
180 Days
maximum
drawdown
signal
90 Days
maximum
drawdown
signal

Merton KMV
(β1)

Merton-GARCH
(β2)

Merton-EGARCH
(β3)

Merton-IGARCH
(β4)

0.010384
0.77029
0.44113

-0.09981
-0.30727
0.75864

8.14E-72
0.39148
0.69544

0.059743
0.28963
0.7721

0.011731
0.70475
0.48096

0.011731
0.70475
0.48096

0.011731
0.70475
0.48096

0.13963
0.18864
0.85037

0.019899
1.0137
0.31073

-0.067142
-0.22893
0.81892

3.23E-72
0.039109
0.9688

0.023432
0.19236
0.84746

0.1001
2.3879
0.016945

-0.29376
-0.66406
0.50665

3.05E-72
0.26196
0.79335

0.17333
1.1636
0.24458

3.4.3 Upgrade and Downgrade prediction back testing
This sessionn test on the model that has statistically significant in coefficient
in section 3.4.1-3.4.2. The result found five models that has coefficient statistically
significant more than 95 percent confident level: mean different distance to default
signal between Merton KMV 90 days prior to upgrade rating, distance to default
different signal between ACVG GARCH 270 days prior to downgrade rating, distance
to default different between ACVG IGARCH 270 days prior to downgrade rating,
ACVG IGARCH 1 year maximum downsize distance to default signal and 180 Days
maximum downturn ACVG IGARCH distance to default signal. Then they are tested
backward with the sample to measure the amount of Type I error; the model predicts
rate change, but actual data do not. Type II error; the model predicts rate unchanged
but actual data does. Distance to default value data have been calculate every 90 days
to be samples with the prediction rate from logit model is based at 1 percent of
probability. First, mean different between Merton KMV 90 days show the rate of 50
percent type one error and 0 percent of type two error.
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Table 3.20 type I and type II error of mean different distance to default signal of
Merton KMV 90 days for credit upgrade
Model >

Rate change

Rate unchanged

50.00%

50.00%

0%

100%

Actual v
Rate change
Rate unchanged

different distance to default signal of ACVG GARCH 270 days prior to downgrade
rating date shown 47.50 percent of type one error and 63 percent of type two error.
Table 3.21 type I and type II error of different distance to default signal ACVG
GARCH 270 days for credit downgrade
Model >

Rate change

Rate unchanged

Rate change

52.50%

47.50%

Rate unchanged

63.80%

36.20%

Actual v

different distance to default signal of ACVG IGARCH 270 days prior to downgrade
rating date shown 47.50 percent of type one error and 63 percent of type two error.
Table 3.22 type I and type II error of different distance to default signal ACVG
IGARCH 270 days for credit downgrade
Model >

Rate change

Rate unchanged

Rate change

50.00%

50.00%

Rate unchanged

63.36%

36.64%

Actual v

ACVG IGARCH 1 year maximum downsize prior to downgrade rating date shown
47.50 percent of type one error and 63 percent of type two error.
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Table 3.23 type I and type II error of ACVG IGARCH 1 year maximum downsize
signal
Model >

Rate change

Rate unchanged

Rate change

75.00%

25.00%

Rate unchanged

59.60%

40.20%

Actual v

ACVG IGARCH 1 year maximum downsize prior to downgrade rating date shown
47.50 percent of type one error and 63 percent of type two error.
Table 3.24 type I and type II error of ACVG IGARCH 180 days maximum downsize
signal
Model >
Rate change
Rate unchanged
Actual v
Rate change

68.50%

31.50%

Rate unchanged

60.60%

39.40%
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3.5. Conclusion
This paper verifies illustrate that the distance to default to anticipate rating
change action using data source from Bloomberg, 77 listed company which has 95
change their credit rating during Jan 2010 to Jan 2018. The test start from taking
distance to default input from Merton KMV and ACVG model and create signal of
differentiation, mean differentiation, and maximum downturn in different time period
of 90 180 270 and 360 day. Then the signal has been testing with logistic model
between the signals and the credit rating change type.
During period of study, fives model signal can predict credit rating change at
95th confidence level: distance to default different signal of ACVG GARCH 270 days
prior to downgrade rating, distance to default different ACVG IGARCH 270 days
prior to downgrade rating, ACVG IGARCH 1 year maximum downsize distance to
default signal and 180 Days the distance to default have shown significant confident
level before companies credit rating down, while differentiation between the distance
to default value on Merton KMV 90 days has shown significant value before credit
rating change up. However, others model do not shown significant value of credit
rating prediction. The reason behind that most of signal from Merton KMV and
ACVG model distance to default are calculated from stock data which contain high
noise from various factors. Other reasons is the limitation of the sample that only 95
credit changing event.
Therefore, this result may need further improved in the next study by
accommodate more consistent value that represent credit risk of the company such as
Altman’s model z-score or other type of financial ratio to diminish the noise from the
stock price data. Other quality factor may need to add on since the credit rating
change does not include only financial data.

CHAPTER 4

PAPER 3 CREDIT RISK INDICATOR: CASE STUDY OF
THAILAND

4.1 Abstract
This study develops credit risk indicator from Merton KMV and ACVG
model; GARCH, EGARCH, IGARCH to forecast asset volatility to be input of
Merton model. There are two type of indicators (1) asset value weighted and (2)
unweighted average distance to default of daily 461 stock data of listed company in
stock exchange of Thailand from Mar 2008 to Apr 2018. Result show that, credit risk
indicator unweighted type using Merton KMV model and ACVG model have the
same value. ACVG-GARCH have lower SD with little positive skewness and higher
kurtosis. On the other side, credit risk indicator asset weighted type, ACVG-GARCH
has negative skewness lower mean, lower SD, than Merton KMV but higher kurtosis.
ACVG model have nearly the same mean SD among them because indicator from
ACVG move nearly the same trend. Overall, both Merton KMV and ACVG model
move the same direction. Merton KMV indicate longer credit cycle than ACVG
model, but ACVG model have shorter cycle and quicker respond to negative shock.
Among ACVG model, ACVG-EGARCH have highest negative impact from shock.
Causality indicate that both Merton KMV and ACVG Granger cause each other.

4.2 Introduction
4.2.1 Credit Derivative and Its Protection
According to the credit derivative, it helps protect the credits of the holders on
their potential insecurity and default, by providing another loss compensates instead
such as Credit Default Swap (CDS), which its periodic payment is managed by the
counterparties in order to pay the right back, together with the written notices in case
the credit event occurs. In another case, it ever occurred recently through the
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wholesales credit which is improved on the First-to-Default Swaps seeking for the
crates from baskets of noticed credits; it is about the price calculation for subsidiaries
credits to quantify the substance default probability.
According to the default probability, it is anticipated on the difference of bond
results (issued by reference entity) and risk free bond, with the same conditions.
Moreover, it offers two mathematics frameworks for pricing credit derivatives,
namely, the recommended structural models (Merton’s Model) and others Black and
Cox (1976); Brennan and Schwartz (1980); Geske (1977); Ramaswamy and Kim
(1993); Shimko, Tejima, and Van Deventer (1993); Titman and Totous (1989).
Regarding structural strategies, especially Default Barrier’s strategies (delivered by
Hull and White (2000)), they suggested the expansion of various orientations.
Moreover, according to Avellaneda et al. (2001), they indicated the common
framework to model the default indexes (diffusions), and default events (first-passages
across barriers) generalizing Hull-White Discrete Model relying on a discrete random
walk (continuous-time default index models). It can be noticed that this common
framework and default point calibration can be a cause of problems through new and
free boundaries towards the partial differential equation of relevant Fokker-Planck.
Regarding the results, it can be suggested that the Default Barrier Model which is
interpreted newly through the Distance to Default approach towards its neutral risk
occurred to the firms, or neutral risk of the Debt to Value Ratio, is offered and shown
its bounds of default measured to the default probability set which is considered as
equal to the specification of suitable excess drifts for the Distance to Default
Approach. This excessing drift can be interpreted as a risk market price for the firm
values (Merton’s Model, 1974), providing the approach in accordance with the credit
spread which is observable.
Finally, the discussion is carried out through the mathematical implementation
for the model by using both a finite difference scheme (equation of Fokker-Planck)
and a Newton-Raphson scheme (determination of excessing drift) for all procedures of
successive time. Theoretically, the default boundary and drift are measured to get the
credit of AAA and BAA1, which is hypothesized differently according to the
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probability of default and function of volatility. Moreover, the isomorphism is
established by the researcher through default index formulation created by Hull &
White, and the RNDD index concept. Regarding the isomorphism, its reinterpretation
can be done which is the derivative of default boundary by Hull-White, considered as
the risk market price adding to Distance to default approach for any firms to enhance
their security through the probability of observable defaults by either bond spread or
credit ratings. Concerning mathematical algorithm, it is offered to seek for the
infamous drift relying on the controlled problem discretization. It is described by
numerous estimations and examples which identify the appropriateness of the results
on algorithm. Moreover, it is shown by its stability as to small perturbations of the
density of input probability. Eventually, it is possible to address and create the NonParametric Model which supports the conceptual risk neutral default index and
RNDD. The mentioned models are depended on the appropriateness of the first
passage time through the random paths against the default probability obstructions
determined, such as the simulation of Monte Carlo for different scenarios of the
Distance to Default of the firms which are able to create from econometric data
toward the firm volatility. Secondly, the different scenarios probability is able to be
recalibrated suitably for contemporaneous data reflection on a cumulative default
probability as shown through the approach of Monte Carlo Avellaneda et al. (2001) for
its weight.
4.2.2 Merton Distance to Default (DD)
The distance to default estimated by study of Campbell et al. (2008) which
applied Merton (1974) model are used to give an information in business by the case
that counterparty has of missing its financial obligation (credit risk). The methods are
also carried out to evaluate the detailed specifications used by Chava and Jarrow
(2004); Shumway (2001) Stock prices and financial statements are included in these
models. Stock price is used to indicate excessive threshold of stock return occurred in
the business. However, that numbers shown are only from the past months, not from
daily stock returns or recent months, including the market capitalization of the stock.
While financial statements, net income estimation of asset ratio, and aggregates, are
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used as a power for properties ratio. Hence, the researcher has examined all factors
considered as rational adaptations and estimated the net incomes of the market as well
as leverages of properties more than the Book Value (BV).
For the better result, firstly, the lagged of stock returns and net income will be able to
use more qualitatively for the reasons to gain explanatory power of regression
benchmarking. Secondly, the additional factors can be examined, and the cash flow
money to book ratio as well as the price per stock of the business help make logical
influence. According to adaptive version of Merton model, KMV Model, Crosbie and
Bohn (2011) help to classify default estimation which input factors can be change by
the time change. Moreover, the explanatory power to reduced-form variables is added
to the model. Thirdly, the market capitalization is considered as a factor relating to the
expectation of the variables estimation considered as increasingly crucial at longhorizon related to the net income, recent equity returns, and leverage. Furthermore,
time variation is found through the study towards the number of failures. The
differences shown include the continuation of failure and continuation of expectation.
Market capitalization is the factor relating to the prediction regarded as the most
continuous forecasted variables since it is increasingly important for the future use.
Likewise, volatility and Market / Book Ratio, when considered as the long forecast
horizons, they have more significant tendency, relating to the leverage, net income,
and recent equity returns. In addition, the time variation is found out in this research to
seek for the failure of numbers between predictable frequencies and realizable
frequencies through the given time which seems suitable, despite under predictions in
the 1980s and over predictions in the 1990s, of its model. Lastly, financial distress,
average return of stock portfolio, and risk calculation are used for estimation
categorized by failure fitting probability for this research. The research results reveals
that, for value and size effect capture, the business which has financial distress has its
market betas, HML Loadings, and SMB Factors at a high level Fama and French
(1993, 1995, 1996) excluding the average returns which have not been found. This
can be indicated that there is no priced distress risk suitably in equity markets.
Financial distress is included in this research by being categorized into 2
crucial types as follows: 1) A Reduced-Form Econometric Model (according to KMV
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methods from Moody) Crosbie and Bohn (2003) and Merton’s Structural Default
Model; it is for business prediction in terms of failure and bankruptcy, both short and
long horizons. The Distance to Default (DD) is applied from Merton’s Model
considered as a method which helps separate the business difference between asset
value and debt face value. For the asset value, its standard deviation is measured.
Theoretically, the deterministic relationship between default probability and Distance
to Default is applied by the Merton. However, this relationship is applied by the
nonparametric regression to identify the failure and bankruptcy through Distance of
Default, practically. Therefore, it can be noticed that the different levels of Distance to
Default is used to estimate the frequency background of bankruptcy toward the
business, known as probability estimation for potential bankruptcy, and 2) an Extent
Reduced-Form Model; it is for accurate estimation through the risk of failure, both
short and long horizons. To hold the entrepreneurs’ distress stock, thus the premium
has to be estimated. As comparison, the explanatory power tends to be greater than
the existing State-of-the-Art Model Chava and Jarrow (2004); Shumway (2001).
Moreover, when the additional variables are included, the model is greater for
motivating economy in a rational way. According to E. Altman (1968); Ohlson
(1980), they view that the shortly estimated model has a beneficial aspect for
empirical methods toward scores of bankruptcy risk, whereas Z-score and O-score
(Altman’s and Ohlson’s, respectively), when considered as the seminal contributions at
the earlier time, seemed to be greater on bankruptcy estimation. Moreover, the
Distance to Default measurement of Merton (1974), considered as initiator of a
structural model, cannot be concluded all risks of failure is evidenced in this research.
However, to calculate this Distance to Default, it can be used differently Crosbie and
Bohn (2003); Vassalou and Xing (2002). It is in accordance with the research of
Bharath and Shumway (2008) which claim that the Distance to Default calculation
can be done effectively with the alternative measurement.
Quantifying the risk premium for any distress business is also emphasized in
this research. According to the previous literature reviews, the expectation could not
be responded by the market proof in bothered stocks. Nonetheless, it is appeared that
there has been a change of financial distress calculation. It is suggested that this study
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has been continued by several researches like Dichev (1998) which the Altman's Zscore and Ohlson's O-score have been used through budgetary pain measurement, or
the research of Garlappi et al. (2008) applied from Moody's KMV, Vassalou and Xing
(2002) which the Distance to Default has been calculated. The findings reveal that the
returns become higher when the Distance to Default is low through small distressed
stocks. In addition, Maria Vassalou and. Yuhang Xing claimed that the distressed
stock returns are one-sided upwards when comparing to the Price reversals and BidAsk Spread for a month. Furthermore, Griffin and Lemmon (2002) indicated that,
according to the distress growth, the distress measurement carried out by o-score
becomes low through its returns. When comparing to all the quintiles through sizes
and esteem conveyances, it is found that the financial calculation encounters the
ineffectiveness of distressed stocks, excluding the small stocks.
Financial statement data and market data are considered as both methods
which indicate that the default can be demonstrated by Distance to Default approach
effectively Agarwal and Taffler (2008); Hillegeist et al. (2004). Moreover, the
financial statement data tends to be useful as a conjunction part with Distance to
Default for measuring its default. According to the hypothesis, both estimators which
have identically basic variables are suitable to be joined. Regarding Merton’s Model,
it is approved the uncertainty of using the robust control for financial management of
the specialist through ambiguity aversion Chen and So (2014). This helps indicate the
unpredictability to arrange the existing and familiar penalty function with the normal
benefits function towards the ambiguity aversion of the entrepreneurs. It is evidenced
that the newer model is more accurate than the Guileless Model of Bharath and
Shumway. Similarly, the study identifies that Mharath and Shumway’s measurement
considered as direct probability is kept in the Credit Default Swap, which is spread
relapse despite having the change of coefficient. However, the CDS spread regression
has hold the sign and factual criticalness of the model.
It is assumed that any financial authorities have to gain both data maximum
perception on production process and relevant basic laws accurately. However, it is
also necessary for any relevant entrepreneurs to understand the model precision since
they have more ambiguity aversion and are usually anxious to the situations which
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can lead them to the tension condition. Therefore, the elective models far from
reference models are selected by the entrepreneurs. This makes the result that the
robust control method shares lower penalty. Nonetheless, in case the revolution is
low, the model like the reference model will be selected by the entrepreneurs.
4.2.3 Merton model - credit risk Indicators
The paper of Saldias (2012) develops method to track systemic risk for
European banking system base on contingent claim analysis. An aggregated data of
distance to default series were bundle using information from systemically important
banks in STOXX Europe 600 Bank Index. The credit risk indicator shows
methodological advantage in observed vulnerability point in the system over time.
First, the indicators capture independences and joint risk of distress in systemically
important banks. Second, the forward-looking feature embedded in Merton model
enable to track early detection compare to traditional approaches compare to other
market-based indicators. Third, the indicator produce simultaneously smooth and
informatively through long-term signal which is quick and clear reaction to the market
distress and lastly the indicator incorporate additional available information through
stock price which would observed tail risk and correlation break.

4.3 Methodology
4.3.1 Merton model
Let assume E0 and 𝐴0 to be the value of today Equity and Asset, E 𝑇 and 𝐴𝑇 at time 𝑇.
𝜎𝐴 is the volatility of asset value, and 𝑟 is the risk free rate. In Merton (1974) model,

volatility and risk free rate are assumed to be constant.
At time T, shareholder will be paid that:
E 𝑇 = max[𝐴 𝑇 − 𝐷, 0]

The assumption of the model expresses that equity of firm is an European call option
on firm assets with maturity at 𝑇 and the par value of firm zero coupon bond is
considered as the debt obligation at time T. Therefore, holding equity of investor is
analogous as holding a call option on the firm’s asset which embed obligation on its
debt payment at maturity date as option’s strike price.
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According to Black and Scholes (1973) the value of equity today provide as:
E0 = 𝐴0 𝑁(𝑑1 ) − 𝐷𝑒 −𝑟𝑇 𝑁(𝑑2 )

Where
𝐴 𝑒 𝑟𝑇
ln( 0 )
𝐷
d1 =
+ 0.5𝜎𝐴 √𝑇
𝜎𝐴 √𝑇
d2 = d1 − 𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

The debt has been shown in present value type as 𝐷 = 𝐷𝑒 −𝑟𝑇 let L stand for leverage
of firms. 𝐿 = 𝐷/𝐴0 . Therefore, the equity value is definded as
𝐸0 = 𝐴0 (𝑑1 ) − 𝐿𝑁(𝑑2 )

Where
𝑑1 =

−𝑙𝑛(𝐿)
𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

+ 0.5𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

𝑑2 = 𝑑1 − 𝜎𝐴 √𝑇

Ito’s lemma could be used to quantify the instantaneous volatility of the equity from
asset volatility.
𝐸0 𝜎𝐸 =

𝜕𝐸
𝐴 𝜎
𝜕𝐴 0 𝐴

Where 𝜎𝐸 is the instantaneous volatility of equity.
𝜎𝐸 =

𝜎𝐴 𝑁(𝑑1 )
𝑁(𝑑1 ) − 𝐿𝑁(𝑑2 )

The Merton model, the underlying asset volatility cannot be observed directly like
option pricing model. Thus, solving from volatility and option price to implied back
asset value and volatility of firm. Equation number (1) and (2) let us to 𝐸0 and 𝜎𝐸
which can be observed from firm’s public equity prices to get the unobservable 𝐴0
and 𝜎𝐴 by taking L and T in to account. The probability of default at time T will be
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that the probability of shareholders cannot exercise the call option to buy asset for D
at time T
𝜋𝑄 = 𝑁(−𝑑2 )

The probability depends only on L (leverage) and the asset volatility.
4.3.2 Distance to Default an application to measure country credit risk
This section applies the distance to default with volatility process
improvement to capture aggregate level of credit risk; sectoral credit risk, country
credit risk. According to formula in section 3.1, result will aggregate using nonweighted average value and weighted average value.
4.3.3 Aggregation non-weighted conditional volatility Distance to Default
The Average conditional volatility Distance-to-Default (AcvDD) show below and is
obtained by taking the simple average across N = number of stock in individual sector
and all of stock in the market.
𝐴𝑐𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑡 =

1
∑ 𝐷𝐷𝑖,𝑡
𝑁

𝐴𝑐𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑡 is aggregate value fo distance to default in volatility process
𝐷𝑖𝑡 is the Distance-to-Default T periods
𝑁 is number of stock in sector/market
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4.3.4 Aggregation weighted conditional volatility Distance to Default
The Average Weighted conditional volatility Distance-to-Default (ADD) show below
and is obtained by taking the weighted average across N = number of stock in
individual sector and all of stock in the market. And W is an asset value of company.
𝐴𝑐𝑣𝑊𝐷𝐷𝑡 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝐷𝐷𝑖,𝑡
𝐴𝑐𝑣𝑊𝐷𝐷𝑡 is aggregate weighted value of distance to default in volatility process
𝐷𝑖𝑡 is the Distance-to-Default T periods
𝑁 is number of stock in sector/market

Figure 4.1 Framework of credit risk indicator
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4.3.5 Data
In this section, all of stock data from Thai stock market (SET-smart system) will be
used to get market data: equity price of stock, number of stock. The Financial
statement data: liability of company are from the same system. The data management
in this project will use Matlab programming code which will have developed along
with this study to calculate distance to default of all stock. The algorithm has two
parts. First part is about data management. All data is downloaded into the system and
match by date. The financial statement can be acquired quarterly, so the calculation
part will use the nearest available data to be in put of the model. Second, calculation
part, data will calculate distance to default by finding asset value and asset volatility
from Ito’lemma process which used data from equity.
4.3.6 Result & validation
𝑝
The result of the overall 𝐴𝑐𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑡 𝐴𝑐𝑣𝑊𝐷𝐷𝑡 and 𝑐𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑖,𝑡
will be compared with Thai-

CDS spread to measure the correlation to measure overview country credit risk. result
will be validated with a specific credit event in some special case.

4.4. Result
Analyzing credit risk is one of the difficult part of analyst due to lack of information,
data and consistency and too many factors to determined. Overall credit risk indicator
can be implied from CDS but the lack of data, sometime cannot find an appropriate
CDS to measure credit risk. Other way to measure credit risk is to use sign from credit
spread, but recent day government bond yield or even bond market is affected by
monetary policy. Therefore, this study proposes another way to measure credit risk
which quick respond, reliable and represent the market status. This study has
developed credit risk indicator using Merton model, ACVG model to proxy the credit
risk of the market. One advantage of this model is that they can adjust the effect of
leverage through parameter in EGARCH and IGARCH. Moreover, ACVG model can
affect with bad news quicker than Merton model.
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4.4.1. Credit risk Indicator
Table 4.1 average distance to default statistic of Thai 461 company in stock exchange
of Thailand
Factor

Distance to default (average)
Merton KMV

Merton-GARCH

Non-Weight

Asset-Weight

Non-Weight

Asset-Weight

Mean

8.1437

6.6790

8.0234

5.4868

SD

1.3932

1.4921

0.8935

0.6968

Skewness

-0.3090

0.0508

0.1245

-0.1464

Kurtosis

2.6655

2.3490

3.1320

2.8293

Table 4.2 average distance to default statistic of ACVG Thai 461 company in stock
exchange of Thailand
Factor

Distance to default (average)
Merton-GARCH
Non-Weight

Asset-

Merton-EGARCH
Non-Weight

Weight

Asset-

Merton-IGARCH
Non-Weight

Asset-Weight

Weight

Mean

8.0234

5.4868

8.2310

5.3457

7.9835

5.4730

SD

0.8935

0.6968

0.9060

0.6314

0.8833

0.6739

Skewness

0.1245

-0.1464

-0.0506

-0.2081

0.0972

-0.1249

Kurtosis

3.1320

2.8293

2.9686

2.6895

3.0195

2.9267

Credit risk indicator has developed from aggregation distance to default of an
individual stock weekly from Mar 2010 to Apr 2018. The ACVG model has 500-day
period from Mar 2008 – Feb 2010 to estimate model to estimate conditional volatility
for the period. An aggregation process cut out first and last five percentile of distance
to default data to eliminate the effect of bias from extreme value in each period.
Merton KMV use 120-day (half year) period of volatility.
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4.4.1.1 Unweighted aggregate credit risk indicator

Figure 4.2 Credit risk indicator created from average of all Thai available listed 459
stock in Merton KMV and ACVG model

Figure 4.3 Credit risk indicator created from average of all Thai available listed 459
stock in ACVG model
Credit risk indicator from unweighted ACVG show the same pattern of
Merton KMV but it is smaller fluctuate than Merton model. From the figure 4.3
Merton KMV line (blue line) has based at Sep 2011, Aug 2013 and Dec 2015 while
its peak is at Apr 2012, Jun 2014 and Oct 2017. On the other line, ACVG, they have
the same pattern. This is confirmed by correlation table 4.3 that ACVG have high
correlation with each other. The value of ACVG-GARCH is normally lower than
ACVG-IGARCH and ACVG-EGARCH. This because ACVG-EGARCH and ACVGIGARCH conditional volatility affect volatility from small stock easier than ACVGGARCH.

Table 4.1-4.2 mean of Merton KMV is slightly higher than ACVG-

GARCH, SD is higher, but they have skewness in different direction.
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Figure 4.4 Credit risk indicator Merton KMV model compare with SET Index

Figure 4.5 Credit risk indicator in ACVG model compare with SET Index
The level of stock index would not affect with ether Merton model and ACVG
mode as show in Figure 4.5 and 4.6 but trend of stock price tends to effect level of
distance to default than ACVG model. However, the shock in stock market (stock
market drop) effect distance to default both Merton KMV and ACVG model. For
example, at Sep 2011, Aug 2013 both models have drop in distance to default value
but Merton KMV drop for longer circle period than ACVG model.
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Table 4.3 average distance to default correlation of unweighted credit risk indicator
Correlation

Merton

Merton-

Merton-

KMV

GARCH

EGARCH

Merton KMV
Merton-GARCH

0.3854
(99%)

Merton-EGARCH

Merton-IGARCH

0.3806

0.9426

(99%)

(99%)

0.3796

0.9961

0.9442

(99%)

(99%)

(99%)

4.4.1.2 Unweighted aggregate credit risk indicator compares with Thailand
CDS spread

Figure 4.6 unweighted credit risk indicator Merton KMV model compare with
Thailand CDS spread

Figure 4.7 Unweighted credit risk indicator ACVG model compare with Thailand
CDS spread
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4.4.1.3 Unweighted aggregate credit risk indicator compares with Thailand
Probability of default RMICRI

Figure 4.8 unweighted credit risk indicator Merton KMV model compare with
Thailand PD (RMICRI)

Figure 4.9 Unweighted credit risk indicator ACVG model compare with Thailand PD
(RMICRI)
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4.4.1.4 Weighted aggregate credit risk indicator

Figure 4.10 weighted credit risk indicator Merton KMV and ACVG model

Figure 4.11 weighted credit risk indicator ACVG model

Credit risk indicator from weighted ACVG show the same pattern of Merton
KMV but it has smaller fluctuation and lower distance to default level than Merton
model. From the figure 4.11 Merton KMV line (blue line) has based at Sep 2011, Aug
2013 and Dec 2015 while its peak is at Apr 2012, Jun 2014 and Oct 2017 as same as
unweighted indicator. On the other line, ACVG, they have the same pattern but along
the trend the level is lower than unweighted indicator. This is confirmed by
correlation table 4.4 that ACVG have high correlation with each other. The value of
ACVG-GARCH is not normally lower than ACVG-IGARCH and ACVG-EGARCH
in unweighted because the weighted regime emphasizes the large stock than small
stock which large stock has lower leverage effect in price. Table 4.2 mean of Merton
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KMV is slightly higher than ACVG-GARCH, SD is higher, but they have skewness
in different direction. Statistic table 40 also confirm the lower mean, but sd skewness
and curtosis show different direction.
Table 4.4 average distance to default correlation of weighted credit risk indicator
Correlation

Merton

Merton-GARCH

Merton-

Asset-

Asset-Weight

EGARCH

Weight

Asset-Weight

Merton
Asset-Weight
Merton-GARCH

0.6364

Asset-Weight

(99%)

Merton-EGARCH

0.6242

0.9381

Asset-Weight

(99%)

(99%)

Merton-IGARCH

0.6263

0.9791

0.9460

Asset-Weight

(99%)

(99%)

(99%)

Correlation table 4.4 show that weighted indicator has higher correlation
between Merton KMV and ACVG model compared with unweighted, while ACVG
model highly correlate among ACVG-GARCH, ACVG-EGARCH and ACVGIGARCH. The higher correlation between Merton KMV and ACVG model
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4.4.1.5 weighted aggregate credit risk indicator compares with
Thailand CDS spread

Figure 4.12 weighted credit risk indicator Merton KMV model compare with
Thailand CDS spread

Figure 4.13 weighted credit risk indicator ACVG model compare with Thailand CDS
spread
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4.4.1.6 Unweighted aggregate credit risk indicator compares with
Thailand Probability of default RMICRI

Figure 4.14 weighted credit risk indicator Merton KMV model compare with
Thailand PD (RMICRI)

Figure 4.15 weighted credit risk indicator ACVG model compare with Thailand PD
(RMICRI)
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4.4.2 Sectoral Credit risk Indicator
Credit risk in specific sector is captured by company credit spread which their
bond spread usually face with low liquidity issue especially when market dry up. So,
corporate bond spread may not proxy the level of credit risk appropriately. Moreover,
it is hard to evaluate sectoral credit risk indicator using set of company because their
bond may face with different liquidity risk which effect in price. To measure credit
risk in specific sector, distance to default from Merton KMV and ACVG model can
illustrate level of credit risk without liquidity problem from corporate bond. This
study shows sectoral credit risk indicator which is classify by sector classification by
stock exchange of Thailand. This indicator eliminates liquidity problem in corporate
bond sector and reflex updated data from stock market which is much more liquid
than bond market. Figures below show compare of weighted and unweighted sectoral
credit risk indicator.
4.4.2.1 Unweighted aggregate credit risk indicator

Figure 4.16 unweighted credit risk indicator of Agro & Food Industry ACVG model
compare with Merton KMV model
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Figure 4.17 unweighted credit risk indicator of Consumer Products Industry ACVG
model compare with Merton KMV model

Figure 4.18 unweighted credit risk indicator of Financials Industry ACVG model
compare with Merton KMV model

Figure 4.19 unweighted credit risk indicator of Industries Industry ACVG model
compare with Merton KMV model
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Figure 4.20 unweighted credit risk indicator of Properties & construction Industry
ACVG model compare with Merton KMV model

Figure 4.21 unweighted credit risk indicator of Resources and Energy Industry
ACVG model compare with Merton KMV model

Figure 4.22 unweighted credit risk indicator of service Industry ACVG model
compare with Merton KMV model
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Figure 4.23 unweighted credit risk indicator of Technology industry ACVG model
compare with Merton KMV model
Table 4.5 average distance to default unweighted sectoral credit risk indicator
Merton KMV (Non-weight)

Merton-GARCH (Non -weight)

Merton-EGARCH (Non-weight)

Merton-IGARCH (Non -weight)

Sector

mean

sd

skew

kur.

mean

sd

skew

kur.

mean

sd

skew

kur.

mean

sd

skew

kur.

Agro Food

11.32

1.40

-0.46

3.02

9.62

0.70

-0.68

3.92

9.30

0.66

0.06

3.00

9.49

0.63

-0.64

3.89

Consumer

10.47

1.67

0.74

3.41

8.20

0.59

-0.43

3.69

7.95

0.64

0.33

3.51

8.18

0.59

-0.41

3.42

Financials

6.99

1.65

-0.49

3.06

5.18

0.64

-0.65

2.68

5.19

0.59

-0.47

2.61

5.21

0.63

-0.67

2.80

Industrials

9.24

1.56

-0.40

3.03

7.31

0.79

-0.07

2.95

7.53

0.84

-0.07

2.90

7.28

0.77

-0.07

3.00

Prop. Cons

7.79

1.67

-0.17

2.86

6.41

0.60

-0.90

4.05

6.54

0.61

-0.81

3.93

6.45

0.60

-0.93

4.05

Resources

8.54

1.60

-0.37

2.93

7.05

0.72

-0.54

3.86

6.86

0.70

-0.43

3.25

7.09

0.71

-0.59

4.08

Services

10.22

1.41

-0.22

3.34

9.30

0.74

-0.83

3.67

9.18

0.61

-0.60

3.70

9.24

0.73

-0.86

3.73

Technology

8.14

1.39

-0.31

2.67

8.02

0.89

0.12

3.13

8.23

0.91

-0.05

2.97

7.98

0.88

0.10

3.02
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4.4.2.2 Weighted aggregate credit risk indicator

Figure 4.24 weighted credit risk indicator of Agro & Food industry ACVG model
compare with Merton KMV model

Figure 4.25 weighted credit risk indicator of Consumer product industry ACVG
model compare with Merton KMV model

Figure 4.26 weighted credit risk indicator of Financial Industrial ACVG model
compare with Merton KMV model
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Figure 4.27 weighted credit risk indicator of Industrials Industry ACVG model
compare with Merton KMV model

Figure 4.28 weighted credit risk indicator of Properties & Construction Industrial
ACVG model compare with Merton KMV model

Figure 4.29 weighted credit risk indicator of Resources and Energy Industry ACVG
model compare with Merton KMV model
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Figure 4.30 weighted credit risk indicator of Service Industry ACVG model compare
with Merton KMV

Figure 4.31 weighted credit risk indicator of Technology industry ACVG model
compare with Merton KMV model

Table 4.6 average distance to default unweighted sectoral credit risk indicator
Merton KMV (Asset-weight)

Merton-GARCH (Asset-weight)

Merton-EGARCH (Asset-weight)

Merton-IGARCH (Asset-weight)

Sector

mean

sd

skew

kur.

mean

sd

skew

kur.

mean

sd

skew

kur.

mean

sd

skew

kur.

Agro Food

8.41

1.78

0.26

3.86

7.90

1.83

0.94

3.85

8.05

1.73

0.80

3.11

7.92

1.78

0.85

3.43

Consumer

12.56

2.15

0.32

3.00

10.12

1.04

-0.18

3.13

9.85

0.89

0.20

3.15

10.11

1.02

-0.37

3.35

Financials

5.21

1.63

0.09

2.11

4.58

0.89

-0.28

2.95

4.36

0.77

-0.26

2.76

4.57

0.88

-0.27

2.95

Industrials

7.83

2.19

0.72

3.35

6.65

1.12

0.36

2.94

6.74

1.18

0.37

2.59

6.55

1.10

0.28

2.78

Prop. Cons

8.58

1.89

-0.08

2.57

7.30

0.95

-0.64

3.23

7.40

0.90

-0.46

3.27

7.30

0.93

-0.67

3.32

Resources

7.18

1.60

0.12

2.71

5.75

0.83

0.83

4.90

5.26

1.00

0.32

3.13

5.69

0.78

0.73

4.74

Services

11.06

2.30

0.03

3.26

9.47

1.18

-0.09

3.05

9.63

1.23

-0.18

2.54

9.56

1.16

-0.17

2.99

Technology

8.39

2.15

-0.44

2.37

7.65

1.60

0.47

2.13

7.86

1.51

0.25

2.82

7.61

1.60

0.48

2.13
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4.4.2.3 The indication case example
An example sectoral credit risk analysis of financial sector in figure 4.33
(weighted credit risk indicator of industrial industry ACVG model compare with
Merton KMV model) illustrate that overall distance to default from ACVG has lower
value than Merton model. The Merton model show that there is a bottom which is DD
value less than five two times in Nov 2011 and Aug 2013. However, the DD value
from ACVG illustrate small drop prior to Nov 2011 and Jun 2013. The drop in DD is
in different trend. The period of dropping in Merton model take 4 months. According
to the news, during late 2011 there is bad news about European debt which may cause
a new crisis, so that the stock price drops significantly. During 2013, there is flooding
in Thailand, the national GDP growth drop sharply, and the stock market drop in
value sharply.

Figure 4.32 weighted credit risk indicator of Financial Industrial ACVG model
compare with Merton KMV model
It would be reasonable to analyze performance of sectoral credit risk indicator
over Industrial sector that during the peak period and through period. Firstly, the
stress event during 2011 and 2013 induce stock price to decrease and increase
volatility to the system. The increased volatility according to the shock would consist
of external factor volatility and internal factor volatility that relevant to credit risk.
The Merton model overtaken volatility during the stress period due to the volatility
and the level of declined stock price. While, the ACVG model react to the shock
shortly and revert to normal path.
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On the other hand, during 2017 and 2018 the stock market rise. The financial sector
credit risk of Merton model increases in DD score from 4 to 8 while the ACVG model
DD score increase from 4 to 5. This case the Merton model financial sector indicator
increase due to the low volatility period and increase in stock price rather than any
sign of improvement its credit risk since the NPLs level (non-performing loans) the
indicator to observe banking health has been stable and tend to increase. Therefore,
the ACVG has eliminate the effect of too much or too low volatility which would lead
the Merton model to over reacting to shock and over reacting to the stock price when
market is clam
4.4.3 Corporate bond yield forecasting
The credit risk indicator that introduces in this study from previous topic
provide investors of how much credit risk of the system. It produces high number of
correlations with normal instruments e.g. country credit default swap, or the risk
indicator from risk institute. To proof that this credit risk has high implication, it
should predict the price of corporate bond which directly expose to credit risk.
This topic discuss on how credit risk indicator point the information of how
much credit risk of the system. The more credit risk should affect the bond price to
low, and on the other hand, the less credit risk should affect the bond price to high.
Normally, bond price can be represented by bond yield. So, this study picks up 5 year
BBB corporate bond index as a benchmark of bond price because three reasons about
bond type, rating and maturity. Firstly, debenture is one of the popular debt
instruments that companies use for borrowing money for their long-term project. It is
expected that the credit risk profile of the companies reflects the price of debenture
rather than other instrument e.g. bills of exchange. Second, the reason to choose BBB
rated bond as a benchmark bond because it is the optimum point between liquidity of
bond and the degree which bonds expose to credit risk. The higher-grade bonds have
higher liquidity but they have low level exposure to credit risk. The lower-grade
bonds have lower liquidity but they have higher level exposure to credit risk. The
maturity of bond directly link with the sensitivity of price to the external shock.
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Figures below show the movement of weighted credit risk indicator of Merton model
and ACVG model with Thai-BBB-corporate bond yield between 2007 to 2018. They
show that overall Thai-BBB-corporate bond yield move with the different direction
with credit risk indicator especially pre crisis 2008 and 2013. However, corporate
bond yield has functional link with government bond yield.

Figure 4.33 weighted credit risk indicator Merton KMV model and ACVG model
compare with Thailand BBB corporate bond yield

Therefore, the next figure 4.35 explores the movement of weighted credit risk
indicator of Merton model and ACVG model with Thai-BBB-corporate bond spread.
Result found that the pre-crisis period (before hamburger 2008 and euro debt crisis
2013) the credit risk indicator shows the sign of risk before the spread rocket up.

Figure 4.34 weighted credit risk indicator Merton KMV model and ACVG model
compare with Thailand BBB corporate bond spread
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Figure 4.35 Thai policy rate
However, after crisis the spread moved in the same direction. It is expected
that because the intervention of the government. During the crisis, it is normal that
government will use monetary policy to recover the system. The policy rate has been
cut as it can be seen in figure 4.36 that policy rate has been decrease sharply during
2007, 2009 and 2012. The trend of keeping low policy rate was introduced after 2008.
Therefore, the policy rate was at low level since 2015.
Theoretically, credit risk indicator should have adverse relationship with
corporate bond spread, but the 25 week rolling window period correlation between
corporate bond spread and credit risk indicator show that there may be high
correlation during the intervention of the government 2008 and 2012. This can be
explained that during the crisis the corporate bond price set at low price. Government
try to boost the bond price in order to keep cost of funding low. Then the bond price
increase, both government bond and corporate bond, but corporate bond increase with
higher rate. The spread of corporate bond narrow down while credit risk of firms is
lower. The explanation may different during 2015 to 2018 that the government bond
yield is set as low level for long term to boost asset price and to keep cost of fund
remain at low level. The corporate bond spread at this period is affected by external
shock rather than credit risk itself.
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Figure 4.36 The correlation between Thailand BBB corporate bond spread and
weighted credit risk indicator Merton KMV model and ACVG model
4.4.3.1 Pre-Hamburger crisis 2008
There is an evident that both Merton KMV model and ACVG model can cause
the BBB corporate bond spread. Bond yield spread at 2007-2008 started about 4% and
increased to 12% maximum during the peak of the crisis at the beginning of 2009.
That time the distance to default drop from 8 to 2 for Merton KMV model and from 8
to 4 for ACVG model. Granger causality test result shows that during Oct-2007 Jan2010 both Merton KMV model and ACVG model has 99% confidence level to lead
BBB bond spread.
Table 4.7 Granger causality test from Merton KMV and ACVG model to BBB bond
spread during period before 2008 crisis
Granger Causality test

F-stat

Sig level

From Merton KMV to BBB Bond Spread

29.1641

99%

From Merton-GARCH to BBB Bond Spread

10.3814

99%

From Merton-EGARCH to BBB Bond Spread

11.5977

99%

From Merton-IGARCH to BBB Bond Spread

10.9588

99%

From BBB Bond Spread to Merton KMV

16.7096

99%

From BBB Bond Spread to Merton-GARCH

19.9839

99%

From BBB Bond Spread to Merton-EGARCH

20.7894

99%

From BBB Bond Spread to Merton-IGARCH

19.9698

99%

After 2010, data has been tested for any causality relationship between the
distance to default and corporate bond spread. it is found insignificant of the
relationship. The reasonbehind is monetary policy of government that cut the policy
rate after 2009 and make the yield of corporate bond decrease than the government
bond.
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4.4.3.2 Search for yield period
During the search for yield period Feb-2015 to Jun-2018, there is an evident
that both Merton KMV model and ACVG model can cause the BBB corporate bond
spread. That period is after the policy rate has been fully cut. The BBB corporate
bond yield decrease from 6% at 2011 to 4% in 2015. This period result of causality
test show that both Merton model and ACVG model have 95% significant level of
causing BBB corporate bond spread with 1 period lag.
Table 4.8 Granger causality test from Merton KMV and ACVG model to BBB bond
spread during period after 2008 crisis
Granger Causality test

F-stat

Sig
level

From Merton KMV to BBB Bond Spread

5.3389

95%

From Merton-GARCH to BBB Bond Spread

5.1562

95%

From Merton-EGARCH to BBB Bond Spread

5.1763

95%

From Merton-IGARCH to BBB Bond Spread

4.8845

95%

From BBB Bond Spread to Merton KMV

0.1519

-

From BBB Bond Spread to Merton-GARCH

0.1974

-

From BBB Bond Spread to Merton-EGARCH

0.1442

-

From BBB Bond Spread to Merton-IGARCH

0.1764

-

In summary, credit risk indicator can be used to forecast the corporate bond
yield in the normal time without the period of intervention from outside. However,
this would open the room to study further on this point by deducting the effect of
intervention and measure the causality again.

4.5 Conclusion
This study develops credit risk indicator from Merton KMV and ACVG model
from asset value weighted and unweighted average distance to default of listed
company in stock exchange of Thailand to evaluate credit risk in an aggregate level.
The result show that in the case of Thailand from Mar 2010 to Apr 2018 ACVG
model is more sensitive to credit risk quicker than Merton KMV model.
Merton KMV require stock price, level of debt, risk free rate as an input. Since
the model get daily basis input (stock price), the model can generate daily output,
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distance to default, credit risk assessment. distance to default could be understood as
the reverse of probability of default. Therefore, the average distance of company
group could represent credit risk of their group.
This paper also applies volatility regime using condition volatility model;
GARCH, EGARCH, IGARCH to forecast asset volatility to be input of Merton
model. Thai daily 461 stock data from Mar 2008 to Apr 2018. The period of estimate
conditional volatility model is Mar 2008 to Feb 2010. The period of testing is Mar
2010 to Apr 2018. Estimated model; GARCH, EGARCH, IGARCH will be used to
forecast using information from current date of testing period. The testing period is
calculated on first day of week due to limitation of computer resources. Merton KMV,
the testing period use 120 days stock price rolling period prior to test date and total
debt value from latest available quarter. ACVG model, use 200 days stock price
rolling period prior to test date. The total debt value is the same as Merton KMV
mode.
This paper develops credit risk indicator in an aggregate level using all firm in
the stock exchange of Thailand on both Merton KMV and ACVG model. Result show
that, credit risk indicator unweighted type using Merton KMV model and ACVG
model have quite the same average number. ACVG-GARCH have lower SD with
little positive skewness and higher kurtosis. On the other size credit risk indicator
asset weighted type, ACVG-GARCH has negative skewness lower mean, lower SD,
than Merton KMV but higher kurtosis. ACVG model have nearly the same mean SD
among them because indicator from ACVG move nearly the same trend.
Overall, both Merton KMV and ACVG model move the same direction.
Merton KMV indicate longer credit cycle than ACVG model, but ACVG model have
shorter cycle and quicker respond to negative shock. Among ACVG model, ACVGEGARCH have highest negative impact from shock. Causality indicate that both
Merton KMV and ACVG Granger cause each other.
To validate result, Merton KMV and ACVG model are compared with other
indicator that use to proxy credit risk; Thailand CDS spread and PD (from the credit
research initiative-nus risk management institute), result found that overall both
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Merton KMV and ACVG model move along these indicators with the same trend.
Moreover, ACVG model respond to the shock quicker. However, it may be noise in
some period due to the character of conditional volatility model that has mean
reverting feature which effect ACVG series to fluctuate. It seems to be bigger
problem for some sectoral indicator. This problem shall leave for further study to
make robustness test. This problem author would drop as limitation of this study.
Lastly, the study test Granger causality between Merton KMV model and
ACVG model to see if the credit risk indicator causes the change in corporate BBB
bond spread. Result found that Merton KMV model and ACVG model granger cause
corporate bond spread in the period of no intervention from outside.
In conclusion, this study support that using applied conditional volatility
GARCH family model (ACVG model) credit risk indicator. The weighted average
ACVG distance to default is more conservative compare with Merton KMV model
and unweighted series. It gives result the same direction with testing indicator.

CHAPTER 5

POLICY RECOMMENDATION

Since the problem of Bill of Exchange (B/E) default in late 2016 create
negative shock to the B/E market and transmit fear to lower grade bond market, the
way to improve measurement should be imposed. As after default event, the lowgrade bond yield has been rising significantly. It could have been expressed in two
side. It may be reasonable to confirm that low grade bond yield should rise because
previously the yield has been critical low due to some external environment, but it
waits for the trigger event like default event to happen. Another side could be the
default damage the low-grade bond yield market and it would reverse back
development of the low-grade bond market.
Another concern would be, how bad the situation is. Prior to have big default
in late 2016, the market condition was to be normal. No sign to have any negative
shock to the market. Suddenly default has happened. The question that might be in
concern for regulator is that is this default only specific case or is this an early sign of
system failure.
One key thing to answer these questions efficiently is the risk nature credit
risk model such as Merton model or ACVG model. It can measure the level of credit
risk level embedded in bond compare to the yield. The Merton model or ACVG
model could give result as in daily basis which is quick and react to the latest data due
to the shock will spread around the stock market first. The ACVG model could be
better result over Merton model because when the shock happens, the volatility would
be increase significantly, Merton model will overtake effect into that model, while the
ACVG model would not overtake effect of that external volatility. Then regulator
could assess how well of the situation on ether individual bond, individual issuer, subsector, sector or market level using the aggregate level of credit risk indicator. In
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contrast, the financial statement class credit risk model, financial ratio, Altman model,
could be support more accurately measure of the credit risk, but the new data will
come as quarterly basis which is too late to monitor an extreme event as default which
bad news may spread quickly. Finally, Market regulator could integrate the credit risk
indicator both risk nature credit risk measure and financial statement class model, as
their monitoring tool to observed health of the issuer, market and to capture the
spillover of the Harada and Ito (2011) effect since the shock from default even, may
jump up the yield to the same class of bond, another risky bond may not be able to
rollover their debt which may spread default into market wide. However, there still
weak evident to support the use of ACVG in practice. It may need further study to
increase the robustness of the measurement before putting it to work.
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